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1. Introduction
1.1. Follow-up to 2016, current objectives, and background
The Institute for Transnational and Euregional cross border cooperation and Mobility / ITEM makes a
scientific contribution to cross-border mobility and cooperation. One of the research activities with
which ITEM makes this contribution is the development and performance of an annual cross-border
impact assessment.
What are the effects of new legislation on border regions? And how are border regions influenced by
current legislation?
In 2016, ITEM published its first Cross-border Impact Assessment. The research involved ten dossiers
and nineteen researchers, and resulted in more than 300 pages of valuable research on border
regions. The cross-border impact assessment 2016 covered a wide range of issues, from taxes to
road tolls. For these topics, the cross-border impact of existing and forthcoming legislation was
identified for border regions. However, it went further than that. The ITEM cross-border impact
assessment 2016 forms the basis for further action and research focused on improving cross-border
labour mobility.
Following ITEM’s research, the mapping of effects for border regions has been taken up by others.
For example, the European Commission has shown interest in the cross-border impact assessment
tool, specifically in the approach developed by ITEM. DG Regio was advised by ITEM in preparing the
‘Boosting growth and cohesion in EU border regions’ roadmap.
When it comes to its content, the ITEM Cross-border Impact Assessment 2016 formed the basis for
further action and research aimed at improving cross-border labour mobility. In the context of the
dossier Social security, two symposiums for employers were organised in collaboration with the
Holland Expat Center South, the Maastricht border information point (Grensinfopunt), and City Deal
Eurolab. The ITEM information sessions were aimed at cross-border sickness reporting in the
Netherlands/Germany.
Moreover, the ITEM Cross-border Impact Assessment 2016 led to the organisation of an expert
workshop in partnership with the European Parliament. The workshop focused on the Commission
proposal to amend Regulations 883/2004 and 987/2009. Finally, other issues in the ITEM Crossborder Impact Assessment 2016 also remain relevant. For example, the role of the UWV (Dutch
Employee Insurance Agency) in cross-border employment services was investigated. The dossier
Recognition of Professional Qualifications revealed that current EU legislation contains no separate
provisions on the unique situation of frontier workers. To that end, ITEM launched a feasibility study
into a cross-border professional recognition card. The purpose of the study is to design a tool to
ensure recognition procedures in border regions can run as quickly and efficiently as possible.
Finally, some dossier topics called for further research in a following cross-border impact
assessment. Thus, two dossiers from 2016 were revisited in the 2017 report. The dossier Tax Treaty
Netherlands-Germany and the dossier Social security were once again included in the ITEM crossborder impact assessment 2017.
Institute for Transnational and Euregional cross border cooperation and Mobility / ITEM
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Like last year, the aim of the cross-border impact assessment is to provide a contribution to:
the ex ante recognition of potential negative or positive cross-border effects of planned
legislation or policy initiatives, and
the ex post identification of negative or positive cross-border effects of existing policy or
legislation.
The cross-border assessment may be used to assess the intentions of the European Union (EU)
and/or governmental bodies at national and/or regional levels.
This report is a summary of the results of ITEM’s cross-border impact assessment 2017, and
describes the assessment of six individual dossiers. In 2017, the focus is on both the evaluation of
the impact on border regions of policy and legislation (Tax Treaty NL/DE, national legislation
concerning third country nationals, NL tax legislation/90% rule) that has already come into effect (ex
post), and the identification of desired or undesired effects on border regions. Also included in this
cross-border impact assessment are the European Commission’s proposals which have been
analysed ex ante (EU Regulation on Coordination of Social Security Systems) and national measures
which have not yet entered into force but have been adopted by the Parliament (German car toll
and Belgian legislation on the identification of travellers). Furthermore, two dossiers in this year’s
cross-border impact assessment involved preliminary research which concluded that the topics
could be researched more extensively. In some dossiers, the assessment of the cross-border impact
was not restricted to an analysis of the legislation. The policies of implementing bodies,
administrative capacities, and rules can likewise have a negative or positive effect, and so these
were also investigated in a number of dossiers.
1.2. For whom is this cross-border impact assessment intended?
The cross-border impact assessment offers additional insights into national and EU initiatives, and is
intended as a valuable tool and resource for the policymakers behind the decisions concerning
border regions.
Firstly, this annual cross-border impact assessment of relevant dossiers can provide the border
regions with a tool to help better identify existing or expected problems and support the political
debate. This in order to allow timely adjustments to be made to the legislative proposal during the
parliamentary legislative process, prior to implementation.
Secondly, this report may offer added value to the European Commission’s ex ante impact
assessment and the evaluation of existing legislation. Finally, the report can also contribute to a
better ex ante and ex post evaluation of legislation and policy for the Member States and regional
legislators.

Introduction
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2. Method
2.1 Framework
Definition
We define border regions as the cross-border areas surrounding the borders of the Netherlands,
Belgium, and Germany. This definition will be further refined in the individual sections of this report,
as appropriate to the subject. The idea underlying this specific definition is that general observation
reveals few if any generic causes of the effects on border regions. These issues are rooted in the
national conversion and implementation of European law and the level of coordination between the
neighbouring countries. Even though the European legislation has been on the books for years, a
number of obstacles arise from the way in which the Member States have implemented EU law, the
quality of the national law, and its implementation in practice. ITEM therefore advocates more of a
bottom-up approach from and for the border regions, and calls for more study of the effects on
specific regions. Experiences from the first round in 2016 have shown that there is interest within
national and European institutions for targeted research at a Euregional level.
More border assessments
ITEM’s cross-border impact assessment is complementary to the several evaluations carried out (or
in preparation) at the European, national, and regional levels. Table 1 shows what impact
assessment tools are applied or are being prepared at various levels. However, these tools do not
appear to be well suited for monitoring the impact of legislation on specific border regions.
‘Brussels’, for example, lacks detailed knowledge of the expected (or already existing) negative
cross-border effects of policy and legislation in each region. With that being the case, it is not
realistic to expect the European Commission to be able to map out detailed cross-border effects for
the entire EU (and its great diversity of border situations) within the framework of its own impact
assessment. The Committee of the Regions has established this on numerous occasions.
Nor is it particularly realistic to expect a line ministry at national level to have detailed knowledge of
all border regions. For instance, the Federal Government in Berlin could hardly be expected to be
able to conduct an ex ante assessment of the situation at the borders with all nine of Germany’s
neighbouring countries. For certain effects, the diversity is simply too great. This shows that there is
a need for small-scale, bottom-up border assessments from the perspective of individual border
regions. In future, these could form the building blocks of a national analysis designed to better
identify the impact of legislation and policy.
Border regions require a structural analysis, but they frequently lack the tools and know-how. ITEM’s
cross-border impact assessment could make a contribution to the specific analyses for border
regions in 2017 too and serve as an example for others. ITEM drew attention to the method and
approach at various conferences in both 2016 and 2017. A multitude of independent and detailed
cross-border reviews would be of tremendous use in the evaluation of European legislation (ex ante
impact assessment) and the evaluation of the ex post impact. And perhaps even more importantly,
at national level these could be an important element in the evaluations conducted by national and
regional authorities and legislators.
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Table 1: Impact evaluation – various tools

Tool
European
Commission

Application
Regulatory Impact
Assessment

National
government
Netherlands

Discussion about the
cross-border impact
assessment prior to
national/EU
legislation/policy
Intention: assessment
of cross-border
effects of provincial
decisions
Assessment of
territorial effects of
EU legislation

Province of
Limburg
Internal border
assessment
ESPON Quickscan
ARTS
Territorial Impact
Assessment
EURO
Institut/Center for
Cross Border
Studies, Impact
Assessment Toolkit
for cross-border
cooperation
ITEM
Annual Crossborder Impact
Assessment

Method

Decision stage
Assessment of a
Commission
proposal on policy
strategy or
legislation
National ex ante
component of the
proposal by line
ministries
Ex ante

Ex ante

Assessment of crossborder
projects/policy

Ex ante

Assessment of crossborder impact of
relevant EU, national,
and regional
legislation/policy.

Ex ante and ex post

Objective/focus
Cost-benefit analysis,
employment, European
competition, sustainability,
territorial dimension (as
decided until now)
Coordination on national
policy/border situation,
Coordination on
transposing EU law into
neighbouring countries
Prevention of negative
cross-border effects of
provincial policy
Improvement of impact
assessments by the
European Commission and
Member States
Improvement of projects
and programmes

The identification of the
effects of legislation and
policy on cross-border
mobility in a broad sense
(Focus in 2017 in the
BE/NL/DE region)
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2.2 Methodological questions
What is a border region?
The research area of this assessment is, in a broad sense, the border regions along the
German/Dutch/Belgian border. In each dossier, the border region researched is more specifically
defined. For the German toll, student mobility, and the identification of travellers, this is the
geographical area of the Euregio Meuse-Rhine, for example. The research into the Tax Treaty
Netherlands-Germany focuses on the Netherlands-Germany border region accordingly. The Social
security dossier generally focuses on the border regions marked by cross-border labour, whereas the
90% rule concentrates on the NUTS3/COROP areas which lie immediately along the Dutch/Belgian
and Dutch/German border. It is important to avoid a national perspective. A nationally defined
border region (such as the Province of Limburg) understandably has, first and foremost, a national
perspective of the border. The disadvantage from that perspective (for example, in the case of
unequal excise duties) can, on the other hand, translate into an advantage for the Belgian or German
neighbours. For this reason, the research area for ITEM’s cross-border impact assessment is first and
foremost the cross-border Euregion, not the border region. This approach which we adopted in 2016
also forms the basis for the research in 2017.
The Euregion as benchmark?
Euregions and other cross-border partnership structures formulate strategies and programmes that
identify priorities for improving cross-border situations. For a number of dossiers in ITEM’s crossborder impact assessment 2017, it proved possible to use the perspective and the objectives of
border regions as a benchmark for desired or undesired effects. For some subjects, the geographic
definition was added as a further element.
Figure 1 Cross-border partnerships along
the border (BE/NL/DE/LU)
Source: DG Regio

Institute for Transnational and Euregional cross border cooperation and Mobility / ITEM
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2.3 Research themes, principles, benchmarks, and indicators
The ITEM cross-border impact assessment is broken down into dossiers, focusing on the following
three themes:
1. the cross-border impact from the perspective of individuals, associations, and enterprises
correlated with the objectives and principles of European Integration (freedoms, citizenship,
and non-discrimination);
2. the cross-border impact on socioeconomic development/sustainable development;
3. the cross-border impact on Euregional cohesion and cross-border governance structures
(cooperation with governmental agencies, private citizens, the business sector, etc.).
It is possible to initiate a discussion about the potential impact of legislation on individual positions
of employees or employers. A number of the dossiers look at what effects legislation or its
application in practice has on the freedom of individuals and businesses in a cross-border context
(such as the Dutch 90% rule). To what extent are measures in violation of the principles of nondiscrimination (1) as described in the EU treaty or defined by directives, regulations, and case law?
This year, ITEM examined the consequences of legislation on Euregional economic development
more closely than in 2016 with regard to the transposition of certain national laws (for example, the
German toll and traveller identification). How will citizens/car owners react to the introduction of a
toll? How will habits change and what could this mean for the Euregional economy? What does this
mean for the sustainable development for the environment in villages, if drivers start to take
shortcuts?
Finally, in each dossier, researchers also asked what a certain measure means for Euregional
cohesion, cooperation between institutions, business, contacts, and the mindset of cross-border
activities amongst citizens. That is an important aspect in assessing the relationships between the
establishment and organization of Euregions and Euregional mindset of citizens.
ITEM researchers attempted as much as possible to describe for each subject what the impact would
be from the perspective of the three themes indicated above (citizenship, European integration and
development, and Euregional cohesion). The subject of the research here was not only the treaties,
directives, and regulations themselves, but also their application in practice. The political vision
formulated by a Euregion of a very mobile cross-border labour market likewise came into the
picture. Finally, the researchers formulated indicators to review whether legislation or other rules
might facilitate or impede best practices.

Method
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Table 2: Examples of principles, benchmarks, and indicators
Goals/principles

Good practice/benchmark

Indicators

European integration,
European citizenship,
Non-discrimination

No border controls, open
labour market, easy
recognition of diplomas,
good coordination of social
security facilities, taxes

Number of border controls, crossborder commuting, duration and cost of
recognition of diplomas, access to
housing market, etc.

Regional competitive
strength,
Sustainable
development of
border regions

Cross-border initiatives for
establishing companies,
Euregional labour market
strategy, cross-border
spatial planning

Euregional: GDP, unemployment,
quality of cross-border cluster,
environmental impact (emissions),
poverty

Cross-border
cooperation/Good
Governance,
Euregional cohesion

Functioning of cross-border
services, cooperation with
organizations, coordination
procedures, associations

The number of cross-border
institutions, the quality of cooperation
(in comparison to the past),
development of Euregional governance
structures, quantity and quality of
cross-border projects

2.4 Cross-border impact assessment 2017 dossiers
In late 2016/early 2017, ITEM conducted a survey among professionals and officials dealing with
cross-border mobility and cooperation issues. The survey was designed to solicit information about
current themes or legislation calling for further analysis.
After sending out its survey questionnaires, ITEM received 18 responses from various partners
(border info points, regional authorities, Euregions, and trade unions). Additionally, a number of
topics were proposed through other channels. After the dossiers and subjects submitted were
screened, eight were ultimately selected by the Cross-border Impact Assessment working group set
up by ITEM, consisting of personnel in various ITEM partner organizations, using an analysis tool as
they did in 2016. ITEM’s working group assessed the submissions, looking at the topicality of the
issues, the relationship to ITEM’s research focus, the number of requests submitted in relation to a
subject, and the various research themes within specific subjects, to come up with the selection of
the six dossiers (plus two preliminary studies).
Some of the dossiers therefore focus on the specific financial effects, particularly for frontier
workers and businesses (Netherlands-Germany tax treaty/90% rule/coordination of social security
systems), while others look primarily at the effects on economic development (German toll and
Belgian traveller identification) or Euregional cooperation and cohesion. ITEM also once again
leveraged its partnerships with other parties, and solicited student input in the second cross-border
impact assessment in 2017. This resulted in extraordinary preliminary research into the dossier by a
team of students from Fontys University of Applied Sciences about the establishment of Euregions
and the Euregional mindset of citizens. The students’ involvement was also crucial in other dossiers.
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Table 3: Themes of the cross-border impact assessment 2017
No.
Subject
Specification
Dossiers
1.
The potential effects of the
German toll on border
regions

2.

Tax Treaty NetherlandsGermany

3.

Social security

4.

Cross-border (im)mobility of
students from third countries
in the Euregio Meuse-Rhine

5.

Belgian passenger name
records regulation

6.

The qualifying foreign
taxpayer obligation (“90%
rule”): a quantitative ex-ante
impact assessment

Preliminary research by student teams
1.
Euregional mindset in two
Euregions
2.

Method

Ex-ante analysis of the effects
of the General Data
Protection Regulation in
Limburg

Research focused on the potential effects of the
proposed German toll legislation. The dossier includes a
survey carried out among Dutch and German drivers,
and interviews with German experts from the tourism,
marketing, and retail sectors.
Follow-up to the ITEM cross-border impact assessment
2016 by drawing a comparison between the income
situation of frontier workers (Dutch and German) and
their neighbours and colleagues.
Research focused on the ex ante analysis of the
proposed amendments to EU Regulation No 883/2004
and 987/2009. The focus is on cross-border social
security in long-term care, unemployment benefits,
family benefits, and social benefits for EU citizens who
are not economically active.
Analysis and evaluation of European and national
student immigration policy from a Euregional
perspective. In particular, the research focused on the
question whether there is a border region penalty for
students from third countries, whereby they experience
more obstacles than students who live and work or study
in the same Member State.
Dossier research focused on evaluating the potential
impact of the proposed Belgian measure of processing
passenger name records on cross-border mobility. The
dossier also aims at identifying possible conflicts
between the proposed measure and European law.
Analysis of non-resident workers in the Netherlands as of
1 December 2014. The purpose of the research is to
provide an estimate of the potential cross-border impact
of qualifying foreign tax liability (90% rule), which
entered into force on 1 January 2015.
A study on the European mindset of citizens in the
Euregio Meuse-Rhine and euregio rhine-meuse-north
Research into businesses in Limburg with regard to their
preparation for the legal requirements in data
protection 2018.
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3. Dossiers
3.1 The potential effects of the German car toll on border regions
Martin Unfried
Barbara Hamacher
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The potential effects of the German car toll on border regions
1. Introduction
As part of the German government’s coalition agreement (until September 2017), there was talk of a
car toll in conformity with European law for owners of vehicles not registered in Germany who wish
to use the German motorway network, in order to finance the additional expenses, without charging
German-registered vehicles more than they currently pay.1 The announcement of a tax exclusively
for foreign-registered vehicle owners sparked a lively debate. Although the European Commission
withdrew its concerns by ending infringement proceedings, significant doubts remain concerning the
compatibility with EU law. There is also disagreement about whether the infrastructural charge
(hereinafter: toll) can actually generate considerable revenue for German infrastructure. In the
background to these fundamental points of criticism, this dossier deals with the main potential
consequences of the toll on border regions. The potential effects of the German toll on cross-border
activity will be studied, taking the Euregio Meuse-Rhine (hereinafter: EMR) as an example. Border
regions are places where the European ideal can be experienced and the benefits of Europe can be
felt in day-to-day life. There is so much personal and economic communication that travels across
borders. Cross-border interdependence and interaction between the countries have become
indispensable for the economy and cohesion. In regions like these, a toll can hinder progress in
integration in the Euregio and in Europe as a whole. Will this dissuade Dutch and Belgian people
from coming to Germany for shopping or holidays? Will businesses on the German side of the border
lose revenue from customers from neighbouring countries? Will investment in the frontier region
suffer? How will cross-border commuters and SMEs in Belgium and the Netherlands cope with the
increased costs? Will Belgian and Dutch drivers switch from using motorways to secondary roads?
What does the toll mean for integration in the Euregio?

2. The German toll: Timeline and concept
2.1 Timeline
One of the core issues for the CSU during the campaign for the German federal election in 2013 was
the introduction of an infrastructural charge for foreign-registered vehicles driving on German
motorways. The German government agreed to introduce a toll in the coalition agreement
concluded between the CDU/CSU and SPD in November 2013 (see above). The bill to introduce an
infrastructural charge was passed by the Bundestag in March 2015 despite the doubts surrounding
compatibility with EU law and the revenue calculations. In May 2015, the national legislative
procedure was successfully concluded following approval by the Bundesrat.
However, in September 2015, the European Commission launched infringement proceedings in view
of the significant concerns by the EU with regard to potential discrimination created by the toll. At
the time, the Commission argued the following:
The German legislation grants vehicles registered in Germany the benefit of a 1:1 deduction
of the road charge from their annual vehicle tax bill. This would lead to a 'de facto'
1

German government: Deutschlands Zukunft gestalten (Shaping Germany’s future). Coalition agreement between CDU,
CSU, and SPD. 18th parliamentary session. Berlin 2013. Page 9.
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exemption from the charge exclusively for the cars registered in Germany. [...] Introducing a
road charge for foreigners only, in law or in fact, would be discriminatory and run against the
EU treaties.2
In December 2016, German Transport Minister Alexander Dobrindt (CSU) and EU Commissioner
Violeta Bulc reached an agreement, whereby changes were made to the scheme in order to ensure
compliance with EU law. In essence, the changes involved increasing the scale for the short-term toll
to five grades and tariffs rather than three, and to increase the tax relief for Euro 6 vehicles. The
changes were approved by the Bundestag in January 2017, followed by the Bundesrat in March
2017. Nevertheless, the latter expressed its criticism in a statement:
The infrastructural charge creates barriers between Germany and its European neighbours.
The areas that will suffer most are border regions, where multi-faceted commercial and dayto-day relations bring the European ideal to life. Even with the changes made in the latest
bill, the introduction of an infrastructural charge is and remains a strain on cross-border
cooperation and jeopardizes the success achieved in European integration thus far.3
After the appeal by the federal states to the mediation committee between the Bundestag and
Bundesrat which were opposed to the toll failed, the act became law and entered into force. In May
2017, the European Commission dropped the infringement proceedings against Germany, as
Germany had overcome the concerns of discrimination against foreign nationals by making changes
to the legislation. As it now stands (summer 2017), the toll is expected to be introduced in 2019 at
the earliest.
2.2 Concept4
Firstly, the car toll will be paid by owners of German-registered vehicles as well as foreign ones. Yet,
car owners in Germany are reimbursed through their motor vehicle tax to the same amount that
they pay for the toll. Owners of Euro 6 vehicles will actually profit, as the tax relief will be higher
than the toll charge which they have to pay. Owners of German-registered vehicles do already have
to pay an infrastructural charge, thus the toll applies to German citizens not just on the motorways.
Therefore, it should be ensured that all owners of German-registered vehicles are actually subject to
the tax, since motor vehicle tax is reduced at the same time for all owners of German-registered
vehicles. German-registered vehicle owners should also be prevented from avoiding the toll by using
secondary roads. Owners of vehicles that were not registered in Germany are only liable to pay the
toll if they use the federal motorways. This is to ensure that the local border traffic with
neighbouring countries is not affected.

2

European Commission: Press release dated 29/09/2016. EU-Kommission verklagt Deutschland wegen Maut (EU
Commission refers Germany to Court over toll). Brussels, 2016.
3
German Bundestag. Entwurf eines ersten Gesetzes zur Änderung des Infrastrukturabgabengesetzes (Draft of a first law
amending the Infrastructural Charges Act). Statement by the Bundesrat and counter-statement by the German federal
government. Berlin 2017. Page 1.
4
Source and further information: Bill to introduce an infrastructural charge for the use of federal highways, in conjunction
with the first law amending the Infrastrukturabgabengesetz (Infrastructural Charges Act).
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The cost of the toll for one year is calculated based on the size of the vehicle engine and its
environmental characteristics. For each 100 cc of engine capacity, the following rates apply. As the
size of the engine increases, so too does the cost of the toll for one year, up to a maximum of €130.
Fig. 1: Calculation of the toll fee for one year

Fee per 100 cc of engine capacity (in
euros)
Emissions class
Petrol
Euro 3 or below
Euro 4 or 5
Euro 6

6.50
2.00
1.80

engine Diesel engine
9.50
5.00
4.80

Owners of vehicles not registered in Germany can opt to pay the toll for ten days, two months, or
one year. The cost for the annual toll is calculated in the same way as for domestic drivers. The cost
for ten days or two months depends on the amount calculated on an annual basis.
Fig. 2: Calculation of the toll fee for non-German registered vehicles

Annual
toll Ten-day
(cost in euros)
(cost in euros)
Less than 20
2.50
20 to 39
4
40 to 69
8
70 to 99
14
100 to 129
20
More than 130
25

toll Two-month
(cost in euros)
7
11
18
30
40
50

toll

3. Objectives and methods
This cross-border impact assessment aims to provide an ex ante contribution to determine the
possible consequences of proposed legislation on border regions. In particular, the potential effects
of the toll passed into German law will be determined. The parliamentary legislative process has
been concluded and the toll is not expected to be introduced until 2019. Therefore, the effects on
the border regions cannot actually be measured at this point, so only an ex ante assessment of the
potential consequences can be made. This impact assessment intends to provide information about
the consequences – positive or negative – which the German toll is expected to have on a frontier
region, thereby contributing to the current political debate regarding the toll. It especially aims to
provide citizens and policymakers in the German-Netherlands border regions with a vital assessment
to stimulate further political debate and possibly prepare them for the potential consequences (such
as shifts in traffic patterns). Moreover, it can support the European Commission and, in particular,
the governments of the Netherlands and Belgium in their future considerations regarding the
introduction of their own toll, by spelling out how the toll could affect mobility in a frontier region as
indicated by the results of a survey among drivers. In addition, the study offers an overview of
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expert opinion in Germany, made accessible for non-German-speaking areas through the English and
Dutch translations.
The cross-border impact assessment investigates the potential effects of the German car toll on
border regions such as the Euregio Meuse-Rhine, which encompasses the south of the Province of
Limburg (Netherlands), the Province of Limburg (Belgium), the Province of Liège (Belgium), the
Region of Aachen (Germany), and the German-speaking Community of Belgium. Almost 4 million
people currently live in the EMR.
Methodically, this is done both quantitatively and qualitatively. Firstly, an online survey among car
drivers from the Belgian and Dutch parts of the EMR was carried out. 422 people responded to the
survey between 10 June and 10 July 2017.5 The survey was distributed by us at the Institute for
Transnational and Euregional cross border cooperation and mobility / ITEM and our partner
institutes (including the EMR Secretariat, the Charlemagne frontier region, border information
points, and politicians in the region). When interpreting the results, one thing to be aware of is that
the survey reached respondents whose everyday lives involve cross-border interaction and who
presumably have a positive attitude towards the European ideal. It is also worth noting that a
disproportionately high number of respondents came from the Netherlands (81%), with a further
12% coming from the German-speaking Community of Belgium. The Province of Liège (1%) and
Belgian Limburg (3%) were therefore highly under-represented. One reason for the stark differences
in the respondents’ origin could be the physical geographical proximity to Germany, as people living
in the Dutch Province of Limburg and the German-speaking Community of Belgium are more likely to
commute to Germany owing to the closeness of the border. Furthermore, brief written interviews
were conducted with experts representing the sectors and regions affected: Aachen Chamber of
Industry and Commerce, Matthias Glotz as Chair of the aachen tourist service e.V., and Kathrin
Landsmann as the Manager of Aquis Plaza shopping centre in Aachen.6

4. Research themes, principles, benchmarks, and indicators
The effect of the toll on border regions can be divided into the following categories:
1. Consequences which have an immediate effect on citizens, particularly with regard to the
principle of non-discrimination as part of their citizenship of the Union;
2. Consequences on the sustainable, economic development of the Euregio;
3. Consequences on coherence in the Euregio and cross-border cooperation between citizens,
associations, businesses, and administrations.

5

The questions asked in the survey can be found in annex. The survey was available in German, French, and Dutch
between 10 June and 10 July 2017.
6
An English translation of the initial questions can be found in annex. The questions were slightly modified in line with the
sector concerned.
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Fig. 3: Research themes, principles, benchmarks, and indicators

Theme
European
integration

Principles
Article 18 of the TFEU:
Non-discrimination
Any type of
discrimination on the
grounds of nationality is
prohibited.
A national toll must
apply equally to
nationals and foreign
nationals.
White Paper on
Transport (EU
Commission, 2011):
The purpose is to create
a Single European
Transport Area.

Benchmarks
Target situation:
Uniform EU-wide toll
system
National toll systems
apply equally to nationals
and foreign nationals.
A toll designed to help
maintain national
infrastructure is not paid
solely by foreign
nationals.

Indicators
Will the introduction of the
toll make it easier to create
common EU infrastructural
charges in the future?
Are the introduction of the
toll and the motor vehicle
tax relief linked in such a
way that they constitute a
coherent measure?
Are car drivers in
neighbouring countries
discriminated against on
the grounds of their
nationality?
Is Germany really seeking
to generate revenue to
improve infrastructure by
charging the toll to drivers
of cars not registered in the
country?
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Theme
Sustainable,
economic
development of the
Euregio

Principles
Preamble of the TEU:
Decision by the Member
States to continue the
process of creating an
ever-closer Union
among the peoples of
Europe

Benchmarks
Transport infrastructure
forms part of the
increasing economic
interdependence in the
frontier region.

Residents of the frontier
region can commute
Article 3(3) of the TEU:
across the border by car
The Union shall establish as easily as nationals on
an internal market. (...)
the other side and take
It shall promote
advantage of
economic, social and
fundamental freedoms.
territorial cohesion, and
solidarity among
Residents of the frontier
Member States.
region take advantage of
the benefits enjoyed by
EMR 2020:
nationals and go
One of the core
shopping on the other
objectives of the Euregio side of the border.
Meuse-Rhine 2020
strategy for the future is The cross-border
to develop the economy infrastructure facilitates
in the Euregio.
sustainable,
environmentally friendly
Sustainable
mobility.
development is a
recurring theme in this
strategy, one which is
consistently taken into
account in the different
areas.
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Indicators
What costs can those who
commute across the
border by car expect?
What toll duration is
chosen?
Increase in revenue in
retail on the German side
of the frontier region
generated from Dutch and
Belgian customers
Increase in cross-border car
traffic into Germany from
the Netherlands and
Belgium (EMR)
Effects on commuter and
SME mobility in the
frontier region
Effect of the shift of traffic
flows onto secondary roads
on the environment and
border communities
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Theme
Cohesion in
the Euregio

Principles
Functioning crossborder cooperation
between citizens,
associations, businesses,
and administrations
EMR 2020:
One of the objectives of
the EMR is to promote
and develop crossborder mobility and
infrastructure.

Benchmarks
A continuous decrease of
the barrier effect that the
border presents within
the frontier region by
building effective
transport systems

Indicators
Will introducing the
German car toll strengthen
the barrier effect on the
cross-border interaction
between people in the
frontier region?

The transport
infrastructure facilitates
cross-border cooperation
between citizens,
associations, businesses,
and administrations.

Does the introduction of a
national toll contradict the
principle of unrestricted
cross-border mobility
within the Euregio?

Mutual accessibility and
mobility are ensured.

5. European integration: breach of the principle of non-discrimination
The following section deals with the consequences that directly affect citizens. Does an additional
national toll system run contrary to ever-closer European integration with the aim of introducing a
uniform EU-wide toll system? Are owners of vehicles not registered in Germany put at a
disadvantage when owners of vehicles registered in Germany enjoy vehicle tax relief at least to the
same level as the toll? Is Germany seeking to generate revenue to improve infrastructure by only
charging the toll to drivers of cars not registered in the country?
5.1 Uniform EU-wide toll vs. chain reaction of national toll systems
While German politicians have opted for a national toll, the EU Commission is seeking a uniform
Europe-wide toll system. In May 2017, the Commission presented a legislative proposal for a
uniform electronic toll collection. Although countries would continue to be free to choose whether
to apply a toll or not, they would have to comply with EU regulations should they decide to
introduce a toll. These regulations provide for a distance-based toll, calculated according to the
number of kilometres travelled and the associated emissions of the vehicle. Therefore, those
vehicles that use the infrastructure more intensively would pay more accordingly, in line with the
‘polluter pays’ principle. Moreover, the toll fee charged should be related to the amount of CO2
emitted by the vehicle. Time-based toll systems, as currently seen in Austria, Slovenia, Slovakia, the
Czech Republic, Hungary, Bulgaria, and Romania, and as planned in Germany, do not meet this
requirement. These countries should therefore be afforded a transitional period until 2027 at the
latest.7 The distance-based systems currently used in Ireland, the UK, France, Spain, Portugal,

7

See European Commission: Press release dated 31/05/2017. Neue Mobilitätsstrategie: EU-Kommission stellt
Gesetzesvorschläge für einheitliche Mauterhebung und grenzüberschreitende Lkw-Fahrten vor (New mobility strategy: EU
Commission presents a legislative proposal for uniform toll collection and cross-border HGV journeys). Brussels, 2017.
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Poland, Croatia, Greece, and Italy may continue to be used within the regulations mentioned above.8
The introduction of the planned time-based toll system in Germany is far removed from a uniform
Europe-wide solution. In the compromise between Mr Dobrindt and Ms Bulc, Mr Dobrindt agreed to
support a European toll system. Thus, in its justification of the amending law of the
Infrastrukturabgabengesetz (Infrastructural Charges Act), the federal government stated that it
sought ‘a common interoperable European toll system without national barriers’.9
However, in the short term, there is the danger that the introduction of the toll in Germany will
cause a chain reaction across Europe. The German toll is a reaction by the CSU to the toll in Austria.
But they are not comparable in this respect, as the Austrian toll applies equally to nationals and
foreign nationals. There is reason to fear that other countries will also introduce a toll. Proponents of
the toll argue that if foreigners want to use our roads, then they need to pay for it. This is a problem
inherent in the system which can be resolved with a uniform Europe-wide solution. Once the
German toll comes into effect, there is also the danger that the Netherlands, for example, will follow
suit. Then Belgium could also decide to introduce a toll. This kind of chain reaction could have
considerable consequences, especially on border regions such as the EMR. This is why the
introduction of this German toll brings significant risks, since it does not make it easier to create a
uniform European solution, rather it could even jeopardize it. Considering the fundamental
objectives of European integration, a uniform Europe-wide system as proposed by the Commission is
preferable to national systems. The majority of survey respondents seem to be aware of this
problem. Just 19% of them believe that a toll should be introduced in the Netherlands and Belgium.
44% of respondents think that a uniform EU-wide toll system should be introduced, whereas 37%
are against this.
Fig. 4: Which of these statements do you agree with? (1)

8

See European Parliament: Press release dated 15/03/2017. German road toll scheme would breach EU non-discrimination
rule, say MEPs. Brussels/Strasbourg 2017.
9
German Bundestag. Entwurf eines ersten Gesetzes zur Änderung des Infrastrukturabgabengesetzes (Draft of a first law
amending the Infrastructural Charges Act). Berlin 2017. Page 10.
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5.2 Breach of European law
5.2.1 Non-discrimination
Article 18(1) of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU) provides that any
discrimination on grounds of nationality is prohibited. This prohibits both direct (open)
discrimination on the grounds of nationality, as well as indirect (hidden) discrimination whereby
nationals and foreign nationals are treated equally in principle, but in reality are discriminated on
the grounds of characteristics closely related to nationality such as place of residence, language, and
place of birth, which produces the effects of discrimination on the basis of nationality, since mostly
foreigners are affected by these characteristics. Unequal treatment does not breach Article 18(1) of
the TFEU if it can be justified by overriding general public interest and the purpose is in reasonable
proportion to the severity of the discrimination. According to the wording ‘without prejudice to the
other provisions’, Article 18 is a subsidiary provision and only applies if the special prohibitions of
discrimination – such as the four fundamental freedoms – are not relevant. It is conceivable in this
specific case that someone invokes one of the fundamental freedoms and the law is then measured
on its compatibility with this. Generally speaking, the compatibility of the toll with the general
principle of non-discrimination will first be tested, which concerns the private transport of persons
not acting in the exercise of an economic activity.
5.2.2 Discussion concerning the toll breaching European law
The German toll regularly comes under criticism precisely on the claim that it breaches the general
prohibition of discrimination. A glance at the objective set out in the coalition agreement shows
where this conflict lies: Can a toll target foreign nationals alone and still comply with EU law (i.e.
without breaching the principle of non-discrimination)? At least 63% of survey respondents felt
discriminated against by the toll. The financial burden of the toll lies solely on road users whose
vehicles are not registered in Germany and are not subject to German vehicle tax. Critics say that
this means nationals and foreign nationals are not treated equally. Proponents, on the other hand,
argue that the toll can be introduced and vehicle tax reduced in two separately regulated pieces of
legislation which are independent of each other. A decisive factor in assessing the compatibility of
the toll with EU law is whether only the Infrastrukturabgabengesetz (Infrastructural Charges Act) is
considered or whether a change to vehicle tax is also included as a related measure.
Despite the amendments, the toll remains a controversial subject in the German Bundestag. The
opposition – consisting of The Left and Alliance 90/The Greens – is strictly opposed to the proposal
on the grounds that it discriminates against foreign nationals and breaches EU law. However, the
SPD political party supports the plan as it is laid down in the coalition agreement, despite its
continuing concerns. Only the CDU/CSU believes the matter of conformity with EU law has been
resolved once and for all through the compromise with the Commission.10 At a European level, the
Commission has now officially closed infringement proceedings against Germany (see above), while
the European Parliament continues to consider the toll as a form of indirect discrimination on

10

See German Bundestag (2017): Pkw-Maut zwischen Koalition und Opposition heftig umstritten (Vehicle toll heavily
disputed between coalition and opposition). Online: https://www.bundestag.de/dokumente/textarchiv/2017/kw12-paverkehr-pkwmaut/497570 (Date published: 28/06/17).
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grounds of nationality.11 From a legal point of view, there are various opinions made by
distinguished professors of law, which produce partially contradictory results.
5.2.3 Legal argument
One the one hand, Prof. Franz C. Mayer of the University of Bielefeld,12 Prof. Walter Obwexer of the
University of Innsbruck,13 and an opinion released by the specialist department for Europe in the
German Bundestag14 agree that the infrastructural charge and tax relief for German nationals are
not consistent with EU law. Mayer even speaks of a fundamental breach of European law which,
through politically endorsed discrimination of foreign nationals of other EU countries actively driven
by new legislation rocks the underlying legal structure of the European Union as a legal
community.15 The overall concept of the legislation is said to breach firstly the principle of nondiscrimination under Article 18(1) of the TFEU and secondly, in certain cases, the prohibitions on
restricting the fundamental freedoms.
While the infrastructural charge and vehicle tax relief are not discriminatory on their own, they are
linked with each other in such a way that they should for all intents and purposes be considered as a
single unit,16 as they are directly related both in terms of content and time and as both measures are
connected in the way that they are regulated and take effect and thus form an overall package.17
The coalition agreement expressly states a desire to combine the two measures, which cannot be
denied in retrospect. As a result, the toll will in reality be paid only by owners of foreign-registered
vehicles. So, it is tied to the place where the vehicle was registered, which is closely related to
nationality by way of the owner’s place of residence. Consequently, owners of cars registered
outside of Germany experience an indirect form of unfair treatment due to their nationality. Even
the changes made as part of the compromise with the Commission would not change anything,
because German car owners continue to receive tax relief. Even with direct discrimination aside, the
toll still conflicts with the restriction it imposes on the fundamental freedoms. The state’s measures
contradict these freedoms, potentially or directly hindering or making less attractive intraCommunity trade and, in turn, the exercise of fundamental freedoms. This makes it less attractive
11

See European Parliament: Press release dated 15/03/2017. German road toll scheme would breach EU nondiscrimination rule, say MEPs.
12
See Mayer, F.C.: Zur Europarechtswidrigkeit der „Pkw-Maut“ (Infrastrukturabgabe) in der Änderungsfassung 2017 (On
the incompatibility of the car toll (infrastructural charge) as last amended in 2017 with EU law). Bielefeld 2017.
13
See Obwexer, W.: Opinion. Vereinbarkeit der nach Verhandlungen mit der Kommission geänderten Infrastrukturabgabe
für Pkw und Wohnmobile (Pkw-„Maut“ neu) in Deutschland mit dem Unionsrecht (Compatibility of the infrastructural
charge amended after negotiations with the Commission for cars and motor homes (car toll) in Germany with European
Union law). Innsbruck 2017.
14
See German Bundestag, specialist department for Europe: Elaboration. Vereinbarkeit des Infrastrukturabgabengesetzes
und des Zweiten Verkehrssteueränderungsgesetzes in der Fassung der von der Bundesregierung beschlossenen
Änderungsgesetze mit dem Unionsrecht (Compatibility of the Infrastructural Charges Act and the second vehicle tax
amending law in its version as adopted by the federal government in the amending laws with EU law). Berlin 2017.
15
Mayer, F.C.: Zur Europarechtswidrigkeit der „Pkw-Maut“ (Infrastrukturabgabe) in der Änderungsfassung 2017 (On the
incompatibility of the car toll (infrastructural charge) as last amended in 2017 with EU law). Bielefeld 2017. Page 1.
16
German Bundestag, specialist department for Europe: Elaboration. Vereinbarkeit des Infrastrukturabgabengesetzes und
des Zweiten Verkehrssteueränderungsgesetzes in der Fassung der von der Bundesregierung beschlossenen
Änderungsgesetze mit dem Unionsrecht (Compatibility of the Infrastructural Charges Act and the second vehicle tax
amending law in its version as adopted by the federal government in the amending laws with EU law). Berlin 2017. Page
27.
17
Obwexer, W.: Opinion. Vereinbarkeit der nach Verhandlungen mit der Kommission geänderten Infrastrukturabgabe für
Pkw und Wohnmobile (Pkw-„Maut“ neu) in Deutschland mit dem Unionsrecht (Compatibility of the infrastructural charge
amended after negotiations with the Commission for cars and motor homes (car toll) in Germany with European Union
law). Innsbruck 2017. Page 17.
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for people living in the Netherlands and Belgium to work in Germany, and puts Dutch and Belgian
companies at a disadvantage in terms of their freedom to move goods if they are forced to pay a toll
when German companies are not. It is important to note, however, that these breaches of EU law
may be justified on the grounds of an overriding general public interest. But all exceptions should be
interpreted narrowly. In this case, there are no relevant overriding reasons that could serve the
general interest in proportion to the severity of the action. In particular, the environmental
protection pursued with the additional relief for Euro 6 vehicles registered in Germany is not
sufficient to justify the less favourable treatment of owners of vehicles registered outside Germany.
On the other side of the coin, Dr Christian Hillgruber of the University of Bonn18 concludes that the
regulations do comply with EU law, in an opinion issued on behalf of the German Federal Ministry
for Transport and Digital Infrastructure (BMVI). Hillgruber argues that the German toll is consistent
with the Eurovignette Directive, which allows appropriate relief for toll charges. In his opinion, the
two measures should also be considered together, but they do not cause indirect discrimination
because the owners of cars registered in Germany already contribute to the financing of transport
infrastructure through vehicle tax, so nationals of other EU countries are not penalized more heavily
as a result. Even if it were indirect discrimination, he argues that this can be justified under EU law
on the basis of a necessity to compensate German nationals for the charges they pay compared to
foreign nationals in financing German transport infrastructure as the overriding general interest.
Critics of the toll, however, say that revenue from vehicle tax does not go towards transport
infrastructure, so no comparable contribution is made towards financing transport infrastructure.
Finally, it can be stated that, by taking a coherent view of the charges under the
Infrastrukturabgabengesetz (Infrastructural Charges Act) and the relief provided under vehicle tax
law, the toll is open to legal challenges and there are serious doubts, at the very least, concerning its
compatibility with EU law.
5.2.4 Proceedings before the European Court of Justice (ECJ)
It is expected that proceedings to challenge the car toll will be brought before the European Court of
Justice in one way or another. Infringement proceedings could also be opened by another Member
State as well as the Commission. Admittedly, this recourse is very rarely used by Member States, but
in this case, Austria has already announced that it would be filing a complaint. Belgium, the
Netherlands, and Denmark are considering doing the same. Furthermore, it is conceivable that a
complaint could be submitted to a German court which has to deal with the infrastructural charge,
as part of a preliminary ruling procedure. An owner of a vehicle registered outside Germany could
bring action before a German court against the infrastructural charge or against a fine imposed for a
failure to pay the toll. Only the ECJ can conduct a final binding assessment of compatibility with
European law, so this remains to be seen. The current legal uncertainty could have a negative impact
on border regions, especially in terms of potential investment decisions by companies as well as the
issue of professional training in the neighbouring country.

18

See Hillgruber, C.: Rechtsgutachten über die Vereinbarkeit der Einführung einer Infrastrukturabgabe für Kraftfahrzeuge
mit einem zulässigen Gesamtgewicht von bis zu 3,5 Tonnen auf dem deutschen Bundesfernstraßennetz mit dem Recht der
Europäischen Union (Legal opinion on the compatibility of the introduction of an infrastructural charge for motor vehicles
with a permissible total weight of up to 3.5 tonnes on the German federal road network with European Union law). Bonn
2014.
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The ECJ ruled on a similar case in as early as 1992. The EU Commission brought action against
Germany before the Court of Justice in 1990 for lowering vehicle tax while introducing an HGV road
usage charge at the same time. This meant that German HGV drivers were compensated for the
charge. While the general principle of non-discrimination was not breached in this case, rather it
concerned the specific provision in Article 76 of the EEC Treaty at the time, it can be concluded as a
general principle that: tax relief to compensate for road usage charges is a form of indirect
discrimination if only nationals of that country are compensated. The HGV toll was subsequently
abandoned.19
5.3 Arguments on revenue forecasts
Despite numerous protests from the border regions in the course of the legislative procedure, the
German government has stuck to its plans. One of the BMVI’s main arguments is that the additional
funds could be invested to improve infrastructure. Yet, the BMVI’s revenue calculations continue to
cause controversy as well. The statement20 assumes an annual revenue in the amount of 834 million
euros from tolls collected from owners of foreign-registered vehicles, before the deduction of
system costs in the amount of 211 million euros and the cost of tax relief for Euro 6 vehicles of 100
million euros, which gives a net income of 524 million euros. The revenue generated from owners of
foreign-registered vehicles is calculated on the basis of the number of entries and internal journeys
made by these cars, as well specifications in relation to emission class, engine capacity, and fuel
type. The BMVI’s methods to determine the revenue have been criticized by various experts.
In February 2017, the German motoring association ADAC published a report by Ralf Ratzenberger,21
forecasting a loss of up to 71 million euros alone due to an incorrect basis for calculation in the first
year at the current traffic level. Both the system costs as well as the cost of the tax relief were
underestimated by the BMVI, according to Ratzenberger. After deducting vehicle tax relief, only 139
million euros remain, from which the annual system costs of 211 million euros must be deducted.
Also considering the costs to introduce the system, at 380 million euros, this results in an annual loss
of 147 million euros over a five-year period. One particular problem arises from the fact that Euro 6
vehicles registered in Germany will pay even less vehicle tax in future and the number of these
vehicles will only increase. Thus, expenditure will grow and net income will fall. According to
Ratzenberger’s calculations, the loss incurred from the toll will increase by a further 93 million euros
between 2019 and 2023. The considerable differences in the results of the two studies are mainly
due to the different bases used to calculate and forecast revenue from toll charges paid by owners
of foreign-registered vehicles. Ratzenberger, for example, assumes that 7.8 million drivers of foreignregistered vehicles will cross the border (revenue: 276 million euros), unlike the BMVI, which
assumes 19.2 million drivers of foreign-registered vehicles will pay the toll (revenue: 878 million

19

See European Court of Justice: I-3175. Judgment of the Court of Justice of 19 May 1992 in Case C-195/90. Strasbourg
1992. Paragraph 23.
20
See German Federal Ministry for Transport and Digital Infrastructure (BMVI): Prognose der Einnahmen aus dem Verkauf
von Vignetten an Halter von im Ausland zugelassenen Fahrzeugen im Rahmen der Einführung einer Infrastrukturabgabe
(Forecast of revenue generated from toll charges paid by owners of foreign-registered vehicles as part of the introduction
of an infrastructural charge). Berlin 2017.
21
See Ratzenberger, R.: Abschätzung der Einnahmen aus der Infrastrukturabgabe für Pkw in der Ausgestaltung der
Gesetzentwürfe vom 18.01.2017 im Auftrag des Allgemeinen Deutschen Automobil-Clubs (Estimation of the revenue from
the infrastructural charge for cars in the drafting of the bills of 18/01/2017 on behalf of the Allgemeiner Deutscher
Automobil-Club). Munich 2017.
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euros). Ratzenberger’s figure seems plausible. A single vehicle often uses German roads several
times in local border traffic especially, which is recorded by the BMVI as multiple vehicles.
On the same day, the Ministry of Transport published a study containing an opposing forecast. The
opinion of Dr Wolfgang H. Schulz, Dr Nicole Joisten, and Sebastion Scheler22 (Schulz et al) contradicts
the study carried out by the ADAC. According to the former, the BMVI’s calculations are conservative
and revenue could even be up to 25% higher. The BMVI allegedly did sufficiently consider the
uncertainty surrounding the actual number of foreign-registered vehicles by deducting 5% from the
net income. In particular, the underlying figures for the proportion of diesel vehicles paying a higher
charge than petrol vehicles are said to be highly cautious.
In a report from March 2017, Dr Alexander Eisenkopf of the Zeppelin University Friedrichshafen23
concludes that the opinion of Schulz et al exhibits “serious deficiencies”, breaches basic scientific
standards, and therefore is unable to produce a relevant contribution towards a neutral,
scientifically-sound validation of the revenue forecast for the planned infrastructural charge.24 In
their opinion issued as part of the expert hearing before the German Bundestag25, Dr Thorsten
Beckers, Dr Martin Winter, and Andrej Ryndin agree. They argue that Ratzenberger's opinion is
fundamentally plausible, traceable, and well founded, whereas the work of Schulz et al may be
dismissed because of its significant errors and a lack of traceability of scientific discourse on the
issue of revenue. The BMVI’s calculations to some extent do not satisfy the requirements regarding
traceability and transparency.26
In their study on behalf of the Alliance 90/The Greens parliamentary group in the Bundestag,27
Matthias Runkel and Alexander Mahler note that the vehicle specifications on which the toll charge
is based are continually improving and, consequently, revenue will decline steadily. In a calculation
example, there is a decline in the average annual toll charge from 74 to 70.31 euros between 2014
and 2016 alone due to a higher proportion of vehicles with improved specifications. Runkel and
Mahler also criticize the BMVI’s revenue estimates determined on the basis of the data of the
Kraftfahrtbundesamt (Federal Motor Transport Authority) on German-registered vehicles, which is
therefore based on specifications such as emission class, engine size, and fuel type. They voice
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See Schulz, W.H., Joisten, N., and S. Scheler: Gutachten zur Schlüssigkeit der vom BMVI ermittelten möglichen
Einnahmen der geplanten Infrastrukturabgabe (Opinion on the conclusiveness of the potential revenue generated by the
planned infrastructural charge as determined by the BMVI). Meerbusch 2017.
23
See Eisenkopf, A.: Mautprognosen, alternative Fakten und Wissenschaft. Kritische Anmerkungen zur Diskussion um die
aktuellen Einnahmeprognosen zur Infrastrukturabgabe für ausländische Pkw. (Toll forecasts, alternative facts, and science.
Critical comments on the discussion surrounding the current revenue forecasts for the infrastructural charge on foreignregistered cars). Friedrichshafen 2017.
24
Idem. Page 15-16.
25
See Beckers, T., Winter, M., and A. Ryndin: Stellungnahme im Rahmen des öffentlichen Expertengesprächs im Deutschen
Bundestag (Haushaltsausschuss) am 20.03.2017 über die Haushaltswirungen und den Erfüllungsaufwand der Einführung
einer Infrastrukturabgabe für die Benutzung von Bundesfernstraßen (Opinion within the public discussion in the German
Bundestag (Budget Committee) on 20/03/2017 on the budgetary impact and compliance costs of the introduction of an
infrastructural charge for the use of federal highways). Berlin 2017.
26
Idem. Page 3.
27
See Runkel, M. and A. Mahler: Das Aufkommenspotential der deutschen Pkw-Maut. Auswirkungen der im Dezember
2016 geplanten Änderungen der Infrastrukturabgabe auf die zu erwartenden Nettoeinnahmen auf Basis bestehender
Abschätzungen. Kurzanalyse im Auftrag der Bundestagsfraktion Bündnis 90 /Die Grünen. (The potential of the German toll.
Impact of the changes planned in December 2016 to the infrastructural charge on the expected net income on the basis of
the existing assessments. A brief analysis on behalf of the Alliance 90/The Greens parliamentary group). Berlin 2016.
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doubts concerning how representative the data on German vehicles is for other countries. Taking
the Netherlands as an example, which at 29.2% makes up the largest proportion of non-German
nationals on German motorways, there are considerable differences regarding the vehicle
specifications in question. At 17%, there are significantly fewer diesel-powered vehicles in the
Netherlands than in Germany at 29%. The average engine capacity of new vehicle registrations in the
Netherlands in 2015 was 1455 ccm, less than in Germany at 1721 ccm. The Euro 6 emissions
standard is also more widespread in Germany (69% of new registrations) than in the Netherlands
(64%). This example clearly shows that an assumption that the specifications of vehicles registered in
other countries are on par with those in Germany can produce erroneous results in the revenue
forecast and can therefore lead to a considerable degree of uncertainty. Furthermore, Runkel and
Mahler also criticize an overemphasis on the potential number of Euro 6 vehicles as being outdated
and therefore unnecessary, since 95% of new vehicles registered (between January and November
2016) already comply with this standard. They also conclude that expenditure will exceed revenue
within a few years at the latest.
Stakeholders in the German section of the EMR have also expressed criticism of the revenue
forecasts. Michael Bayer, General Manager of the Aachen Chamber of Industry and Commerce,
believes the BMVI’s revenue forecasts are unrealistic and critically notes that, even if this revenue
were achieved, it would not make a significant contribution towards improving infrastructure in
Germany, because in comparison to approximately 50 billion euros every year that the vehicles
would generate in taxes, the new additional revenue would be negligible28.
Something that is especially problematic for border regions is the fact that revenue will be lost in
Germany from the economic displacement effects in the border regions, which has not been taken
into consideration. On the one hand, fuel tax revenue will fall, as some people from neighbouring
countries who come to Germany to refuel will cease to do so. On the other hand, German
entrepreneurs near the border fear a loss of revenue and therefore, to some extent, sales tax
income will fall on products that people from neighbouring countries come to Germany to buy. In
principle, there are no plans to compensate business and industry in border regions, even if the
government generates more additional revenues than it had hoped.
In conclusion, it should also be noted that in terms of the revenue generated by the federal
government through the toll, even further clarification is urgently required and the concern remains
that, after a few years at the latest, the toll will cost more than it makes.

6. Sustainable socio-economic development
This section presents the possible consequences on the economic, sustainable development on the
Euregio. Will the number of drivers from Belgium and the Netherlands crossing the border into
Germany fall? Are German companies (in retail and tourism, for example) near the border right to
fear a loss of revenue and investment? How will cross-border commuters and businesses react to

28

See ‘Wirtschaftliche Nachrichten’ Sept 2014. IHK aktuell. „Ein erheblicher Schaden für die Grenzregion“ (Considerable
damage to the frontier region). Page 10-12.
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the toll? Will traffic switch to using secondary roads and what are the potential consequences of
this?
6.1 Positive: Toll is only payable for non-German-registered vehicles using the motorways
One positive aspect for the frontier region is that the toll is only payable for foreign-registered
vehicles using the motorways, so minor border traffic on national, state, and local roads is not
affected. In this context, it must be taken into account, on the one hand, that in some regions much
of the cross-border traffic uses the motorway and, on the other hand, the toll will produce a
psychological effect that makes the border more noticeable. Both of these aspects can nevertheless
result in a decreased number of customers from neighbouring countries visiting German companies
located near the border. The German government is of the opinion that restricting the toll to
foreign-registered cars on motorways adequately addresses the concerns of the frontier region. The
federal government rejected a regulation demanded by the Bundesrat whereby the specific
motorway sections near the border would be exempt from the toll, on the grounds that this would
increase the administrative burden and decrease revenue.29
6.2 Loss of turnover and investment for German companies
For the Aachen region, in the German part of the Euregio Meuse-Rhine, the Netherlands and
Belgium are its primary foreign economic partners. People from those neighbouring countries gladly
come to the region for shopping or leisure. Tourism therefore represents a vital economic factor for
the frontier region, with the retail and tourism sectors drawing particular benefit. Matthias Glotz,
Chair of the aachen tourist service e.V., estimates that day visitors from Belgium and the
Netherlands on average spend 35 euros on retail, eating out, and services.
The results of the survey show that the main reasons for journeys to Germany are primarily to buy
groceries (63% of respondents), recreation/leisure/eating out (58%), shopping (46%), and holidays
(39%).

29

See German Bundestag. Entwurf eines ersten Gesetzes zur Änderung des Infrastrukturabgabengesetzes (Draft of a first
law amending the Infrastructural Charges Act). Statement by the Bundesrat and counter-statement by the German federal
government. Berlin 2017.
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Fig. 5: What are your reasons for travelling to Germany? (Multiple answers possible)

Ideally, people living on one side of the border in the frontier region should be able to enjoy the
same benefits of retail afforded to nationals on the other side of the border, such as price
differences, different opening hours, and a different range of goods, without any limitations. Prices
sometimes vary considerably between Germany and its neighbouring countries. Discount stores and
pharmacies, in particular, in Belgium and the Netherlands are often unable to compete with the low
prices offered by their German competitors. This results in a higher proportion of revenue from
Belgian and Dutch customers for German businesses near the border. At the Aquis Plaza shopping
centre in Aachen, for example, customers from Belgium and the Netherlands are vital. On weekdays,
Belgian and Dutch people make up 12% of its customers; on Saturdays, it could be as many as 25%,
according to a 2016 survey. People living within the catchment area in neighbouring countries have
been calculated as making up 20% of potential customers (+10% potential reserve), explains Kathrin
Landsmann, Manager of the Aquis Plaza shopping centre. She fears that these customers will drop
by up to 50%. There is the danger that the toll will cause people to reconsider doing their shopping
on the German side of the border or going shopping in Aachen if they have to pay for the toll. Some
people could instead save money by shopping in their own countries instead of paying the toll.
There is also the possibility that the number of tourists from neighbouring countries will decrease, as
the additional cost makes it less attractive to go on holiday to Germany. This is especially true for
short breaks and day trips, since the additional cost is relatively high in comparison to short holidays
and day trips in their own country. In 2016, people from Belgium and the Netherlands were the main
tourism markets in Aachen at 24%, spending approximately one million nights there.30 Glotz expects
the number of tourists to decline once the toll is introduced, which, he believes, marks a step
backwards for the region from a tourism point of view.

30

2016: 13% overnight stays by Belgian people (130,000); 11% overnight stays by Dutch people (110,000) (source: aachen
tourist service e.V.).
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The potential reduction of customers concerns not only the retail and tourism sectors, but also
catering, leisure, and cultural facilities in the German part of the frontier region. Cafés, restaurants,
parks, theatres, and cinemas could all lose a part of their clientèle.
Fig. 6: How often do you cross the German-Dutch or German-Belgian border?
Without a car toll

With a car toll
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Figure 6 shows that respondents will rethink and/or change their driving behaviour after a car toll is
introduced in Germany. They intend to travel to Germany less often and therefore spend less money
there. In answer to the question ‘How often do you cross the German-Dutch or German-Belgian
border?’, 13% of the respondents said they drive across the border every day, 57% once a week or
more, 27% once or month or more, 16% only now and again, and 0% said never. However, the
answers to the question ‘How often will you cross the German-Dutch or German-Belgian border
once a car toll is introduced?’ paint a different picture. The proportion of those who drive to
Germany once a week or more dropped by 11%, and once a month or more by 17%, while 40% of
respondents would only want to travel to Germany now and again (an increase of 24%). 6% would
never want to cross the border. In addition, 40% of respondents plan to travel to Germany as little as
possible once the toll is introduced (see Fig. 11). These people also said they would refrain from
spending money in Germany where possible. The proportion of people who drive to Germany every
day decreased by just 2%. One reason for this may be that these people don’t have the option of
travelling to Germany less often for professional reasons. After all, 94% of people who took part in
the survey who answered ‘daily’ to the question of how often they currently drive to Germany cross
the border because they work in Germany or attend meetings there.
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The trends identified for the EMR are backed up by national statistics. In a study31 containing a
survey of over 5000 Dutch people in 2014,32 the Dutch research office I&O Research concluded that
the introduction of a toll in Germany would result in losses of income from Dutch customers worth
around 1 billion euros. The study revealed that 64% of respondents would shop less in Germany and
44% would visit the country less often as a tourism destination. Given that some respondents
indicated that they would change their habits after the introduction of a toll, the negative economic
effects are undeniable. In 2014, Michael Bayer, General Manager of the Aachen Chamber of Industry
and Commerce, also expressed fears that retailers in Aachen alone could lose 300 million euros
because of the toll.33
Added to this is the concern that the region could attract less investment. This would result in
additional economic losses. Both Matthias Glotz and Kathrin Landsmann fear that investment in
their industry could fall. Glotz argues that the toll provides a further disincentive for attracting
business to the frontier region. Investment made on the basis of Belgian and Dutch tourists and
customers could therefore be less forthcoming.
Consequently, there is every reason to fear negative effects by way of a loss of revenue and
investment, in retail and tourism in particular, in the Aachen region. This is a significant problem for
the economy of the frontier region as customers from neighbouring countries make up a vital share
of the overall customer base. If account is taken of this in the overall considerations, the promise
that Germans will not be worse off as a result of the toll cannot be kept in border regions, as
German businesses near the border will be financially worse off with customers from the
neighbouring countries staying away.
6.3 Negative impact on cross-border commuters and businesses
Could the German car toll have a negative impact on cross-border commuters and SMEs on the
Belgian and Dutch side of the border which rely on cross-border trade? 14% of respondents stated
that their place of work was in Germany. 29% cross the border into Germany for business meetings
(see Fig. 1). In particular, for work-related cross-border commuters and businesses that regularly
cross the border, the introduction of the toll means increased costs (by paying for the toll on an
annual basis), which potentially makes it less attractive to work in Germany or maintain business
relations with Germany. Individuals and small companies will bear a disproportionately high financial
burden for the toll. It is likely that the relatively low monthly cost for cross-border commuters with
new, low-emission cars (and potentially a good income) will not affect their job abroad and they may
even also benefit from the German commuting allowance for tax purposes. However, cross-border
commuters with low incomes, apprentices, and trainees (with older vehicles) will bear a relatively
higher burden, to such an extent that they may have to question whether travelling to Germany is
still financially worthwhile. In addition to the purely financial aspects, the psychological aspects can
also come into it. These people could feel disadvantaged compared to their German counterparts. In
the open question, ‘Do you have any other thoughts about the German toll?’, some respondents
who work in Germany expressed the desire to be exempted or reimbursed through their income tax
31

See I&O Research: Duitse tolplannen kunnen Duitse economie één miljard euro Nederlandse bestedingen kosten
(German toll plans could cost the German economy one billion euros of Dutch spending). Enschede 2014.
32
However, in 2014, the toll plans also covered all German roads for non-residents.
33
See ‘Wirtschaftliche Nachrichten’ Sept 2014. IHK aktuell. „Ein erheblicher Schaden für die Grenzregion“ (Considerable
damage to the frontier region). Page 10-12.
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declaration. The threshold for the ability to work in Germany will be raised even higher for
employees who have never experienced it before. The toll will be added to the list of already existing
problems, which includes having to deal with the different social security and tax systems.
In the future, a company that carries out orders destined for Germany will have to factor in the
additional costs of driving into Germany for any vehicle. As a result of the toll, the border area,
which is often seen as offering an advantage as somewhere to recruit employees and procure
services, will now be seen as presenting a disadvantage due to the additional financial costs, despite
the close proximity to employers and service providers. A survey conducted by the Aachen Chamber
of Industry and Commerce in 2014 revealed that around 50 Dutch companies are expecting the toll
to have significant negative effects on economic integration in the frontier region. Some of the
companies also fear a halt to investment, a loss of image for the Euregio as a whole, and a
deterioration of Euregional cooperation.34
6.4 Sustainability: the effects of traffic diverting via secondary roads
Since only owners of foreign-registered cars on motorways are subject to the toll, it is expected that
these drivers will switch to using federal, state, and local roads that are not subject to the toll. The
German legislature is also aware of this, it would seem, considering that the rules do not apply to
domestic car drivers in order to prevent efforts to avoid paying the toll. 46% of the survey
respondents indicated that they will use the federal, state, and local roads instead of the motorways
after the toll is introduced. This diversion effect will therefore constitute a direct consequence in
border regions, which will lead to the following problems: The toll runs counter to the idea of
sustainability and environmental friendliness in that it will lead to higher fuel consumption, an
increased volume of traffic, and higher emissions in local communities, through the displacement
effects on secondary roads. It is also expected that inhabitants who live near alternative routes (for
example, on the route between Maastricht and Aachen via Gulpen) will experience increased noise
pollution. Because of the increased costs for the old, dirtier vehicles, it is likely that drivers of these
vehicles will use these secondary routes more than anyone else. Drivers of Euro 6 vehicles, which are
treated more favourably by the toll, are likely to continue using the motorway. In this sense, the
environmental aspect of the toll, supported by the EU Commission, will have the opposite effect in
the frontier region. First of all, there is also a general positive economic shifting effect since, as Euro
6 vehicles and cars with petrol engines are treated more favourably, which provides an incentive to
buy these low-emission vehicles. However, Euro 6 vehicles have since become the standard choice
when buying a new car (more than 95% of new registrations in 2016), so this could not act as an
incentive any longer. An incentive to buy electric vehicles would be more sensible from an
environmental point of view. As it stands, these vehicles won’t enjoy any benefit at all after the toll
is introduced in Germany. A closer examination shows that tax relief is provided for even the
maximum annual toll cost of 130 euros for very old and especially high-polluting vehicles, meaning
there is no incentive for owners to replace these vehicles.
Sustainable development of an economic area also encompasses quality of life. The quality of life of
the people living near the secondary roads could be affected by way of the displacement effects. As
already mentioned, the increase in noise levels and an even greater burden on local roads must be
taken into consideration. The likelihood of an accident occurring on secondary routes is also
34

Ibid.
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significantly higher than on motorways. There is the risk that the number of accidents and accident
casualties could rise, with border communities being particularly affected.
In the EMR, for example, it is possible that traffic travelling between Maastricht and Aachen on the
A79/E314 motorway (connecting to the German A4) will instead divert via the N278 secondary road
through Margraten, Gulpen, and Vaals (connecting to the B1 between Aachen and Vaals). The same
thing could happen to traffic between Liège and Aachen; instead of travelling on the Belgian A3/E40
motorway to join the A4 in Germany, drivers may take the N3 through Kelmis to Aachen, in order to
avoid paying the toll. Border communities on both sides would be negatively affected by the effects
of this diversion. Interestingly, in their revenue forecasts, neither the BMVI nor Ratzenberger takes
account of the potential effects that diversions will have in terms of a reduction in the revenue.
Fig. 7: Cross-border transport infrastructure in the Aachen-Liège-Maastricht region

Source: Google Maps

7. Euregional cohesion/cross-border cooperation
This section deals with the potential impact of the toll on cohesion in the Euregio. Will the toll
reinstate the barrier effect of the border and thereby impede cross-border interaction between
citizens, associations, businesses, and administrations?
Overall, the general feeling towards the German toll in the Dutch and Belgian parts of the EMR is a
bad one. 88% of respondents are either negative or very negative about the toll, 9% are neutral, and
only 2% are positive. This negative reaction in neighbouring countries could create a psychological
barrier and have a negative impact on cross-border interaction between citizens, associations,
businesses, and administrations. 84% of respondents said that cross-border mobility will be reduced
by the toll. 83% agree with the statement that the border with Germany will be a lot more palpable
again after a car toll is introduced.
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Fig. 8: What is your general feeling towards the German toll?

Fig. 9: Which of these statements do you agree with? (2)

The toll therefore seems to have a psychological effect on cross-border cooperation, which runs
contrary to Euregional cohesion. The ‘open’ borders have to contend with different legal systems,
language barriers, and cultural barriers, as local residents very well know. This divide will only be
exacerbated by the introduction of a car toll in Germany. This creates an additional obstacle to crossborder interaction, which could mark a step backwards in building a common Euregional economic
area. Not only are commuters, potential customers of German companies, and companies based in
Belgium and the Netherlands operating across borders affected, but so too are day-to-day activities
that affect every human being, such as visiting family and friends, going to cultural events, using
leisure facilities, and so on. Having to pay a toll as an admission fee to enter German conflicts with
the everyday actions of people living in border regions. Ever since the Schengen Agreement,
residents of the frontier region have become used to being able to cross the border with ease and
not having to plan it in advance. Deciding whether to go shopping, visit family or friends, or do other
leisure activities on the other side of the border is usually done on the spur of the moment.
Once the car toll comes into effect, people will need to decide whether to pay the toll and, if so,
what category, before they drive into Germany. They must also consider how often they will be
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driving to Germany in the next ten days, two months, or year, so they know how long to pay the toll
for. This means a real reduction in the sense of Euregional spontaneity. Being able to cross the
border at will is a key achievement in the development of European integration, something which
will be reduced by the introduction of the German toll.
As demonstrated by the response to the toll, the scheme has caused a certain degree of polarization.
On the one hand, 48% of respondents said they would pay for the toll on an annual basis. On the
other hand, 35% do not intend to pay for the toll at all. Just 16% would pay for the toll for ten days
(12%) or two months at a time (4%). 38% say they would pay for the toll to use the motorway,
whereas 46% would use German federal, state, and local roads instead of the motorways, and 40%
would try to travel to Germany as little as possible.
Fig. 10: For what period would you pay the toll?

I will not pay the toll
35%
I will pay the toll for ten days

49%

I will pay the toll for two
months
12%

I will pay the toll for one year

4%

Fig. 11: The toll applies to foreign-registered cars on motorways only. What will you do?
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Accessibility and a common transport infrastructure in border regions is a fundamental challenge,
with local public transport especially often requiring further development. Only 4% of respondents
could envisage using public transport to get to their destination in Germany after the toll comes into
effect. With the introduction of the toll, there is now the danger that, because of the rising cost of
crossing the border, cross-border mobility and mutual accessibility will also be affected.
Such a step backwards in Euroregional integration is particularly serious, since we are talking about
Germany after all – a country right in the middle of Europe, sharing a border with nine other states,
which is typically considered to be an advocate of European integration. This is something that also
concerns the survey participants. In the open question, ‘Do you have any other thoughts about the
German toll?’, some respondents said: „Duitsland pretendeert voor een sterke EU te zijn maar
intussen vult men met Duitse heffingen haar eigen zakken. Een dubbele moraal heet dat.”,35 „Is
Duitsland nu wel of niet de drijvende kracht achter de Europese eenheid?“,36 „Een daad die in strijd
is met het door Duitsland zo geprezen Europese gedachtengoed“.37

8. Conclusion
The German car toll can therefore, as demonstrated, have especially negative consequences on the
EMR – the frontier region between Germany, the Netherlands, and Belgium – something which was
not considered in the federal government’s assessment. This relates especially to the unresolved
legal issue of discrimination against EU citizens (1), the possibility of influencing future EU measures
on tolls (2), the issue of financial losses for certain sectors in Germany and for the regional economy
(3), the negative effect in terms of emissions and noise from traffic avoiding the toll (4), and the
fundamentally negative effects on regional cohesion (5).
1. There are still many uncertainties surrounding the German toll. There are doubts as to both its
compatibility with EU law and the revenue projected by the BMVI. Continued legal uncertainty
can be especially detrimental to border regions, particularly when it results in drawn-out legal
proceedings. Notably, there is criticism from the public that the toll would disadvantage foreign
nationals (specifically owners of vehicles with foreign number plates). But those who would be
especially penalized are the border regions and their inhabitants, not only in neighbouring
countries (such as commuters and businesses), but also in Germany, as residents will suddenly
find their local roads very busy and business owners will be the ones to bear the brunt of the
adverse consequences of the toll.
2. The German toll could, in principle, hinder rather than facilitate the introduction of the EUwide, distance-based solution proposed by the Commission. As the German toll follows a
different model (time-based charging), completely changing to another system a few years after
the toll is introduced does not seem to be straightforward. This is especially true if the toll will
not come into effect until 2018 or 2019, after many years of internal political debate. In this
35

English: Germany pretends to support a strong EU, but now the German government is lining its own pockets with taxes.
That’s called a double standard.
36
English: Is Germany still a driving force for European integration or not?
37
English: A move that conflicts with the European ideal which is so heavily pushed by Germany.
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sense, it certainly does not fall within the idea of a common transport policy and European
integration. This can have an especially negative impact on border regions, who suffer the most
from uncoordinated systems and whose economic development is thereby hampered.
3. The survey suggests that people from neighbouring countries will change their driving habits as
a result of the toll, limiting their journeys to Germany. After the toll is introduced, 11% of
respondents who currently cross the border at least once a week and 17% who cross at least
once a month intend to do so less often. The number of respondents who will only cross the
border into Germany now and again rose by 24%, whereas 40% of people say they will drive
into Germany as little as possible. Therefore, the retail and tourism sectors in particular could
expect sales to fall and investment to decline, because a significant proportion of their potential
customers could disappear. In addition, there are potential negative consequences for the
people on the other side of the border: cross-border commuters and businesses which operate
across the border will need to factor in additional costs to pay for the toll. Commuters on a low
income and small businesses will be hit particularly hard by the charges. Germany will become a
less attractive place for them to work or to do business.
4. There could also be problems caused by drivers seeking to avoid paying the toll. 46% of
respondents intend to use secondary roads instead of motorways once the toll is introduced, so
they do not have to pay the toll fee. This will put a significant additional strain on these routes
and reduce the quality of life for people living near these roads. The toll also contradicts the
principle of environmental protection as a result of traffic diverting via secondary routes,
increasing pollution from noise and emissions in local communities. The financial grading
according to pollution class will also provide a financial incentive for owners of older vehicles to
use secondary routes instead. In this case, the environmentally friendly aspect of the toll in
border regions could actually have the opposite effect.
5. By introducing the toll, Germany also risks a resurgence of the psychological barriers that make
the presence of the border felt again by the people and inhibits their cross-border interaction.
83% of respondents state that the border with Germany will be more palpable with a toll. This
runs contrary to the progress made in European integration and cross-border cohesion.
Overall, it is doubtful that the operating expenses and the considerable damage to border regions
that is feared, as well as the negative impact on European integration, are in reasonable proportion
to the benefits of the toll. Even if the expected revenue can be generated by the toll, there will be
little financial benefit to infrastructure in Germany. Also, there have been no compensation
measures thus far for the financial losses incurred in border regions. In general, the unique situation
of border regions has not been a central issue in designing the toll. Even well-intentioned
regulations, such as restricting the toll to German motorways, can result in significantly negative
environmental and health effects. This suggests that the frontier effects have not been thought
through.
In future cross-border impact assessments, it will be of interest to study the actual impact of the toll.
Once the toll has come into force, an ex-post analysis of the impact will further provide answers.
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Annex
Survey questions:
Germany has decided to introduce an infrastructural charge (toll) for cars. As a driver of a foreignregistered vehicle, you will be required to pay a charge to drive on German motorways from 2019
(provisionally). Drivers of German-registered vehicles will also have to pay the toll. However, they
will receive relief on their vehicle tax to at least the same amount as the toll they pay.
This survey is aimed at drivers from the Dutch and Belgian parts of the Euregio Meuse-Rhine and
forms part of the research work conducted by the Institute for Transnational and Euregional cross
border cooperation and Mobility / ITEM at Maastricht University on the possible effects of a German
toll on our frontier region. Thank you for taking part!
1. Country of residence
Netherlands
Belgium
2. Region
Province of Limburg (Netherlands)
Province of Limburg (Belgium)
Province of Liège (Belgium)
German-speaking Community (Belgium)
Other:___________________
3. How often do you cross the German-Dutch or German-Belgian border?
Every day
Two to five times a week
Once a week
Two to five times a month
Once a month
Now and again
Never
4. What are your reasons for travelling to Germany? (Multiple answers possible)
Working in Germany
Business meetings
Buying groceries
Going shopping
Recreation/Leisure/Eating Out
Holidays
Visiting family or friends
Travelling through to get to another country
Other:_____________________
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Owners of vehicles not registered in Germany can opt to pay the toll for ten days, two months, or
one year. The cost of the toll for one year depends on the size of the vehicle engine and its
environmental characteristics. The charge is limited to a maximum of €130.
Fee per 100 cc of engine Fee per 100 cc of engine
capacity
capacity
Emissions

class Petrol

engine Diesel engine

Euro 3 or below

6.50 euros

9.50 euros

Euro 4 or 5

2.00 euros

5.00 euros

Euro 6

1.80 euros

4.80 euros

The charge for ten days or two months depends on the amount calculated on an annual basis.
Annual
toll Ten-day
(cost in euros)
(cost in euros)
Less than 20
2.50
20 to 39
4
40 to 69
8
70 to 99
14
100 to 129
20
More than 130
25

toll Two-month
(cost in euros)
7
11
18
30
40
50

toll

5. What emission standard does your car meet?
Euro 3 or below
Euro 4 or 5
Euro 6
Don’t know
6. What fuel do you use?
Diesel
Petrol
Plug-in hybrid
Electric
Don’t know
7. For what period would you pay the toll?
None
Ten days
Two months
One year
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8. How often will you cross the German-Dutch or German-Belgian border once a car toll is
introduced?
Every day
Two to five times a week
Once a week
Two to five times a month
Once a month
Now and again
Never
9. Which of these statements do you agree with? (Multiple answers possible)
The planned toll makes sense.
I feel discriminated against by the German toll.
The toll will restrict cross-border mobility.
The toll will make the German border much more palpable.
A toll should be introduced in the Netherlands and/or Belgium as well.
A uniform EU-wide toll system should be introduced.
10. The toll applies to foreign-registered cars on motorways only. What will you do? (Multiple
answers possible)
I will pay the toll and use the motorways.
I will use other national, state, and local roads instead of the motorways.
I will use public transport to get to my destination in Germany.
I will travel to Germany as little as possible.
I will not drive to Germany any more.
11. What is your general feeling towards the German toll?
Very negative
Negative
Neutral
Positive
Very positive
12. Do you have any other thoughts about the German toll?
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Expert interview questions:
1. How does cross-border traffic fit into economic life in the region?
2. How high is the proportion of Dutch and Belgian purchasing power in the Aachen region?
3. How much do you think companies in the Aachen region depend on customers from the
Netherlands and Belgium?
4. Has the proportion of Dutch and Belgian customers increased or decreased in recent years?
5. Do you expect the proportion of Dutch and Belgian customers to fall once the toll is
introduced?
6. If so, by how much?
7. How high is the proportion of Dutch and Belgian employees in the Aachen region?
8. Are you worried that investment in your sector in the region could fall because of fears that
the proportion of customers from the Netherlands and Belgium could fall?
9. In your opinion, what effects does the toll have on economic integration in the Euregio?
10. Do you have any other thoughts about the German toll?
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Tax Treaty Netherlands-Germany
1.

Introduction

The new tax treaty between the Netherlands and Germany entered into effect on 1 January 2016.38
The conclusion of the Treaty, like that of tax treaties in general, primarily aims to avoid double
taxation or double non-taxation.
The following reasons, which underlie the conclusion of the new treaty, are of interest in light of
the analysis of the border effects of the Tax Treaty: tax treaties are concluded between states with
strong political, financial and economic relations, like the Netherlands and Germany.39 In addition,
the Netherlands and Germany are neighbouring countries, which might cause difficulties in the field
of cross-border employment and retirement. The old tax treaty, which dated from 1959, no longer
reflected the current state of affairs in (cross-border) economic relations between the two countries,
which was one of the reasons it urgently required replacement.40 During the negotiations for the
new Treaty, the Netherlands mainly pursued the improvement of the tax position of frontier
workers residing in the Netherlands, while Germany focused on combating abuse of the Tax
Treaty.41
Research Approach
This cross-border impact assessment focuses on the tax position of the frontier worker. The crossborder impact assessment 2016 of the Tax Treaty Netherlands-Germany devoted attention to the
border effects on active income, i.e. income from employment, and passive income, i.e. income
from pension schemes. In addition, the above report carried out a more detailed investigation of the
changes in the specific Treaty articles. For this reason, readers are assumed to be familiar with them
and are referred to the cross-border impact assessment 2016 for a fuller description.42
One of the recommendations in the cross-border impact assessment 2016 was to draw a
comparison between the income situation of frontier workers (both Dutch and German ones) and
their neighbours and colleagues. This report follows up on this recommendation by making this
transparent for active frontier workers.43 This cross-border impact assessment has opted for a fiscal
legal assessment of the effects of the new tax treaty on frontier workers.
38

Bundesgesetzblatt Jahrgang 2012 Teil II Nr. 38; Tractatenblad van het Koninkrijk der Nederlanden Jaargang
2012, Nr. 123.
39
This was also recognized during the parliamentary process, see Netherlands Parliamentary Papers II
2013/14, 33 615, No. 3 (Explanatory Memorandum), part I.1.
40
See Deutscher Bundestag, 17. Wahlperiode, Gesetzentwurf der Bundesregierung, Drucksache 17/10752, A.
Problem und Ziel and Kamerstukken (Netherlands Parliamentary Papers) II 2013/14, 33 615, No. 3 (MvT)
(Explanatory Memorandum), section I.1.
41
Kamerstukken II 2013/14, 33 615, No. 3 (MvT), section I.1. This is particularly aimed at preventing ‘treaty
shopping’, whereby third-country residents obtain access to a benefit from the Tax Treaty. Please refer to
Dutch tax treaty policy as set out in the policy note from 2011 for the Dutch stance on the position of frontier
workers: Ministry of Finance, Notitie Fiscaal Verdragsbeleid 2011, 11 February 2011, p. 61.
42
The 2016 cross-border impact assessments of the tax treaty between the Netherlands and Germany can be
consulted via the ITEM website:
<Https://www.maastrichtuniversity.nl/nl/onderzoek/instituten/item/onderzoek/studiegrenseffectenbeoordeling#report2016>.
43
Regarding this recommendation from the ITEM cross-border impact assessment 2016, see File 1B: Tax
Treaty Netherlands-Germany Pension (NL), p. 38.
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Preliminary remark: the following should be noted about the terminology used: the Dutch
parliamentary documents often use the term 'grensarbeiders'. It is unclear whether this includes
both employment and self-employment. The same applies to 'grenswerkers', where it is also unclear
whether this term includes the self-employed. The present analysis therefore uses the term 'frontier
workers' to designate 'employees', i.e. persons who are employed rather than self-employed.

2. Research Objectives, Definitions, Themes and Indicators
2.1 Effects today or in the future, objective: ex-post or ex-ante
Based on calculations using various income classes and scenarios, this study attempts to establish
the extent to which parity between colleagues and neighbours is ensured under the new tax treaty.
The focus is thus on the income effects of the new treaty on frontier workers. In addition, this crossborder impact assessment compensates for a lack of border-impact assessment at legislative level by
using a coherent tool for this purpose. The tool will be explained below under ‘Principles,
Benchmarks and Indicators. This lack refers to the absence of a separate section that outlines the
consequences of the new tax treaty for frontier workers.44 In line with a commitment made by
former Secretary of State for the Treasury and Finance De Jager, such a paragraph is included in the
Explanatory Memorandum of the parliamentary debate on the new tax treaty between the
Netherlands and Germany.45 Unfortunately, to our knowledge, no comparable paragraph assessing
the impact of new legislation on frontier workers has been included since. For this reason, we
recommend incorporating in the parliamentary process of adopting new legislation a separate
paragraph in the Explanatory Memorandum with a coherent analysis of the impact that the new
legislation will have on frontier workers. What analyses of border effects have taken place have
been inconsistent as to their execution, i.e. the research methods were different.
The above shows that the impact of new legislation on frontier workers and border regions in
general is still not receiving the attention it deserves, i.e. border effects are still being
underestimated by national legislators.46
This report, like the study from 2016, can be seen as an ex-post analysis of the border effects at
an early stage. The practical consequences for frontier workers and border regions are, after all, not
quantitatively measurable yet, as the treaty has only been effective for roughly one-and-a-half years,

Kamerstukken II 2013/14, 33 615, No. 3 (MvT), section I.4 Frontier workers. The inclusion of this paragraph
reflects the commitment made by former Secretary of State for Finance De Jager to explicitly include the
consideration of the consequences for frontier workers in new legislation (see the Cabinet's Opinion about the
recommendations of the Frontier Worker Commission, 9 January 2009, 2008/2455 BCPP with reference to
Kamerstukken II 2000/01, 26 834, No. 5).
45
Besides, only one motion on the inventorying of the consequences of cross-border employment for fiscal
regime and social security was adopted during the parliamentary debate on the new tax treaty. See
Netherlands Parliamentary Papers: Kamerstukken II 2013/14, 33 615, nr. 10; Motion by the MPs Nijboer and
Kerstens.
46
It is a positive sign, however, that two studies into the position of frontier workers were published in 2017:
- Report of the Committee for Frontier Workers, (NL: Commissie Grenswerkers), Grenswerkers in Europa; Een
onderzoek naar fiscale, sociaalverzekerings- en pensioenaspecten van grensoverschrijdend werken (Geschriften
van de Vereniging voor Belastingwetenschap no. 257), Vereniging voor Belastingwetenschap 2017.
- H. Niesten, Belastingvoordelen van de grensoverschrijdende economisch actieve EU-persoon (diss. Maastricht
and Hasselt), 2017.
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there has been no coherent data collection on cross-border employment and the treaty beneficiaries
could still apply the old treaty in 2016 under the general transitional scheme.47
2.2 Effects: on which geographical area? Definition of the border region
Frontier workers in the Dutch-German border regions are facing the effects of the new tax treaty.
More specifically, the affected group consists of frontier workers who live and work within a certain
distance from the national borders. This report focuses on the relevant political entities, such as
municipalities, 'Landkreise' or districts to identify this group. The border regions are illustrated in the
figure below. Note that the Dutch-Belgian border region has been excluded from this report.

48

Figure 2: The border region

To provide this cross-border impact assessment with some substantiation from a quantitative
perspective as well, the overview below contains some indicative data and figures on cross-border
employment between the Netherlands and Germany.
Cross-border
commuters
Dutch
Germans

From the Netherlands to Germany

From Germany to the Netherlands

5,100.
3,400.

16,000.
19,700.

Overview 1: Cross-border commuting between the Netherlands and Germany in 2012
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Art. 33, paragraph 6 of the new treaty: ‘Notwithstanding the second and third paragraph, if a person, by
virtue of the Agreement of 1959, were entitled to greater benefits than under this Treaty, the Agreement of
1959 shall remain fully applicable to such a person at the discretion of this person for a period of one year from
the date on which the provisions of this Treaty would apply under the second paragraph."
48
Based on PBL Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency, Arbeidsmarkt zonder grenzen, Den Haag: PBL
2015, p. 48.
49
Based on PBL Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency, Arbeidsmarkt zonder grenzen, Den Haag: PBL
2015, p. 9-10.
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Previous figures (2008) show that the number of cross-border commuters between the Netherlands
and Germany has decreased.50 The most recent available figures cover 2014. These figures reveal,
among others, that there is scarcely an increase in Dutch border commuting to Germany compared
to 2012, as is illustrated by the figure below.51

Figure 3: Dutch-German Cross-Border Commuting

52

As indicated before, these data are somewhat dated and not fully representative, since the meaning
of the term 'frontier worker' was not defined, nor used in a consistent way, making it unclear who
fell within the definition of 'frontier worker'. In addition, these data on cross-border employment
have not been mapped in a coherent way, i.e. their reliability should be called into question,
especially when encountering rounded numbers.53

50

Based on PBL Netherlands Environmental Assessment Agency, Arbeidsmarkt zonder grenzen, Den Haag: PBL
2015, p. 9-10.
51
The figures over 2014 can be consulted at https://www.cbs.nl/nl-nl/nieuws/2016/37/meer-duitserspendelen-naar-nederland-dan-andersom via <https://www.cbs.nl/nl-nl/nieuws/2016/37/meer-duitserspendelen-naar-nederland-dan-andersom>.
52
This figure is based on <https://www.cbs.nl/nl-nl/nieuws/2016/37/meer-duitsers-pendelen-naar-nederlanddan-andersom>.
53
See also the recommendation of the Commission for Frontier Workers (NL: Commissie grenswerkers):
Report by the Commission for Frontier Workers (Commissie grenswerkers), Grenswerkers in Europa; Een
onderzoek naar fiscale, sociaalverzekerings- en pensioenaspecten van grensoverschrijdend werken (Geschriften
van de Vereniging voor Belastingwetenschap no. 257), Vereniging voor Belastingwetenschap 2017, p. 34.
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2.3 Border effects on? What are the themes of the research, its principles, (benchmarks) and
indicators?
2.3.1 Research Themes of the Dossier on the Tax Treaty Netherlands-Germany
This dossier focuses on the theme of 'European integration', more specifically the free movement of
labour and the labour mobility of frontier workers. Based on the detailed, practice-based
calculations produced by Bol Adviseurs, an attempt has been made to provide insight into how
Dutch and German frontier workers are treated for tax purposes: to what extent are they on par
with their colleagues or neighbours under the new treaty? Both principles of ‘parity among
neighbours’ and ‘parity among colleagues’ partly emanate from the case law of the European Court
of Justice concerning the free movement of labour. The treaty negotiations between the
Netherlands and Germany sought to achieve this parity54, inter alia by means of the inclusion of a
compensation scheme in the Protocol to the new tax treaty.55 This compensation scheme should
contribute to achieving parity among neighbours. The following section dwells on the backgrounds
of this compensation scheme as well as the interpretation of the German 'Splittingverfahren'.
2.3.1.1 Compensation Scheme: parity among neighbours?
There is a compensation scheme in place for income from employment, i.e. income subject to Art.
14, Art. 15 or Art. 16 of the Treaty. This compensation scheme applies to Dutch frontier workers
with income from Germany and is laid down in art. XII of the Protocol to the Treaty. This
compensation constitutes a reduction of taxes payable in the Netherlands and is thus granted by the
Netherlands. Under this compensation scheme, Dutch frontier workers are entitled to a tax
reduction granted by the Netherlands, if the total, actually raised German income tax and German
social security contributions comparable with the Dutch national insurance contributions exceed the
Dutch income tax and national insurance contributions that would have been raised, had the income
allocated to Germany been taxable in the Netherlands.
An obstacle to Dutch frontier workers, that still exists in 2017, is the non-comparability of German
and Dutch social security contributions. Based on paragraph 2 of the aforesaid Art. XII of the
Protocol, the competent authorities arrange, in mutual agreement, to what extent the contributions
and premiums based on the Dutch regulations for national insurance contributions and the
premiums based on the German legislation on social security are comparable, for the purpose of
applying the first paragraph of this Article.56 Such a bilateral Agreement was concluded on 15 June
2016, stipulating that no premium or contribution to German social security is considered to be
comparable with the premiums and contributions to Dutch social security.57 The reason for this is
that, unlike the Dutch national insurance schemes, the premiums and contributions to German
social security are part of an insurance scheme for workers. Given that German social security
contributions are usually used in calculating the income for Dutch taxation purposes, this decision
avoids double compensation. For Dutch frontier workers, however, this decision leads to lower
compensation.
54

Kamerstukken I 2014/15, 33 615, nr. C, p. 3. For the Dutch tax treaty policy on frontier workers, see: Ministry
of Finance, Notitie Fiscaal Verdragsbeleid 2011, 11 February 2011, p. 60-62.
55
See Article XII of the Protocol to the Tax Treaty Netherlands-Germany.
56
See also the problems regarding the compensation scheme cited here: Kamerstukken II 2013/14, 33 615, No
8, p. 24 and 25.
57
Staatscourant, Officiële uitgave van het Koninkrijk der Nederlanden, No. 31614, 15 June 2016.
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2.3.1.2 The influence of the ' Splittingverfahren'
The first paragraph of Article 24 of the Tax Treaty, on non-discrimination, states in that nationals of
a Contracting State shall not be subject to any taxation or related obligation in the other Contracting
State, which is different or more burdensome than the taxation and related obligations to which
nationals of that other state who are in the same circumstances, particularly with regard to place of
residence, are or may be subject.58 As a refinement of this non-discrimination principle, Article XVI,
first paragraph of the Protocol to the new treaty outlines the legal basis for the compensation that
Germany conditionally grants to residents of the Netherlands with an income, e.g. from salary or
pension, in Germany. This compensation consists of a more flexible application of the so-called
'Splittingverfahren', contained in paragraph 1 ( 3 ) of the ‘Einkommensteuergesetz’ (EStG, Income
Tax act). Under this 'Splittingverfahren', spouses are allowed to file a joint German income tax return
under certain conditions, in which case payable tax is calculated on the basis of half of the joint
income of both spouses and then multiplied by two. This method of calculation leads to tax-bracket
benefits.
The most important condition for non-residents of Germany who are foreign taxpayers in Germany
to be eligible for this scheme is that at least 90% of the joint income of both spouses is taxable in
Germany or that the income does not exceed the threshold of EUR 17,640, the so-called
'Grundfreibetrag'.59 The easing in the tax treaty consists of lifting the abovementioned 90%
threshold and the absolute income requirement for the joint income of both spouses.60 This
assumes, however, that the spouse who is taxable in Germany personally fulfils these requirements.
So, if one of the spouses meets the 90% requirement or the absolute income requirement, the taxrate benefit can be achieved on the entire joint income of both spouses under the
'Splittingverfahren’.
Due to this relaxation, it is possible for one of the spouses to acquire secondary income outside
Germany, for example in The Netherlands, with both remaining entitled to application of the
'Splittingverfahren' in Germany.61 In individual cases, the application of the German
'Splittingverfahren' may have a major beneficial effect on the final tax burden in Germany. After all,
if the income of the spouse working in the Netherlands exceeds the income requirement for
application of the 'Splittingverfahren', the tax burden on the income of the main earner will become
relatively larger and a relatively higher compensation will be necessary to achieve parity with the
neighbours in the Netherlands.62 This relaxation of the application of the 'Splittingverfahren' is the
German contribution to ensuring ‘parity among colleagues’.
Apart from the relaxation of the 'Splittingverfahren', however, Germany was not prepared to ensure
full parity among colleagues by also granting compensation for other personal deductions,
58

The full text of the Treaty can be consulted via
<https://www.rijksoverheid.nl/documenten/brieven/2012/04/12/nederlandse-tekst-belastingverdrag-metduitsland>.
59
o
o
Par. 1 (3) j section 1a, (2) j section 32a ( 1 ) sub 2, number 1, EStG.
60
Paragraph 1 of Article XVI of the Protocol to the Treaty declares the limitations of the second sentence of
Article 1, paragraph 3, jo. Article 1a(2) of the German Income Tax Act (‘Einkommensteuergesetz’) not
applicable to spouses who live in the Netherlands.
61
Kamerstukken II 2013/14, 33 615, No. 3 (MvT), section II.24 Non-discrimination.
62
M.G.H. Schaper and R.G. Prokisch, Onderzoek naar een algemene compensatieregeling voor NederlandsDuitse grenswerknemers, Maastricht University 2009, p. 30.
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reimbursements and reductions resulting from civil statuses or family compositions known in
Germany.63 It is particularly the complexity associated with such a proportional calculation that has
deterred Germany. Germany also believes that it has done enough for the fiscal treatment of
frontier workers, especially in light of case law of the European Court of Justice.64
2.3.1.3 Other research themes?
A quantitative analysis of the impact of the Treaty on the frontier workers and border regions is
currently not possible due to a lack of data on cross-border employment. For the same reason, an
analysis of the effects of the Tax Treaty on the research theme of 'Sustainable and Socio-Economic
Development’ is not possible yet either. It is recommended that a qualitative data analysis be carried
out in the future, in order to map the relationship between the Treaty and cross-border labour
mobility and its impact on sustainable and socio-economic development.

2.3.2 Dossier on the Tax Treaty Netherlands-Germany: what are the principles, benchmarks and
indicators for achieving a positive situation in border regions?
Following on the descriptions from the previous section, the principles, benchmarks and method of
examination can be represented as follows in this report:
Principles
The free movement of labour
pursuant to Article 45 TFEU:
no discriminatory fiscal
treatment of retired frontier
workers

Benchmarks
Parity among neighbours
(parity in the street)
Parity among colleagues
(parity in the workplace)

Method
Calculation of the difference in
net disposable income of
Dutch frontier workers under
the new tax treaty
Calculation of the difference in
net disposable income of
German frontier workers
under the new tax treaty

The above diagram will be used as a starting point for the cross-border impact assessment of the
new tax treaty and for answering the question as to the consequences of the new treaty for the net
disposable incomes of German and Dutch frontier workers.

3. Evaluation of the theme European Integration
In this chapter, the principles will be compared with the benchmarks using the calculations listed in
the Appendices to this report. This is achieved by comparing the differences in the net disposable
income of both the Dutch and the German frontier worker under the new tax treaty.

63

Kamerstukken II 2013/14, 33 615, No. 3 (MvT), section I.4 Frontier workers. Such a provision is also included
in Art. 26(2) of the Tax Treaty with Belgium.
64
ECJ 14 February 1995, C-279/93, ECLI:EU:C:1995:31 (Schumacker).
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The scenarios are examined from two perspectives: the first is that of the new tax position of the
Dutch frontier worker in comparison with colleagues, i.e. parity in the workplace, and neighbours,
i.e. parity in the street. The second perspective is that of the new tax position of the German frontier
worker, also in comparison with colleagues and neighbours. The ambitions of the European
Commission play a large role in the above aim for parity in the workplace and in the street: the
promotion of the European integration process by ensuring net wages for frontier workers that are
on par with those of their neighbours and colleagues.65 To what extent this ambition is reached, is
illustrated below with the calculations, where the emphasis is on the effects that result from the
changes in the tax treaty between the Netherlands and Germany.
In conjunction with practitioners, the following three scenarios were selected, the findings and
conclusions of which will be set out in the following sections:
Partner with no income (scenario 1)
Partner with income, where the partner is employed in the same state (scenario 2)
Single sole earners (scenario 3)
The following variables were used for the purpose of the calculations:
Gross salary main earner: EUR 35,000 or EUR 75,000
Country of employment and country of residence of main earner: The Netherlands or
Germany
Gross salary secondary earner: EUR 0, EUR 20,000 or EUR 40,000
Children: no children or two children (8 and 12 years old)
Income from own home after deduction of mortgage interest: - EUR 7,500 or - EUR 12,000
Partners are either married or unmarried
Social insurance schemes in the Netherlands that are being accounted for: AOW, Anw and
Wlz
Social insurance schemes in Germany that are being accounted for: Krankenversicherung,
Pflegeversicherung, Rentenversicherung and Arbeitslosenversicherung
Child benefits: Kinderbijslag and Kindgebonden Budget (Netherlands) and Kindergeld
(Germany)
The concrete starting points and underlying data are listed in Appendix 1.
3.1 Scenario 1: partner with no income
The first scenario is that of a frontier worker (as the main earner) with a partner who does not have
any income and in fact lives in the same state as the main earner. A summary of the variations in
scenario 1 can be found in Appendix 1.1. The observations regarding these calculations are discussed
below.
3.1.1 The tax position of the Dutch frontier worker
3.1.1.1 Married without children
Married Dutch frontier workers without children with a gross income of EUR 35,000 receive equal
fiscal treatment to their German colleagues; both receive a net salary of EUR 18,259. Parity with
65

See for an example <Https://europa.eu/european-union/topics/taxation_en>.
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their colleagues seems guaranteed. In this income bracket, Dutch frontier workers are in a worse tax
position than their neighbours, however, since their net income is EUR 2,949 lower. The same trend
can be observed for the higher income bracket of EUR 75,000, where there is fiscal parity between
Dutch frontier workers and their colleagues but where frontier workers are in a worse tax position
than their neighbours, leading to a EUR 1,441 income gap.
No actual effect of the new tax treaty on the tax positions can be observed. The more lenient
application of the German 'Splittingverfahren' has no effect on the present case since the entire
income is earned in Germany, nor is the compensation scheme effective in this case. The final
situation would therefore have been the same under the old treaty. This means that parity with
neighbours and colleagues is in no way promoted.
3.1.1.2 Married with two children
The same trend can be observed for the married couple with two children as for the married couple
without children. The main difference in net income can be attributed to the child benefits, which
are added to the net salary. Dutch frontier workers with a gross income of EUR 35,000 enjoy parity
with their colleagues. They are in a worse tax position than their Dutch neighbours, however, who
earn EUR 2,111 more in net income. This can be attributed to the different child benefit schemes in
both states. A difference in fiscal treatment becomes observable, however, in the income bracket of
EUR 75,000. The Dutch frontier workers still enjoy fiscal parity with their colleagues. In contrast to
the previous variations, however, the frontier workers are in a better tax position than their
neighbours, earning EUR 1,454 more net income. This difference also stems from the child benefits
granted.
These cases, too, show no sign of influence of the new tax treaty; neither the relaxation of the
'Splittingverfahren', nor the compensation scheme are applicable. The difference in net income
between the situation without children and the situation with two children originates from Dutch
child benefits.
3.1.1.3 Unmarried without children
Unmarried Dutch frontier workers without children are in a better tax position than their German
colleagues, with a positive income difference of EUR 2,995. With their net income lagging behind
EUR 3,173, they are in a worse tax position than their neighbours, however. It is remarkable that the
net income of frontier workers falls between that of their neighbours and colleagues. The wide
spread between neighbours and colleague is due to the non-applicability of the 'Splittingverfahren'
to unmarried couples. The same trend can be observed in the income bracket of EUR 75,000. Dutch
frontier workers receive EUR 2,124 more in net income than their colleagues. Their neighbours,
however, receive EUR 5,988 more in net income. As in the previous situation, the wide spread
between neighbours and colleagues is attributable to the fact that the couple is unmarried.
The above two situations clearly show the impact of the new treaty. In both cases, the main earner
receives a compensation under the compensation scheme, which is meant to compensate for the
higher social security contributions in Germany. At a gross income of EUR 35,000, the main earner
receives a compensation of EUR 2,996. The compensation is EUR 2,124 at a gross income of
EUR 75,000 . Typically, we can say: the higher the income, the lower the compensation. Thanks to
the new tax treaty's compensation scheme, the difference in fiscal treatment of frontier workers,
their colleagues and their neighbours has shrunk, while at the same time improving the tax position
of Dutch frontier workers.
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3.1.1.4 Unmarried with two children
A similar trend as in the situation without children can be observed for the situation 'unmarried with
two children'. At a gross income of EUR 35,000, frontier workers are in a better tax position than
their colleagues, with an income difference of EUR 2,919. Their neighbours, on the other hand, are
in a better tax position still, with a net income difference of EUR 2,298. Also in this situation, the
higher net income of frontier workers compared to their colleagues can be attributed to the
application of the compensation scheme.
At a gross income of EUR 75,000, frontier workers are in a better tax position than their colleagues,
with an income difference of EUR 1,291. Also at this income level, their neighbours are in an even
better tax position, with the net income difference amounting to EUR 3,283.
3.1.2. The tax position of German frontier workers
In order to come to a comprehensive comparison, the net income position of German frontier
workers will be treated below, using the same variations in the scenarios. As in the previous
sections, the position of the frontier workers will be compared to that of their German neighbours
and Dutch colleagues in order to identify the net income difference and to draw a comparison with
the European integration process in mind.
3.1.2.1 Married without children
The comparison of the net income of German frontiers worker with a gross income of EUR 35,000 to
the income position of their neighbours and colleagues shows a situation that is the reverse of the
previous sections. Where Dutch frontier workers were worse off than their neighbours but better off
than their colleagues, German frontier workers find themselves in the opposite situation; the net
income of German frontier workers is equal to that of their Dutch colleagues, but the frontier
workers are better off than their German neighbours, with a net income difference of EUR 2949.
This difference can be attributed to asymmetrical national tax systems in Germany and the
Netherlands.
The reverse trend applies to the higher income bracket of EUR 75,000, where frontier workers
receive equal fiscal treatment to their Dutch colleagues. Compared to their neighbours, however,
the frontier workers receive an additional EUR 1,454, due to differences in the national tax systems.
Since no new specific provision has been added in the new tax treaty to improve the tax position of
German frontier workers, it can be said that the tax position of German frontier workers has not
changed.
3.1.2.2 Married with two children
A different situation can be observed for married partners with children. In the lower income
bracket, frontier workers are EUR 747 better off than their Dutch colleagues. The income difference
with their German neighbours is EUR 2,858 in favour of the frontier workers.
In the higher income bracket, German frontier workers are even EUR 2,511 better off than their
Dutch colleagues. Here too, their German neighbours are worse off, by EUR 1.057.
The difference in net income particularly originates from the different child benefit regimes.
Especially for the higher income bracket, the difference is big. Considering the new tax treaty, no
effect can be observed.
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3.1.2.3 Unmarried without children
The variations 'unmarried without children' and ‘married partners without children’ lead to similar
outcomes, apart from the non-application of the 'Splittingverfahren' to the German neighbours since
they are not eligible for application. Therefore, German frontier workers in the lower income bracket
receive EUR 6,168 more in net income than their neighbours and the same net income as their
Dutch colleagues.
In the higher income bracket, the benefits of German frontier workers over their neighbours rise to
no less than EUR 8,112. In comparison with their Dutch colleagues, German frontier workers receive
the same net income.
The large difference with their neighbours is mainly caused by the non-applicability of the
'Splittingverfahren'. The influence of the new tax treaty as such is nil.
3.1.2.4 Unmarried with two children
The tax position of German frontier workers who are unmarried with two children is equal to that of
married partners with children. The net income of German frontier workers is EUR 25,812 in the
lower income bracket and EUR 42,902 in the higher income bracket.
The net income of the German frontier workers is slightly higher than that of their Dutch colleagues,
due to the different child benefit grants in both states. A large gap however remains between their
neighbours and unmarried partners with children residing and working in Germany. Their income is
considerably lower in both income brackets as a result of the non-applicability of the
'Splittingverfahren'.
The income difference of EUR 5,964 and EUR 7,085, respectively, which is attributable to the
differences in tax systems in both states, constitutes a great advantage to German frontier workers.
The influence of the new tax treaty on this scenario is nil.
3.2 Scenario 2: partners with income, where the partner is employed in the same state
A summary of the variations from scenario 2 can be found in Appendix 1.2. The section below only
discusses the outcomes of these calculations.
3.2.1

The tax position of Dutch frontier workers

3.2.1.1 Married without children
Married Dutch frontier workers without children, who earn an income of EUR 35,000 and have a
partner who is a second earner and also works in Germany, earning EUR 20,000, are in a significantly
worse tax position than their neighbours when considered jointly. The net income difference
amounts to EUR 6,350. The compensation scheme insufficiently offsets the fiscal differences, at least
in this income bracket.
Compared to their colleagues, however, Dutch frontier workers in this income bracket,
considered jointly with their partners, are in a better tax position by EUR 2,585. This is due to the
fact that the main earner receives EUR 1,601 and the second earner EUR 984 under the
compensation scheme while colleague workers residing in Germany do not receive this
compensation. The compensation scheme thus significantly benefits Dutch frontier workers over
their German colleagues.
Dutch frontier workers with a gross income of EUR 75,000 married to a second earner with a
gross income of EUR 40,000 are in a worse tax position than their neighbours, with the net income
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difference amounting to EUR 4,358. The main earner with an income of EUR 75,000 will not receive
any compensation under the compensation scheme. The second earner with an income of
EUR 40,000 will receive a compensation of EUR 5,587. The compensation scheme insufficiently
offsets the tax differences with the neighbours nevertheless.
In this income bracket, Dutch frontier workers, considered jointly with their partner, are in a
better tax position than their colleagues in the workplace by EUR 5,587. This corresponds exactly to
the amount that the second earner receives in compensation.
3.2.1.2 Married with two children
Dutch frontier workers with an income of EUR 35,000 who are married with two children to a
second earner who also works in Germany, earning an income of EUR 20,000, are in a worse tax
position than their neighbours when considered jointly with their partner. The net income
difference amounts to EUR 4,391.
In this income bracket, Dutch frontier workers are in a better tax position than their colleagues in
the workplace when considered jointly with their partner, with benefits amounting to EUR 12,890.
The difference consists of the compensation of EUR 1,503 for the main earner and the compensation
of EUR 2,547 for the partner as second earner. In addition, Dutch frontier workers receive a
childcare allowance of EUR 8,839.
This difference in net income is significantly smaller than in the previous scenario without
children, both in absolute terms and as a percentage. This is partly due to the right to childcare
allowance in the Netherlands being worth EUR 8,839 and the right to 'Kindergeld' in Germany being
worth EUR 4,608. In addition, the partner as second earner is entitled to a significantly higher
compensation of EUR 2,547 under the compensation scheme. For those who are ‘married without
children’ this partner compensation amounts to only EUR 984. Here too, however, the
compensation scheme insufficiently remedies the fiscal differences.
Dutch frontier workers with a gross income of EUR 75,000 and a partner who earns a gross income
of EUR 40,000 are only in a marginally worse tax position than their neighbours, with a net income
difference of only EUR 37. The main earner, with an income of EUR 75,000, receives no
compensation under the compensation scheme. The second earner, however, with an income of
EUR 40,000, receives a considerable compensation of EUR 7,978. The compensation scheme seems
to offset the fiscal differences with the neighbours.
In this income bracket, Dutch frontier workers are in a better tax position than their colleagues in
the workplace by EUR 14,496 when considered jointly with their partner. This amount consists of the
compensation for the second earner of EUR 7,978 and childcare allowance amounting to EUR 6,517).
3.2.1.3 Unmarried without children
Unmarried Dutch frontier workers without children who earn an income of EUR 35,000 and have a
partner who is a second earner and also works in Germany, earning an income of EUR 20,000, are in
a worse tax position than their neighbours when considered jointly with their partner. The net
income difference amounts to EUR 6,350.
In this income bracket, Dutch frontier workers are in a better tax position than their colleagues
on the work floor by EUR 2,822, however. The difference consists of the compensation of EUR 2,094
for the main earner and the compensation of EUR 728 for the partner as second earner.
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Dutch frontier workers with a gross income of EUR 75,000 and a partner earning a gross income of
EUR 40,000 are in a worse tax position than their neighbours, with a net income difference of
EUR 7,391. The main earner with an income of EUR 75,000 receives no compensation under the
compensation scheme. The partner as second earner, with an income of EUR 40,000, receives a
substantial compensation of EUR 3,492. The compensation scheme insufficiently offsets the tax
differences with the neighbours nevertheless. In this income bracket, Dutch frontier workers are in a
better tax position than their colleagues in the workplace by EUR 3,491. The difference consists of
the compensation of EUR 3,491 for the partner as second earner.
3.2.1.4 Unmarried with two children
Unmarried Dutch frontier workers without children who earn an income of EUR 35,000 and have a
partner who is a second earner and also works in Germany, earning an income of EUR 20,000, are in
a worse tax position than their neighbours when considered jointly with their partner. The net
income difference amounts to EUR 4,391.
Note that there is also a difference in the treatment for tax purposes of married and unmarried
Dutch frontier workers who are otherwise in the same position. This difference between married
and unmarried Dutch frontier workers with children amounts to EUR 513 for main earners, which
then results in a lower compensation for this main earner by the same amount. Unmarried
secondary earners are taxed EUR 302 less than their married counterparts in Germany, leading to a
compensation that is lowered by the same amount.
In this income bracket, Dutch frontier workers are in a better tax position than their
colleagues by EUR 13,101. The difference consists of the compensation of EUR 2,017 for the main
earner and the compensation of EUR 2,245 for the partner as second earner. In addition, Dutch
frontier workers receive a childcare allowance of EUR 8,839. Note that an unmarried status does not
affect the entitlement to child care allowance, child benefits, 'Kindergeld', etc. The amounts equal
those for married Dutch frontier workers.
Dutch frontier workers with a gross income of EUR 75,000 and a partner with a gross income of
EUR 40,000 are in a worse tax position than their neighbours, with a net income difference of
EUR 2,536. The main earner, with an income of EUR 75,000, receives a compensation of EUR 331.
The partner as second earner, with an income of EUR 40,000, receives a substantial compensation of
EUR 6,195. The compensation scheme nevertheless insufficiently offsets the tax differences with the
neighbours.
In this income bracket, Dutch frontier workers are in a better tax position than their colleagues by
EUR 13,043. The difference consists of the compensation of EUR 331 for the main earner and the
compensation of EUR 6,195 for the partner as second earner. In addition receives the Dutch frontier
worker childcare allowance amounting to EUR 6.517.
3.2.2 The tax position of German frontier workers
3.2.2.1 Married without children
Married German frontier workers without children who earn an income of EUR 35,000 and have a
partner who is a second earner and also works in the Netherlands, earning an income of EUR 20,000,
are in a better tax position than their neighbours, with a positive net income difference of
EUR 8,897. As far as the tax-deduction facilities are concerned, it is assumed that they meet the 90%
threshold, i.e. at least 90% of the world income is taxed in the Netherlands, and no or insufficient
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income is acquired in the work state, Germany, to settle these fiscal facilities with. There is no
difference with their Dutch colleagues: they are in the same tax position since the Dutch tax regime
is applicable. Note that the 'Splittingverfahren' is not applicable since both are subject to Dutch tax
law.
German frontier workers with a gross income of EUR 75,000 and a partner who is a second
earner with a gross income of EUR 40,000 are in a better tax position than their neighbours, with a
net income difference of EUR 9,945. There is no difference with their Dutch colleagues as they are in
the same tax position.
3.2.2.2 Married with two children
Married German frontier workers with two children, an income of EUR 35,000 and a partner who is a
second earner and also works in the Netherlands, earning an income of EUR 20,000, are in a better
fiscal position than their neighbours, with a positive net income difference of EUR 18,928. This is
partly due to the generous financial facilities for the support of children. There is a difference of
EUR 2,091 with their Dutch colleagues. Although they are in the same tax position, German frontier
workers are also entitled to the German 'Kindergeld' of EUR 2,091, even though they both earn their
income in the Netherlands.66
German frontier workers with a gross income of EUR 75,000 and a partner who is a second earner
with a gross income of EUR 40,000, are in a better tax position than their neighbours, with a positive
net income difference of EUR 16,970. There is a difference of EUR 2,091 with their Dutch colleagues:
although they are in the same tax position, German frontier workers are also entitled to the German
'Kindergeld' of EUR 2,511, even though they both earn their income in the Netherlands.
3.2.2.3 Unmarried without children
Unmarried German frontier workers without children, with an income of EUR 35,000 and a partner
who is a second earner and also works in the Netherlands, earning an income of EUR 20,000, are in a
better tax position than their neighbours, with the net income difference amounting to EUR 9,134.
There is no difference with their Dutch colleagues: they are in the same tax position since the Dutch
tax system is applicable.
German frontier workers with a gross income of EUR 75,000 and a partner who is a second
earner with a gross income of EUR 40,000 are in a better tax position than their neighbours, with a
net income difference of EUR 10,882. There is no difference with their Dutch colleagues as they are
in the same tax position.
3.2.2.4 Unmarried with two children
Unmarried German frontier workers with two children, an income of EUR 35,000 and a partner who
is a second earner and also works in the Netherlands, earning an income of EUR 20,000, are in a
better fiscal position than their neighbours, with a positive net income difference of EUR 19,139.
This is partly due to the generous financial facilities for the support of children.
There is a difference of EUR 2,091 with their Dutch colleagues. Although they are in the same tax
position, German frontier workers are also entitled to the German 'Kindergeld' of EUR 2,091, even
though they both earn their income in the Netherlands.
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German frontier workers with a gross income of EUR 75,000 and a partner who is a second earner
with a gross income of EUR 40,000, are in a better tax position than their neighbours, with a positive
net income difference of EUR 18,090. There is a difference of EUR 2,511 with their Dutch colleagues:
although they are in the same tax position, German frontier workers are also entitled to the German
'Kindergeld' of EUR 2,511, even though they both earn their income in the Netherlands.
3.3 Scenario 3: single sole earners
A summary of the variations from scenario 3 can be found in Appendix 1.3. The conclusions
regarding these calculations are discussed below.
3.3.1 The tax position of Dutch frontier workers
Frontier workers who reside in the Netherlands and work in Germany are much worse off in terms
of income after taxes than their neighbours, even though they are entitled, as single sole earners, to
compensation under the compensation scheme as laid down in the Tax Treaty. As a result, the net
salary of these frontier workers with a gross salary of EUR 35,000 is EUR 3,774 lower than that of
their neighbours. This difference in net salary is even greater at a gross salary of EUR 75,000,
amounting to EUR 7,308. This is related, among other things, to the fact that these frontier workers
receive a lower compensation than those earning a gross salary of EUR 35,000.
Dutch frontier workers are better off in terms of net income than their German colleagues, i.e.
people residing and working in Germany, both in the EUR 35,000 and EUR 75,000 gross salary
bracket.
3.3.2 The tax position of German frontier workers
Single frontier workers residing in Germany and working in the Netherlands are significantly better
off than their neighbours both at a gross salary of EUR 35,000 and of 75,000. Note that German
frontier workers also have a better net salary position than Dutch frontier workers working in
Germany, despite the compensation scheme.
There is no difference with their Dutch colleagues, however: they are in the same tax position
since the Dutch tax regime is applicable.

4. Conclusions and recommendations from a Euregional perspective
4.1 Substantive Conclusions
Three scenarios are used to describe the income effects of the new Tax Treaty on Dutch and German
frontier workers. The principles of ‘parity among neighbours’ and ‘parity among colleagues’ have
served as guidelines for the assessment of the income effects of the Tax Treaty on frontier workers.
The assessment is an indication of the free movement of labour as part of the central theme of this
report: European integration.
Conclusions regarding the compensation scheme and the ‘Splittingverfahren’
Generally, fiscal systems between states may be very different. Tax treaties are a way of dividing tax
rights divided between states. This means that frontier workers fall under either tax system, typically
that of the work state. 67 Some tax treaties include specific provisions regarding frontier workers but
not the treaty between the Netherlands and Germany. In order to stimulate cross-border mobility
67
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and to accelerate the process of European integration, The Netherlands has pursued an
improvement of the tax position of Dutch frontier workers in the treaty negotiations. The result of
this negotiation effort is the implementation of a compensation scheme for Dutch frontier workers,
as well as a more lenient application of the 'Splittingverfahren'.
The compensation scheme aims to allow Dutch frontier workers to immediately offset the
deductions as per the Income Tax Act of 2001 against Dutch taxation. These deductions include, for
example, mortgage interest for one's own home, annuity premiums as expenses toward income
provision and personal expenses, such as alimony payments.68 The compensation scheme ensures
that the total sum of Dutch and/or German taxes including national insurance contributions or
corresponding German social security contributions payable by the person performing the crossborder labour in Germany does not exceed the total sum of Dutch taxes and national insurance
contributions payable by those who perform such labour exclusively in the Netherlands.69 Dutch
frontier workers receive a compensation if the first amount exceeds the latter. This is achieved by
treating German taxes and social security contributions as Dutch wage tax whenever necessary.
Note that Germany has not implemented a compensation scheme for German frontier workers
because Germany has to deal with eight more neighbouring countries besides the Netherlands.70 In
addition, it appears that German frontier workers are generally in a better tax position than their
neighbours, i.e. German domestic taxpayers.
The compensation scheme does not seem to work in conjunction with the 'Splittingverfahren',
however. In practice, there is still uncertainty about the relationship between both, which is why the
compensation scheme is only beneficial to specific categories of Dutch frontier workers. In some
cases it seems to ensure parity for Dutch frontier workers, but full parity with their neighbours
seems difficult to reach, unless the tax and social security systems would be. This lack of parity
seems particularly to stem from the large differences in national tax and social security systems. As
already discussed in the above, the difference in fiscal treatment may be due to the large differences
in the grant of child benefits.
Conclusion on the Calculations
This report has examined three scenarios in more detail. Of course, many other scenarios are
conceivable, one of them being a scenario that shows the impact of the 'Splittingverfahren'. It would
make this effect visible in situations where one of the partners works in Germany and the other
partner in the Netherlands, for example. The extension of the 'Splittingverfahren' under the new tax
treaty particularly refers to the situation where one partner earns 90% or more of his/her income in
Germany and the other partner is employed outside Germany. In these cases, both partners can still
invoke the 'Splittingverfahren', unlike under the old treaty.
Scenario 1
The calculations for scenario 1 show that the compensation scheme under the new treaty greatly
impacts the income tax position of Dutch frontier workers. While it particularly compensates
unmarried partners for the higher tax burden in Germany, full parity is not reached. Since this
scenario only refers to the situation where only one of the partners receives an income, the more
68
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lenient application of the 'Splittingverfahren' is not relevant here. Although Dutch frontier workers
are still in a worse tax position than their neighbours, their situation has improved. The situation
remains unchanged for married partners, probably due to the uncertainty about the overlapping of
the compensation scheme and the 'Splittingverfahren'.
Calculations suggest that the new tax treaty does not affect the net income of married German
frontier workers where only one of the partners receives an income. It is noteworthy, however, that
German frontier workers are generally in a better tax position than their German neighbours. From a
tax perspective, cross-border working thus seems to be advantageous for German frontier workers.
As can be seen from the calculations under scenario 1, the compensation scheme improves the tax
position of unmarried Dutch frontier workers with a partner. They experience a net increase in
income, and the disparity with neighbours and colleagues decreases. The situation of their Dutch
colleagues is nevertheless still better. Considering all variations, the compensation scheme seems to
ensure fiscal parity to a certain degree or up to a certain level.
Scenario 2
Dutch frontier workers are generally in a worse tax position than their neighbours in the street, i.e.
Dutch domestic taxpayers, particularly in the lower-income brackets. This means that the
compensation scheme does not succeed at adequately ensuring the parity between Dutch border
workers and their neighbours. On the other hand, Dutch frontier workers are in a better tax position
than their colleagues in the workplace, i.e. German residents and taxpayers, thanks to the
reimbursement that Dutch frontier workers receive under the compensation scheme.
German frontier workers are generally in a better tax position than their neighbours, i.e. German
residents and taxpayers. This advantage is larger in the low income bracket, both in absolute and
relative terms. A compensation scheme for German frontier workers to ensure parity with their
neighbours therefore seems unnecessary under the new tax treaty. In addition, German frontier
workers are, in some cases, in a better tax position than their colleagues in the workplace, i.e. Dutch
taxpayers and residents, mostly thanks to the export of German 'Kindergeld' (child benefits) to the
Netherlands.
Scenario 3
It can be noted that single frontier workers residing in the Netherlands and working (as sole earners)
in Germany are significantly worse off with respect to net income than their neighbours, despite
their eligibility for the compensation scheme. They do, however, have a better tax and income
position than their German colleagues.
Nor is there parity for single German frontier workers employed in the Netherlands: they take
home considerably more than their German neighbours, in fact. On the other hand, they do have
parity with their Dutch colleagues.
4.2 Outlook
A quantitative analysis of the impact of the Treaty on frontier workers and border regions is not
possible due to a lack of data on cross-border employment. For the same reason, is not possible
either to perform an analysis of the effects of the Tax Treaty on the sustainable and socio-economic
development of border regions. As stated in last year's cross-border impact assessment, continuous
and coherent monitoring of the cross-border activities of frontier workers is required in order to
obtain a representative picture of the impact of new legislation on their positions. Coherence in the
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collection of these data will make a more representative analysis possible, allowing us to perform a
future review of cross-border mobility and, by extension, of the success of the European integration
process. These coherent data will also enable further research from an economic perspective into
the effects of the new Tax Treaty on the sustainable economic development of the border region
and its business climate. It is furthermore recommended that a qualitative data analysis be carried
out for both themes in the future, in order to map the relationship between the Treaty, cross-border
labour mobility and impact on sustainable and socio-economic development. The actual effect of the
new tax treaty on the European freedoms of movement and the process of European integration in
the border regions will therefore only become measurable when all tax declarations of frontier
workers are based on the new tax treaty and coherent data on cross-border labour mobility are
available.
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Annexes
Annex 1 Detailed Calculations
Explanation: outline of the overviews on the following pages where the calculations have been
included. The underlying data used by Bol is available on request.
Data
Home State
Work State
M/UM/S

Children or not

NL = the Netherlands
GER = Germany
NL = the Netherlands
GER = Germany
M =Married
UN = Unmarried
S = Single
No
If yes, 2 children

Main earner
Gross Salary
Social Security GER
Non-deductible part in NL
Taxable salary NL
Deduction Primary Residence
Taxable income Box 1
Income Tax NL
Social Security NL
Tax credit NL
Income Tax GER
Compensation Arrangement
Health Care Insurance NL
Health Care Allowance NL
Net Income After Tax and Social Security
Child Benefit NL
Child Budget NL
Child (Day)Care Allowance NL
Child Benefit GER
Net Income Including Child Support
Partner
Gross Salary Partner
Social Security GER
Non-deductible part in NL
Taxable salary NL
Deduction Primary Residence
Taxable income Box 1
Income Tax NL
Social Security NL
Tax credit NL
Tax credit low income partner
Income Tax GER
Compensation Arrangement
Health Care Insurance NL
Health Care Allowance NL
Net Income After Tax and Social Security
Total Net Income Taxpayer and Partner
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Annex 1.1
Scenario 1: Partner with no income
The neighbour of the Dutch frontier worker and also colleague to the German frontier worker
(living in the Netherlands and main earner working in the Netherlands)
Data
Home State
Work State

NL
NL

NL
NL

NL
NL

NL
NL

M/UM/S
Children or not

M
No

UM
Yes

M
No

UM
Yes

Main earner
Gross Salary
Social security GER
Nono-deductible part in NL
Taxable salary NL
Deduction primary residence
Taxable income Box 1
Income Tax NL
Social security NL
Tax credit NL
Income Tax GER
Compensation arrangement
Health care insurance NL
Health care allowance NL

35,000
0
0
35,000
-7,500
27,500
-2,767
-7,604
5,025
0
0
-1,320
792

35,000
0
0
35,000
-7,500
27,500
-2,767
-7,604
5,025
0
0
-1,320
792

75,000
0
0
75,000
-12,000
63,000
-15,510
-9,343
1,886
0
0
-1,320
0

75,000
0
0
75,000
-12,000
63,000
-15,510
-9,343
1,886
0
0
-1,320
0

Net Income after tax and social
security
Child Benefit NL
Child Budget NL
Child (day) care allowance NL
Child benefit GER

21,626
0
0
0
0

21,626
2,097
1,764
0
0

38,712
0
0
0
0

38,712
2,097
0
0
0

Net income including child
support

21,626

25,487

38,712

40,810

Partner
Gross salary partner
Social security GER
Non-deductible part in NL
Taxable salary NL
Deduction primary residence
Taxable income Box 1
Income Tax NL
Social security NL
Tax credit NL
Tax credit
Income tax GER
Compensation arrangement
Health care insurance NL
Health care allowance NL

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
902
0
0
-1,320
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
902
0
0
-1,320
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
902
0
0
-1,320
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
902
0
0
-1,320
0

Net income after tax and social
security
-418

-418

-418

-418

Total net income taxpayer and
partner

25,069

38,294

40,391

21,208
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The neighbour of the German frontier worker and also colleague to the Dutch frontier worker
(living in Germany and main earner working in Germany)
Data
Home State
Work State

GER
GER

GER
GER

GER
GER

GER
GER

GER
GER

GER
GER

GER
GER

GER
GER

M/UM/S
Children or not

M
No

M
Yes

UM
No

UM
Yes

M
No

M
Yes

UM
No

UM
Yes

35,000
-7,271
0
0
0

35,000
-7,184
0
0
0

35,000
-7,271
0
0
0

35,000
-7,184
0
0
0

75,000
-13,318
0
0
0

75,000
-13,188
0
0
0

75,000
-13,318
0
0
0

75,000
-13,188
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
-1,970
0

0
0
0
0
-1,966
0

0
0
0
0
-5,189
0

0
0
0
0
-5,072
0

0
0
0
0
-12,822
0

0
0
0
0
-12,575
0

0
0
0
0
-19,500
0

0
0
0
0
-18,603
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

Net Income After Tax and
Social Security
Child Benefit NL
Child Budget NL
Child (Day)Care Allowance
NL
Child Benefit GER

18,259

18,350

15,040

15,244

36,860

37,237

30,182

31,209

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0

4,608

0

4,608

0

4,608

0

4,608

Net Income Including Child
Support

18,259

22,958

15,040

19,852

36,860

41,845

30,182

35,817

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

18,259

22,958

15,040

19,852

36,860

41,845

30,182

35,817

Main earner
Gross Salary
Social Security GER
Non-deductible part in NL
Taxable salary NL
Deduction Primary
Residence
Taxable income Box 1
Income Tax NL
Social Security NL
Tax credit NL
Income Tax GER
Compensation
Arrangement
Health Care Insurance NL
Health Care Allowance NL

Partner
Gross Salary Partner
Social Security GER
Non-deductible part in NL
Taxable salary NL
Deduction Primary
Residence
Taxable income Box 1
Income Tax NL
Social Security NL
Tax credit NL
Tax credit low income
partner
Income Tax GER
Compensation
Arrangement
Health Care Insurance NL
Health Care Allowance NL
Net Income After Tax and
Social Security
Total Net Income Taxpayer
and Partner
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Dutch frontier worker (living in the Netherlands and main earner working in Germany)
Data
Home State
Work State
M/UM/S
Children or not

NL
GER
M
No

NL
GER
M
Yes

NL
GER
UM
No

NL
GER
UM
Yes

NL
GER
M
No

NL
GER
M
Yes

NL
GER
UM
No

NL
GER
UM
Yes

35,000
-7,271

35,000
-7,184

35,000
-7,271

35,000
-7,184

75,000
-13,318

75,000
-13,188

75,000
-13,318

75,000
-13,188

2,538
30,266

2,363
30,179

2,538
30,266

2,363
30,179

3,785
65,466

3,524
65,336

3,785
65,466

3,524
65,336

-7,500
22,766
0
0
0
-1,970

-7,500
22,679
0
0
0
-1,966

-7,500
22,766
0
0
0
-5,189

-7,500
22,679
0
0
0
-5,072

-12,000
53,466
0
0
0
-12,822

-12,000
53,336
0
0
0
-12,575

-12,000
53,466
0
0
0
-19,500

-12,000
53,336
0
0
0
-18,603

0

0

2,996

2,919

0

0

2,124

1,291

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

18,259
0
0

18,350
0
0

18,035
0
0

18,163
0
0

36,860
0
0

37,237
0
0

32,306
0
0

32,500
0
0

0
0

0
4,608

0
0

0
4,608

0
0

0
4,608

0
0

0
4,608

18,259

22,958

18,035

22,771

36,860

41,845

32,306

37,108

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Net Income After Tax
and Social Security

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Total Net Income
Taxpayer and Partner

18,259

22,958

18,035

22,771

36,860

41,845

32,306

37,108

Main earner
Gross Salary
Social Security GER
Non-deductible part in
NL
Taxable salary NL
Deduction Primary
Residence
Taxable income Box 1
Income Tax NL
Social Security NL
Tax credit NL
Income Tax GER
Compensation
Arrangement
Health Care Insurance
NL
Health Care Allowance
NL
Net Income After Tax
and Social Security
Child Benefit NL
Child Budget NL
Child (Day)Care
Allowance NL
Child Benefit GER
Net Income Including
Child Support
Partner
Gross Salary Partner
Social Security GER
Non-deductible part in
NL
Taxable salary NL
Deduction Primary
Residence
Taxable income Box 1
Income Tax NL
Social Security NL
Tax credit NL
Tax credit low income
partner
Income Tax GER
Compensation
Arrangement
Health Care Insurance
NL
Health Care Allowance
NL
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German frontier worker (living in Germany and main earner working in the Netherlands)
Data
Home State
Work State

GER
NL

GER
NL

GER
NL

GER
NL

GER
NL

GER
NL

GER
NL

GER
NL

M/UM/S
Children or not

M
No

M
Yes

UM
No

UM
Yes

M
No

M
Yes

UM
No

UM
Yes

35,000
0

35,000
0

35,000
0

35,000
0

75,000
0

75,000
0

75,000
0

75,000
0

0
35,000

0
35,000

0
35,000

0
35,000

0
75,000

0
75,000

0
75,000

0
75,000

-7,500
27,500
-2,767
-7,604
5,025
0

-7,500
27,500
-2,767
-7,604
5,025
0

-7,500
27,500
-2,767
-7,604
5,025
0

-7,500
27,500
-2,767
-7,604
5,025
0

-12,000
63,000
-15,510
-9,343
1,886
0

-12,000
63,000
-15,510
-9,343
1,886
0

-12,000
63,000
-15,510
-9,343
1,886
0

-12,000
63,000
-15,510
-9,343
1,886
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-1,320

-1,320

-1,320

-1,320

-1,320

-1,320

-1,320

-1,320

792

792

792

792

0

0

0

0

21,627
0
0

21,627
2,097
1,764

21,627
0
0

21,627
2,097
1,764

38,712
0
0

38,712
2,097
0

38,712
0
0

38,712
2,097
0

0
0

0
747

0
0

0
747

0
0

0
2,511

0
0

0
2,511

21,627

26,235

21,627

26,235

38,712

43,320

38,712

43,320

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

902
0

902
0

902
0

902
0

902
0

902
0

902
0

902
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-1,320

-1,320

-1,320

-1,320

-1,320

-1,320

-1,320

-1,320

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Net Income After Tax
and Social Security

-418

-418

-418

-418

-418

-418

-418

-418

Total Net Income
Taxpayer and Partner

21,208

25,816

21,208

25,816

38,294

42,902

38,294

42,902

Main earner
Gross Salary
Social Security GER
Non-deductible part in
NL
Taxable salary NL
Deduction Primary
Residence
Taxable income Box 1
Income Tax NL
Social Security NL
Tax credit NL
Income Tax GER
Compensation
Arrangement
Health Care Insurance
NL
Health Care Allowance
NL
Net Income After Tax
and Social Security
Child Benefit NL
Child Budget NL
Child (Day)Care
Allowance NL
Child Benefit GER
Net Income Including
Child Support
Partner
Gross Salary Partner
Social Security GER
Non-deductible part in
NL
Taxable salary NL
Deduction Primary
Residence
Taxable income Box 1
Income Tax NL
Social Security NL
Tax credit NL
Tax credit low income
partner
Income Tax GER
Compensation
Arrangement
Health Care Insurance
NL
Health Care Allowance
NL
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Annex 1.2
Scenario 2: partner with no income where the partner works in the same state
The neighbour of the Dutch frontier worker and also colleague to the German frontier worker
(living in the Netherlands, main earner and partner working in the Netherlands)
Data
Home State
Work State

NL
NL

NL
NL

NL
NL

NL
NL

M/UM/S
Children or not

M
No

M
Yes

M
No

M
Yes

35,000
0
0
35,000
-7,500

35,000
0
0
35,000
-7,500

75,000
0
0
75,000
-12,000

75,000
0
0
75,000
-12,000

27,500
-2,767
-7,604
5,025
0
0
-1,320
0

27,500
-2,767
-7,604
5,025
0
0
-1,320
0

63,000
-15,510
-9,343
1,886
0
0
-1,320
0

63,000
-15,510
-9,343
1,886
0
0
-1,320
0

Net Income After Tax and
Social Security
Child Benefit NL
Child Budget NL
Child (Day)Care Allowance
NL
Child Benefit GER

20,835

20,835

38,712

38,712

0
0
0

2,097
420
8,519

0
0
0

2,097
0
5,739

0

0

0

0

Net Income Including Child
Support

20,835

31,871

38,712

46,548

20,000
0
0
20,000
0

20,000
0
0
20,000
0

40,000
0
0
40,000
0

40,000
0
0
40,000
0

20,000
-1,780
-5,530
5,446
0

20,000
-1,780
-5,530
7,310
0

40,000
-6,126
-9,343
4,247
0

40,000
-6,126
-9,343
7,025
0

0
0
-1,320
0

0
0
-1,320
0

0
0
-1,320
0

0
0
-1,320
0

16,815

18,680

27,457

30,235

37,650

50,551

66,170

76,784

Main earner
Gross Salary
Social Security GER
Non-deductible part in NL
Taxable salary NL
Deduction Primary
Residence
Taxable income Box 1
Income Tax NL
Social Security NL
Tax credit NL
Income Tax GER
Compensation Arrangement
Health Care Insurance NL
Health Care Allowance NL

Partner
Gross Salary Partner
Social Security GER
Non-deductible part in NL
Taxable salary NL
Deduction Primary
Residence
Taxable income Box 1
Income Tax NL
Social Security NL
Tax credit NL
Tax credit low income
partner
Income Tax GER
Compensation Arrangement
Health Care Insurance NL
Health Care Allowance NL
Net Income After Tax and
Social Security
Total Net Income Taxpayer
and Partner
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The neighbour of the German frontier worker and also colleague to the Dutch frontier worker
(living in Germany, main earner and partner working in Germany )
Data
Home State
Work State

GER
GER

GER
GER

GER
GER

GER
GER

GER
GER

GER
GER

GER
GER

GER
GER

M/UM/S
Children or not

M
No

M
Yes

UM
No

UM
Yes

M
No

M
Yes

UM
No

UM
Yes

35,000
-7,271
0
0
0

35,000
-7,184
0
0
0

35,000
-7,271
0
0
0

35,000
-7,184
0
0
0

75,000
-13,318
0
0
0

75,000
-13,188
0
0
0

75,000
-13,318
0
0
0

75,000
-13,188
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
-4,696
0

0
0
0
0
-4,559
0

0
0
0
0
-5,189
0

0
0
0
0
-5,072
0

0
0
0
0
-16,468
0

0
0
0
0
-15,642
0

0
0
0
0
-19,500
0

0
0
0
0
-18,545
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

Net Income After Tax
and Social Security
Child Benefit NL
Child Budget NL
Child (Day)Care
Allowance NL
Child Benefit GER

15,532

15,758

15,040

15,244

33,214

34,170

30,182

31,267

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0

4,608

0

4,608

0

4,608

0

4,608

Net Income Including
Child Support

15,532

20,366

15,040

19,852

33,214

38,778

30,182

35,875

20,000
-4,155
0
0
0

20,000
-4,105
0
0
0

20,000
-4,155
0
0
0

20,000
-4,105
0
0
0

40,000
-8,310
0
0
0

40,000
-8,210
0
0
0

40,000
-8,310
0
0
0

40,000
-8,210
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

-2,625
0

-2,547
0

-2,369
0

-2,245
0

-8,679
0

-8,243
0

-6,584
0

-6,460
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

13,220

13,348

13,476

13,650

23,011

23,547

25,106

25,330

28,753

33,713

28,516

33,502

56,225

62,325

55,288

61,205

Main earner
Gross Salary
Social Security GER
Non-deductible part in NL
Taxable salary NL
Deduction Primary
Residence
Taxable income Box 1
Income Tax NL
Social Security NL
Tax credit NL
Income Tax GER
Compensation
Arrangement
Health Care Insurance NL
Health Care Allowance NL

Partner
Gross Salary Partner
Social Security GER
Non-deductible part in NL
Taxable salary NL
Deduction Primary
Residence
Taxable income Box 1
Income Tax NL
Social Security NL
Tax credit NL
Tax credit low income
partner
Income Tax GER
Compensation
Arrangement
Health Care Insurance NL
Health Care Allowance NL
Net Income After Tax
and Social Security
Total Net Income
Taxpayer and Partner
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Dutch frontier worker (living in the Netherlands, main earner and partner working in Germany)
Data
Home State
Work State
M/UM/S
Children or not

NL
GER
M
No

Main earner
Gross Salary
35,000
Social Security GER
-7,271
Non-deductible part in NL 2,538
Taxable salary NL
30,266
Deduction Primary
-7,500
Residence
Taxable income Box 1
22,766
Income Tax NL
0
Social Security NL
0
Tax credit NL
0
Income Tax GER
-4,696
Compensation
1,601
Arrangement
Health Care Insurance NL
0
Health Care Allowance NL
0

NL
GER
M
Yes

NL
GER
UM
No

NL
GER
UM
Yes

NL
GER
M
No

NL
GER
M
Yes

NL
GER
UM
No

NL
GER
UM
Yes

35,000
-7,184
2,363
30,179
-7,500

35,000
-7,271
2,538
30,266
-7,500

35,000
-7,184
2,363
30,179
-7,500

75,000
-13,318
3,785
65,466
0

75,000
-13,188
3,524
65,336
0

75,000
-13,318
3,785
65,466
0

75,000
-13,188
3,524
65,336
0

22,679
0
0
0
-4,559
1,503

22,766
0
0
0
-5,189
2,094

22,679
0
0
0
-5,072
2,017

65,466
0
0
0
-16,468
0

65,336
0
0
0
-15,642
0

65,466
0
0
0
-19,500
0

65,336
0
0
0
-18,545
331

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

Net Income After Tax
and Social Security
Child Benefit NL
Child Budget NL
Child (Day)Care
Allowance NL
Child Benefit GER

17,133

17,261

17,133

17,261

45,214

46,171

42,182

43,598

0
0
0

0
0
8,839

0
0
0

0
0
8,839

0
0
0

0
0
6,517

0
0
0

0
0
6,517

0

4,608

0

4,608

0

4,608

0

4,608

Net Income Including
Child Support

17,133

30,708

17,133

30,708

45,214

57,296

42,182

54,723

20,000
-4,105
1,350
17,245
0

20,000
-4,155
1,450
17,295
0

20,000
-4,105
1,350
17,245
0

40,000
-8,310
2,900
34,590
-12,000

40,000
-8,210
2,700
34,490
-12,000

40,000
-8,310
2,900
34,590
-12,000

40,000
-8,210
2,700
34,490
-12,000

17,245
0
0
0
0

17,295
0
0
0
0

17,245
0
0
0
0

22,590
0
0
0
0

22,490
0
0
0
0

22,590
0
0
0
0

22,490
0
0
0
0

-2,547
2,547

-2,369
728

-2,245
2,245

-8,679
5,587

-8,243
7,978

-6,584
3,492

-6,460
6,195

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

14,204

15,895

14,204

15,895

16,598

19,525

16,598

19,525

31,338

46,603

31,338

46,603

61,812

76,821

58,779

74,248

Partner
Gross Salary Partner
20,000
Social Security GER
-4,155
Non-deductible part in NL 1,450
Taxable salary NL
17,295
Deduction Primary
0
Residence
Taxable income Box 1
17,295
Income Tax NL
0
Social Security NL
0
Tax credit NL
0
Tax credit low income
0
partner
Income Tax GER
-2,625
Compensation
984
Arrangement
Health Care Insurance NL
0
Health Care Allowance NL
0
Net Income After Tax
and Social Security
Total Net Income
Taxpayer and Partner
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German frontier worker (living in Germany, main earner and partner working in the Netherlands)
Data
Home State
Work State

GER
NL

GER
NL

GER
NL

GER
NL

GER
NL

GER
NL

GER
NL

GER
NL

M/UM/S
Children or not

M
No

M
Yes

UM
No

UM
Yes

M
No

M
Yes

UM
No

UM
Yes

35,000
0
0
35,000
-7,500

35,000
0
0
35,000
-7,500

35,000
0
0
35,000
-7,500

35,000
0
0
35,000
-7,500

75,000
0
0
75,000
-12,000

75,000
0
0
75,000
-12,000

75,000
0
0
75,000
-12,000

75,000
0
0
75,000
-12,000

27,500
-2,767
-7,604
5,025
0
0

27,500
-2,767
-7,604
5,025
0
0

27,500
-2,767
-7,604
5,025
0
0

27,500
-2,767
-7,604
5,025
0
0

63,000
-15,510
-9,343
1,886
0
0

63,000
-15,510
-9,343
1,886
0
0

63,000
-15,510
-9,343
1,886
0
0

63,000
-15,510
-9,343
1,886
0
0

-1,320
0

-1,320
0

-1,320
0

-1,320
0

-1,320
0

-1,320
0

-1,320
0

-1,320
0

Net Income After Tax
and Social Security
Child Benefit NL
Child Budget NL
Child (Day)Care
Allowance NL
Child Benefit GER

20,835

20,835

20,835

20,835

38,712

38,712

38,712

38,712

0
0
0

2,097
420
8,519

0
0
0

2,097
420
8,519

0
0
0

2,097
0
5,739

0
0
0

2,097
0
5,739

0

2,091

0

2,091

0

2,511

0

2,511

Net Income Including
Child Support

20,835

33,961

20,835

33,961

38,712

49,059

38,712

49,059

20,000
0
0
20,000
0

20,000
0
0
20,000
0

20,000
0
0
20,000
0

20,000
0
0
20,000
0

40,000
0
0
40,000
0

40,000
0
0
40,000
0

40,000
0
0
40,000
0

40,000
0
0
40,000
0

20,000
-1,780
-5,530
5,446
0

20,000
-1,780
-5,530
7,310
0

20,000
-1,780
-5,530
5,446
0

20,000
-1,780
-5,530
7,310
0

40,000
-6,126
-9,343
4,247
0

40,000
-6,126
-9,343
7,025
0

40,000
-6,126
-9,343
4,247
0

40,000
-6,126
-9,343
7,025
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

-1,320
0

-1,320
0

-1,320
0

-1,320
0

-1,320
0

-1,320
0

-1,320
0

-1,320
0

16,815

18,680

16,815

18,680

27,457

30,235

27,457

30,235

37,650

52,641

37,650

52,641

66,170

79,295

66,170

79,295

Main earner
Gross Salary
Social Security GER
Non-deductible part in NL
Taxable salary NL
Deduction Primary
Residence
Taxable income Box 1
Income Tax NL
Social Security NL
Tax credit NL
Income Tax GER
Compensation
Arrangement
Health Care Insurance NL
Health Care Allowance NL

Partner
Gross Salary Partner
Social Security GER
Non-deductible part in NL
Taxable salary NL
Deduction Primary
Residence
Taxable income Box 1
Income Tax NL
Social Security NL
Tax credit NL
Tax credit low income
partner
Income Tax GER
Compensation
Arrangement
Health Care Insurance NL
Health Care Allowance NL
Net Income After Tax
and Social Security
Total Net Income
Taxpayer and Partner
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Annex 1.3
Scenario 3: Single sole earner
The neighbour of the Dutch frontier worker and also colleague to the German frontier worker
(single sole earner living and working in the Netherlands)
Data
Home State
Work State

NL
NL

NL
NL

M/UM/S
Children or not

S
No

S
No

35,000
0
0
35,000

75,000
0
0
75,000

-7,500
27,500
-2,767
-7,604
5,025
0

-12,000
63,000
-15,510
-9,343
1,886
0

0
-1,320
72

0
-1,320
0

20,907
0
0

38,712
0
0

0
0

0
0

20,907

38,712

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0

0

20,907

38,712

Main earner
Gross Salary
Social Security GER
Non-deductible part in NL
Taxable salary NL
Deduction Primary
Residence
Taxable income Box 1
Income Tax NL
Social Security NL
Tax credit NL
Income Tax GER
Compensation
Arrangement
Health Care Insurance NL
Health Care Allowance NL
Net Income After Tax and
Social Security
Child Benefit NL
Child Budget NL
Child (Day)Care
Allowance NL
Child Benefit GER
Net Income Including
Child Support
Partner
Gross Salary Partner
Social Security GER
Non-deductible part in NL
Taxable salary NL
Deduction Primary
Residence
Taxable income Box 1
Income Tax NL
Social Security NL
Tax credit NL
Tax credit low income
partner
Income Tax GER
Compensation
Arrangement
Health Care Insurance NL
Health Care Allowance NL
Net Income After Tax and
Social Security
Total Net Income
Taxpayer and Partner
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The neighbour of the German frontier worker and also colleague to the Dutch frontier worker
(single sole earner living and working in Germany)
Data
Home State
Work State

GER
GER

GER
GER

M/UM/S
Children or not

S
No

S
No

35,000
-7,271

75,000
-13,318

0

0

0
0
0
0
0
-5,189

0
0
0
0
0
-19,500

0
0
0

0
0
0

15,040
0
0

30,182
0
0

0
0

0
0

15,040

30,182

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

Net Income After Tax
and Social Security

0

0

Total Net Income
Taxpayer and Partner

15,040

30,182

Main earner
Gross Salary
Social Security GER
Non-deductible part in NL
Taxable salary NL
Deduction Primary
Residence
Taxable income Box 1
Income Tax NL
Social Security NL
Tax credit NL
Income Tax GER
Compensation
Arrangement
Health Care Insurance NL
Health Care Allowance NL
Net Income After Tax
and Social Security
Child Benefit NL
Child Budget NL
Child (Day)Care
Allowance NL
Child Benefit GER
Net Income Including
Child Support
Partner
Gross Salary Partner
Social Security GER
Non-deductible part in NL
Taxable salary NL
Deduction Primary
Residence
Taxable income Box 1
Income Tax NL
Social Security NL
Tax credit NL
Tax credit low income
partner
Income Tax GER
Compensation
Arrangement
Health Care Insurance NL
Health Care Allowance NL
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Dutch frontier worker (single sole earner living in the Netherlands and working in Germany)
Data
Home State
Work State

NL
GER

NL
GER

M/UM/S
Children or not

S
No

S
No

35,000
-7,271
2,538
30,266

75,000
-13,318
3,785
65,466

-7,500
22,766
0
0
0
-5,189

-12,000
53,466
0
0
0
-19,500

2,094
0
0

1,222
0
0

17,133
0
0

31,404
0
0

0
0

0
0

17,133

31,404

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0

0

17,133

31,404

Main earner
Gross Salary
Social Security GER
Non-deductible part in NL
Taxable salary NL
Deduction Primary
Residence
Taxable income Box 1
Income Tax NL
Social Security NL
Tax credit NL
Income Tax GER
Compensation
Arrangement
Health Care Insurance NL
Health Care Allowance NL
Net Income After Tax and
Social Security
Child Benefit NL
Child Budget NL
Child (Day)Care
Allowance NL
Child Benefit GER
Net Income Including
Child Support
Partner
Gross Salary Partner
Social Security GER
Non-deductible part in NL
Taxable salary NL
Deduction Primary
Residence
Taxable income Box 1
Income Tax NL
Social Security NL
Tax credit NL
Tax credit low income
partner
Income Tax GER
Compensation
Arrangement
Health Care Insurance NL
Health Care Allowance NL
Net Income After Tax and
Social Security
Total Net Income
Taxpayer and Partner
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German frontier worker (single sole earner living in Germany and working in the Netherlands)
Data
Home State
Work State

GER
NL

GER
NL

M/UM/S
Children or not

S
No

S
No

35,000
0
0
35,000

75,000
0
0
75,000

-7,500
27,500
-2,767
-7,604
5,025
0

-12,000
63,000
-15,510
-9,343
1,886
0

0
-1,320
72

0
-1,320
0

20,907
0
0

38,712
0
0

0
0

0
0

20,907

38,712

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

Net Income After Tax
and Social Security

0

0

Total Net Income
Taxpayer and Partner

20,907

38,712

Main earner
Gross Salary
Social Security GER
Non-deductible part in NL
Taxable salary NL
Deduction Primary
Residence
Taxable income Box 1
Income Tax NL
Social Security NL
Tax credit NL
Income Tax GER
Compensation
Arrangement
Health Care Insurance NL
Health Care Allowance NL
Net Income After Tax
and Social Security
Child Benefit NL
Child Budget NL
Child (Day)Care
Allowance NL
Child Benefit GER
Net Income Including
Child Support
Partner
Gross Salary Partner
Social Security GER
Non-deductible part in NL
Taxable salary NL
Deduction Primary
Residence
Taxable income Box 1
Income Tax NL
Social Security NL
Tax credit NL
Tax credit low income
partner
Income Tax GER
Compensation
Arrangement
Health Care Insurance NL
Health Care Allowance NL
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3.3 Social Security
dr. Saskia Montebovi
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Social Security
Moving and working in another EU country is a fundamental right of all EU citizens and a cornerstone
of the Single Market. Free movement would not be possible without EU rules on coordination of
social security.71 It is in the interest of all parties that the social security coordination rules allow ‘full
exercise of citizens’ rights whilst making the requirements of Member States clear, manageable and
efficient’.72

1. Introduction
In December 2016 the European Commission launched a proposal for the amendment of the
coordinating regulations 883/2004 and 987/2009, as part of the 'Labour Mobility Package’.73 These
regulations make cross-border labour, study, residence and care possible by leaving the national
social security systems alone, while at the same time setting rules for the identification of the
applicable legislation in cross-border situations.74 The proposal for the amendment of the European
social security and posting rules had been eagerly awaited for several years by both the European
Parliament, the European Economic and Social Committee and the different stakeholders. This crossborder impact assessment focuses on the social security rules, while leaving the revision of the
Posting of Workers Directive undiscussed.75
The current coordination rules have applied since May 2010 and an update is needed. The rules
seem to have never been adapted to the social and economic European labour market, to the
national social security systems, nor to the case law of the European Court of Justice. The purpose of
the recast regulations is to create (more) simple, honest, efficient, and clear rules, while ensuring
that the financial and administrative burdens are shared amongst Member States more fairly.76 The
underlying aim of the update is to make it easier for all employees to enjoy or to continue to enjoy
free movement. The proposed amendments also fit the new Europe, to which Juncker referred in his
opening speech ‘A New Start for Europe’ as candidate President of the European Commission on 15
July 2014.77

71

European Commission: Social Security Coordination, guiding principles and rules: see ec.europa.eu.
European Commission staff working document (SWD(2015) 460 final), p.108.
73
Labour Mobility Package: this term is part of the 2015 and 2016 Work Programmes of the European Commission and
refers to the objective of achieving better labour mobility and the prevention of abuse through, among other things, better
coordination of the social security systems and a revision of the Posting of Workers Directive; see
Http://www.europarl.europa.eu, consulted on 26 June 2017. See also Proposal for a Regulation of the European
Parliament and the Council, 13 December 2016, COM(2016) 815 final.
74
Regulation (EC) No 883/2004 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 29 April 2004 on the coordination of
social security systems, OJ L 166 of 30 April 2004, p. 1 (as amended) and Regulation (EC) No. 987/2009 of the European
Parliament and of the Council of 16 September 2009 laying down the procedure for implementing Regulation (EC) No
883/2004 on the coordination of social security systems, OJ L 284/1 of 30 October 2009 (as amended). In the text, these
regulations are denoted as EC Regulation 883/2004 and EC Regulation 987/2009.
75
The Posting of Workers Directive 69/71/EC of the European Parliament and the Council concerning the posting of
workers in the framework of the provision of services dates from 16 December 1996 and needs an update. On 15 June
2017, the EU Ministers of Social Affairs were unable to reach an agreement on the revision of the Posting of Workers
Directive, however. The relevant negotiations will be resumed In the autumn of 2017.
76
See COM(2016) 815 final, pp.2-4.
77
See ec.europa.eu/priorities page/Publications/president-junckers-political-guidelines_nl; priority No. 4.
72
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The main proposed amendments to social security are aimed at long-term care, unemployment
benefits, family benefits and social benefits for EU citizens who are not economically active.78 This
year, in 2017, the debate will continue at national and European level, and the changes and their
effects will be thoroughly studied. Some of the amendments will have greater effects on the border
regions than others. The amended rules on unemployment, for instance, will have greater influence
on the Dutch border regions than those on family benefits. This cross-border impact assessment
seeks to offer more insight into the proposed changes.

2. Objectives & Method
2.1 Current or Future Effects: Ex-post or ex-ante
With its focus on the proposed amendments to the rules contained in the Regulation, this crossborder impact assessment has an ex-ante character. The negative border effects, i.e. the bottlenecks
and shortcomings, of the proposed amendments are the main objects of research. Whether these
proposals will actually become legislation, and in what form, will probably become clear in the
course of 2018.
2.2 Demarcation
This Dossier uses a broad interpretation of term 'border region', including not only the border
regions on the Dutch side, but the cross-border areas as a whole. These are not strictly linked to
certain Euregional areas or other definitions of a border region but include all areas where crossborder labour exists. In small Member States, such as the Netherlands or Belgium, this may include
the whole territory, although daily cross-border traffic will of course be more prominent in the
border regions of Member States than in the middle of the country. This dossier thus allows for a
broad interpretation of the border region. It includes areas where daily cross-border labour takes
place, e.g. between the Netherlands and Germany, as well as areas with labour migration across
greater distances, with people choosing the Netherlands as their state of work and Spain or Poland
as their state of residence, for instance.
Despite the considerable efforts made by the EU to facilitate and promote the mobility of labour, the
percentage of EU citizens that actually cross the border for work, whether employee or selfemployed, remains relatively low. Only 0.9% of all workers in the EU make use of this possibility. In
some areas, however, such as certain border regions of Austria, France, Germany, Belgium and The
Netherlands, the number of frontier workers lies well above this percentage.79 It is precisely for this
reason that cross-border impact assessments are useful and that the border regions deserve special
attention. In short, this report uses the following definition of the border region: an area separated
by national borders in which cross-border labour occurs.
A different definition applies to the object of research: cross-border social security focused on four
areas: long-term care, unemployment benefits, family benefits and social benefits for mobile EU
citizens who are not economically active.

78

In addition to these four main themes, there are also technical amendments, which will not be further discussed here.
Eurostat, Statistics on commuting patterns at regional level, ec.europa.eu/Eurostat (consulted on 10 July 2017); and
Benelux Union, General Secretariat, Benelux, Kerncijfers en trends 2014, p.41. This also shows that cross-border labour in
the Benelux, France and Germany constitutes 37% of all cross-border mobility within the EU.
79
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2.3 Research Themes, Principles, benchmarks and indicators of the Dossier
2.3.1 The Research Themes of the Dossier on Cross-Border Social Security
ITEM cross-border impact assessments are typically structured around the following three themes:
European integration, sustainable and socio-economic development and Euregional cohesion.
Themes 1 and 3 are the most suitable for further analysis in the context of this Dossier on crossborder social security regulations. Theme 2, sustainable development from a cross-border
perspective, is difficult to measure, however, without targeted figures.80
Theme 1, European integration, requires the study of the cross-border effects that citizens and
companies, i.e. employees and employers, experience due to the new measures, in the framework
of the European civil liberties, European citizenship and non-discrimination. Do frontier workers, for
instance, experience discrimination, compared to colleagues who live and work in the same Member
State, due to the proposed rules? Or do employers encounter barriers to the freedom of movement
in Europe?
Theme 3, Euregional cohesion, focuses on the cooperation of governments, citizens and
entrepreneurs from a Euregional perspective. It may, for example, include an investigation of the
cooperation between national unemployment agencies or health-care administration offices, which
may or may not be burdened by the new measures.
The proposed amendments to the EC Regulations are discussed below, in light of European
integration (Theme 1) and Euregional cohesion (Theme 3). The four types of social security benefits
mentioned above are dealt with from the perspective of both themes only to the extent that they
can be supported by numbers or solid ex-ante analysis. The Commission proposal towards amending
EC Regulations 883/2004 and 987/2009, (EC, COM(2016) 815 final of 13 December 2016) is based on
a comprehensive impact assessment, which weighed a number of options for every amendment and
included one of them in the proposed amendment.81

80

Detailed figures on the numbers of benefits or the amounts spent across the border are not available or cannot be
obtained in the short term (query posed to CBS in May 2017). The European Committee of the Regions also regrets the lack
of reliable information and data, in particular on the number of frontier workers under EC Regulation 883/2004, see
European Committee of the Regions, working paper, Social Policy, Education, Employment, Research and Culture;
th
Coordination of the Social Security Systems, 13 meeting of the SEDEC Commission , 31 March 2017, p.5.
81
For the different options per proposed amendment, see: EC, Impact Assessment, accompanying the document Proposal
for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council, SWD(2016) 460 final, 13 December 2016.
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2.3.2 Dossier on Cross-Border Social Security: Principles, Benchmarks and Indicators for a positive
situation in frontier regions:
The table below presents the four research objects for European integration (Theme 1) and
Euregional cohesion (Theme 3). The four social security benefits mentioned above thus return in
each of the themes.
Theme
European
Integration

Sustainable/
socioeconomic
development

Principles
Benchmark
Free movement of
- long-term care across
persons
borders without (much)
Art.45 TFEU;
nuisance to
Art.48 TFEU (= basis
stakeholders;
for the coordinating
regulations);
- unemployment benefit
Article 3 EC Regulation
schemes: no abuse of
883/2004.
the rules, no
Recital 2 and 13 of EC
disadvantage of rules
Regulation 987/2009;
- family benefits: n/a to
Equal treatment
the Netherlands
Articles 18 and 19
TFEU;
- benefits for EU citizens
Recital 5 and 8 of EC
who are not
Regulation 883/2004;
economically active:
Articles 4 and 7 of EC
balance between
Regulation 883/2004
freedom of movement
and prevention of
European citizenship
abuse and
Art.20 TFEU
disproportionate
burdening of certain
Residence Directive
Member States
2004/38
Among others, Article N/A
3, paragraph 3, TFEU

Indicators
- Long-term care:
determine whether and
to what extent people
are obstructed in
exercising their right to
cross-border care
- unemployment
benefits: identifying
improper use How to
measure? When does a
rule lead to
disadvantage? How to
measure?
- family benefits: n/a
-

social security tourism:
does it exist and where?

N/A
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Theme
Euregional
cohesion

Principles
Loyal cooperation:
Art. 4 TEU
Closer cooperation
between Member
States:
Art.20 TEU; recital 2,
8, 9 of EC Regulation
987/2009;
Chapter II of EC
Regulation 987/2009

Europe 2020 strategy

Benchmark
- long-term care:
Member States
concerned and care
organizations are able
to handle cross-border
health cases promptly
and correctly

Indicators
- long-term care: further
clarification of the
definition and scope of
long-term care

-

family benefits: correct implementation despite
complexity

family benefits: how big
is the difference
between NL and other
Member States

-

unemployment benefit
schemes: fair burden
sharing between
Member States and no
abuse

-

benefits for EU citizens
who are not
economically active:
ensuring the mobility of EU citizens and, at the
same time, preventing
abuse by social security
tourism

unemployment
benefits: a.o. proper
distribution of public
effort across
beneficiaries in their
own country and those
who use the export
regime.

EC focus on social
cohesion

-

benefits for EU citizens
who are not
economically active: is
there abuse and how to
measure it?

3. Evaluation of the European integration theme
3.1 European integration and long-term care
The current regulations 883/2004 and 987/2009 lack specific coordination rules for long-term care
and deal with this type of care under the general rules for disease (Chapter 1, Title III of EC
Regulation 883/2004). This means that, on the one hand, care is provided as a benefit in kind in the
state of residence or stay, at the expense of the competent State in which the person concerned is
insured. On the other hand, the benefits for long-term care (benefits in cash) are paid by the State in
which the person concerned is insured and are exported from there to the state of residence or stay
in the EU. Despite this existing practice, there is a lack of clarity, legal uncertainty and a difference in
interpretation on long-term care, sometimes leading to no or double benefits being paid.82
A detailed examination of trESS indicates what causes the complexity of the problem regarding longterm care: the differences in the national systems and the lack of a common concept make
82

See also COM(2016) 815 final, pp.2-3.
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coordination very difficult, while unresolved issues and shortcomings persist with a general
solution.83 It is clear that the current rules are not adequate and that amendment of the regulations
is necessary. In addition, long-term care is increasingly provided or requested across borders, and
multiple caregivers are often involved in the care for one person, which broadens the circle around
the stakeholder beyond the beneficiary alone with benefits in cash or in kind. The lack of a
definition, the different interpretations and implementations of the concept of 'long-term care' by
Member States, as well as the lack of a clear legal framework do not benefit the free movement of
people. Citizenship and equal treatment are also at odds with the current regime regarding longterm care. It is both necessary and desirable to implement and adjust the current system.
The proposed amendments add a separate section, a definition and a list of long-term care
provisions. The purpose of these amendments is to arrive at a clear and appropriate arrangement,
more legal certainty and transparency, as well as a better distribution of the burden across the
Member States. This ex-ante analysis does not reveal large negative effects since the existing
practice will be retained but will be embedded in a separate legal framework. It should be further
noted, though, that several countries, through their delegations, have indicated that the definition
of long-term care service is not always clear.84 Perhaps a reformulation of the definition at the
follow-up discussions will bring more clarity. Once this has improved too, the proposed amendments
on long-term care will serve European integration, especially from the point of view of the citizens.
The free movement of EU nationals, citizenship and the non-discrimination of cross-border citizens
vis-à-vis same-state citizens will, in fact, receive a positive stimulus through the additional rules and
clarity on long-term care.
3.2 European integration and unemployment benefits
The current unemployment regulations are (often) controversial, are not always experienced as fair
and/or clear by Member States, workers and employers, and they are susceptible to fraud (see
further under ‘time of the claim’). They also have a separate status: where other benefits based on
employment status come from the country in which the contributions were paid, the unemployment
scheme sometimes deviates from this principle. In the past, it was agreed that the country of
residence rather than the last country of employment would pay the benefits of unemployed frontier
workers (Article 65 of EC Regulation 883/2004).
In addition, the export option for unemployed persons who wish to seek work in another EU
Member State was restricted to three (sometimes six) months (Article 64 of EC Regulation
883/2004). In 2013 and 2014 approximately 0.1% of all unemployed persons (27,000) made use of
the export scheme.85 Since May 2010 a three-month restitution scheme has been in place between
country of residence and country of work. This requires the former country of work to pay for the
unemployment benefits for the first three, sometimes five months (Article 65, paragraph 6 and
paragraph 7 of EC Regulation 883/2004).

83

TrESS Analytical Study 2012, Legal Impact Assessment for the revision or Regulation 883/2004 with regard to the
coordination or long-term care benefits, by Y.Jorens, B. Mirror, JC. Fillon, G. Strban, p.5/156, www.trESS-network.org.
84
See Annex III, Report of the Council of the European Union, of the Presidency (Malta) to the Committee of Permanent
Representatives/the Council, Inter-institutional Dossier: 2016/0397 (COD), 2 June 2017.
85
EC, Social Security Coordination: statistics on the number of U2-documents (SED U008), source: J. Pacolet & F. De
Wispelaere, export or unemployment benefits - PD U2 FMSSFE Questionnaire, Network Statistics, European Commission,
June 2014, 25p.
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Another element of the unemployment scheme is the time of claim of the unemployment benefit,
which has been a point of discussion for years. Both the implementing bodies, the government and
the 'fair' EU citizens sometimes perceive its practice under the current rules as unfair. Article 6 of
Basic Regulation 883/2004 contains the aggregation rule. This is considered one of the fundamental
principles of coordination law as it guarantees EU citizens that their insurance periods, periods as an
employee or as a self-employed person or periods of residence in other Member States are retained
and even count in the new Member State where they establish themselves for work or residence.
The problem is in the application of the rule, where coordination between Member States appears
to be lacking. Regarding unemployment, Article 6 is specified in Article 61 of EC Regulation
883/2004. Some Member States adhere strictly to the 1-day rule, whereby all EU citizens who have
worked at least one day in their last country of work can apply for unemployment benefits there
even after only one day of work, demanding aggregation of their insurance periods in other
countries.86 After one day of work in Member State A, EU citizens can claim unemployment benefits
in Member State A, whereby all their previous work periods in other Member States also count
towards the determination of the duration of these benefits. The height of these unemployment
benefits is solely determined by the legislation of Member State A and is independent of whether
unemployment benefits are lower or shorter in Member States B and/or C where the subjects
worked. Other Member States interpret the condition of ‘having worked’ differently, stating that
there must have been a certain period of work in the last country of work for the aggregation rule to
take effect. In practice, these different interpretations and applications have undesirable effects.
The free movement of persons is thus not only stimulated by employment opportunities, i.e.
positive stimulation, but also by the fact that some countries are very quick to offer unemployment
benefits, i.e. negative stimulation.
The proposed amendments will change the rules on unemployment in different areas.
Firstly, the restitution scheme will be abolished (see further under 5.2).
Secondly, the export possibilities for unemployment benefits will be extended. Where the current
rule provides for an export term of three (up to six) months, the amendment proposal extends
exportability to six months, including an option until the end of the benefit period. This means that
people with Dutch unemployment benefits who are looking for work in another Member State can
take their benefits with them for six months and even longer if benefits continue. At first glance, this
measure seems to serve citizens and governments. What could be against having someone look for
work? The underlying question, however, is whether this measure serves its purpose. Is it so that
looking for work abroad is often used as a tool, and, if so, does that lead to more job opportunities?
The proposal does not cite any research showing that this measure will be useful and will lead to
fairer legislation. On the contrary, it is generally known that the export of unemployment benefits
leads to abuse and distrust, even in its current form, with limits of 3 to 6 months. Monitoring the
unemployed who claim to be looking for work abroad is not an easy task, after all. In addition,
Member States prefer deploying their limited resources and people for national monitoring and
policy making. This proposed measure, i.e. longer exportability of unemployment benefits, will
therefore not obviously lead to a fairer and more efficient rule. The European Committee of the
Regions also warns that the extension of the export period, which it basically welcomes, should not
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lead to less effort being exerted by job seekers.87 As far as the border effects are concerned, I would
venture to say that not many bottlenecks are to be expected in the relationship between the
Netherlands, Belgium and Germany. The question is rather whether this measure will positively or
perhaps even only negatively affect the relationship with other countries, further away and less
committed to the rapid activation of job seekers. For the Netherlands, this could mean that
unemployed persons might disappear from Employee Insurance Agency – UWV’s radar for at least
six months, possibly even until the end of their benefit period (if that option is approved). It would
then depend on the relevant foreign government agency whether and how these unemployed
persons are supported, stimulated and monitored. This goes against Dutch policy and is also
discriminatory towards the unemployed who remain in the Netherlands. The free movement of an
unemployed person with benefits will increase, but the price to be paid is high: activation and
monitoring from the Netherlands are hampered, and the ensuing inequality with sedentary
unemployed persons cannot be justified. The effects on the unemployed themselves are difficult to
assess as it is difficult to predict which unemployed will make use of the export option. It is certain,
however, that their ties to the UWV and the Dutch labour market will become weaker rather than
stronger. Unemployed persons seeking to strike luck abroad will have to wait and see whether and
how they receive the support that they expect and whether there is any difference with the Dutch
approach.88
A third amendment to the unemployment rules concerns time of claim. The amendment constitutes
a move away by the EC from the fundamental coordination principle of unconditional aggregation of
periods. The new rule states that applicants must have worked in the relevant Member State for
three months before the aggregation rule becomes applicable. Until then, the Member State where
they used to work will be the competent Member State responsible for the payment of the
unemployment benefits. This has mixed effects on the government body in the last country of work.
On the one hand, there will be fewer applications in the last country of work since the three-month
period will not have been satisfied, and, on the other hand, the last country of work will have to
accommodate and support more people with foreign unemployment benefits. In the internal market
there should be no distinction between citizens with national benefits and citizens with foreign
benefits. The question, however, is how this will develop in practice. Favourable market prospects,
of course, also play a role. If the market calls for more workers, people who have only worked in the
Netherlands briefly and receive foreign unemployment benefits there may also have a chance. This
situation will occur more frequently due to the extended exportability of unemployment benefits. It
remains to be seen how this will develop for the unemployed, the competent paying Member State
and for the new Member State, where the unemployed person still resides after only a short period
of work.
The fourth amendment of the unemployment rules regards frontier workers. As mentioned above,
they currently enjoy a separate status, falling under the country-of-residence principle, as opposed
to the country-of-work principle applied to unemployed non-frontier workers. The proposal
currently on the table uses the country of employment principle, also for frontier workers (Article
87
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65(1)). This is a fundamental change. This change from the country-of-residence to the country-ofwork principle is subject to a number of conditions. The country-of-work principle does not apply in
cases of temporary or partial unemployment, for example, but only to full unemployment. Also, the
country-of-work principle only becomes effective after 12 months; people who become unemployed
before having been insured in a state for 12 months must turn to their country of residence for
benefits (Article 65(2)). The effects on the free movement of persons, equal treatment and
citizenship will depend on the further development and clarification of these provisions. Paragraph 2
of Article 65 of the proposed amendment, for instance, provides that the person concerned must
report to the employment services of his place of residence (second sentence of paragraph 2, Art.
65), while the country of residence pays the benefits as well (third sentence of paragraph 2, Art. 65).
Confusion is caused, however, by a provision which seems to provide an additional option for the
unemployed to report to he labour services in the last country of employment and receive benefits
there (fourth sentence of paragraph 2, Art.65). This rule requires further clarification and perhaps
rewriting. This provision is purportedly high on the agenda of the negotiations to be held in the near
future. More clarity is needed.
A brief study among frontier workers and their representatives89 shows that unemployed frontier
workers prefer the current country-of-residence principle over the proposed country-of-work
principle. The main reason is that frontier workers are indeed focused on their country of work for
work but are more oriented towards their country of residence for any benefits and new job
opportunities. In addition, it is necessary to take the whole situation into account, as the tax
situation also plays a major role besides the social security position. Social security regulations
naturally only focus on ensuring the social security position of frontier workers. The confluence
between fiscal and social arrangements is nevertheless essential to the overall picture. The current
country-of-residence rule fits better with the tax regulations than the proposed country-of-work
rule. The proposal includes the continued taxing of unemployment benefits in the country of
residence, a discrepancy which leads to unpleasant and uncertain duties for frontier workers.
Sufficient numbers are needed to make sound analyses. Those are often lacking. The European
Committee of the Regions also regrets the lack of reliable information and data, particularly on the
number of frontier workers within the meaning of EC Regulation 883/2004.90
The proposed country-of-employment principle implies a change in applicable legislation in case of
work resumption in the country of residence, whereby the social security legislation of the previous
country of employment is replaced by the legislation of the new country of work, in this case the
country of residence. For unemployed frontier workers who seek and find employment in their state
of residence, the proposed scheme thus involves a change in the applicable social security
legislation. When resuming work in the former country of work, on the other hand, the country-ofwork principle involves no change of applicable legislation.
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The potential abuse of unemployment benefit schemes is difficult to measure as this requires
weighing all sorts of considerations of job seekers as well as labour-market factors. There are many
variables involved, while geographical and social distance to the border will also play a role. The
following factors are involved: the desired duration of employment in a new country of work, i.e. the
temporary or permanent character of the labour migration; the feasibility of travel times, given that
cross-border public transport is still not regulated properly; the labour-market position of the job
seeker or worker; etc.
The final element to be taken into account in the evaluation of the new rule is the feasibility of
proper application. Can cross-border businesses count on a correct and efficient implementation of
the 12-month rule? Does this rule not hamper free movement and does it not constitute a
disproportionate burden on the principle of equality? The portable unemployment documents (PD
U1) will play an important role in the prevention of abuse, while the digital exchange of socialsecurity data (EESSI) is still pending. For this reason, the paper exchange will continue to exist for the
time being. However, this also requires good cooperation between government bodies. The paper
exchange need not be an obstacle to the free movement of citizens, but may be the last hurdle that
keeps them from crossing the border.
3.3 European integration and family benefits
The current regulations 883/2004 and 987/2009 contain only four articles concerning child
arrangements. There are no specific rules on family benefits linked to child-raising periods. For some
Member States and their cross-border citizens, this lack leads to confusion and legal barriers.
The debates on family benefits also addressed the issue of whether child benefits should be indexed
when exported to Member States with different living standards. Commitments made to the United
Kingdom in the course of 2015 and 2016 were the reason to consider the indexation of child benefits
within the EU after all, even though indexation would violate the European rules of coordination.
However, the indexing of child benefits is off the table again as a consequence of the British Brexit
vote in the referendum of 23 June 2016. This implies that the country of work of the parent(s)
remains responsible for the payment of child benefits and that this amount is not adapted to the
place of residence of the child.91 There are nevertheless still proponents of adaptation of the
amount of child benefits and other child arrangements to the living standard of the Member State to
which these child arrangements are being exported.92
The proposed amendments serve multiple purposes: 1) establishing a clear link between the
competent Member State and the receiving parents, 2) promoting instead of hindering the
employment of parents and 3) keeping an efficient administration of family benefits.
The proposed amendment to the family benefits introduces a new article: Article 68b. The title of
this new article reads as follows: ‘Special provisions for family benefits in cash intended to replace
income during periods of child-raising'. The priority rules in case of overlapping benefits were
retained, however. Priority will remain with the country of work and any financial supplements can
91
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come from the children's country of residence. The status quo of the anti-cumulation rules and the
introduction of the new Article 68b ensure that the benefits are being granted in the best interest of
the child. The benefits that parents receive for child raising are qualified as an individual right of
each parent and no longer as a family right. This means that overlap cannot occur, and each of the
parents has a right to child-raising periods. This enhances equality of the sexes93 and provides a
better balance between work and family life. EU citizens who are insured in the Netherlands are not
affected by the amendment of Article 68b; they are not eligible from the Netherlands for this sort of
scheme that serves as an income replacement. There are, however, some effects on EU citizens in
Germany or Belgium who claim child arrangements from their insurance periods there. They can
invoke their rights individually and turn to the relevant responsible Member States for
administrative processing.
3.4 European integration and social benefits for mobile EU citizens who are not economically
active
The current regulations 883/2004 and 987/2009 contain limited rules for mobile EU citizens who are
not economically active. Society is changing at a rapid pace, however, with EU citizens without a job,
job perspective or money trying their luck in other Member States. Mobile citizens who are not
economically active are persons who do not work, are not actively looking for work, nor hold any
derivative rights as a relative or as a working person. The administrative, financial and legal burden
that this group of people puts on the social systems is increasing, so clarification is needed. A
questionnaire distributed by the EC among the Member States has shown that Member States
eagerly look forward to more clarity regarding the relationship between EC Regulation 883/2004
(the free movement of persons) and the Residence Directive 2004/38.94 Both instruments are at
odds with each other.
The proposed amendments seek to achieve greater clarity and consensus with regard to this
sensitive matter. The case law of the Court of Justice in Luxembourg laid down a number of markers
on the limits to the freedom of movement of persons and the expectations that migrant EU citizens
should and should not have.95 The codification of the Judgments Brey, Dano, Alimanovic, GarciaNieto and the Commission v United Kingdom are currently being discussed further, as appears from
the conclusion of the Maltese Presidency (June 2017), where new Articles (Article 4bis) or
paragraphs were introduced (Art. 70 (4bis)).
It is difficult to estimate the effects of the changes for the Dutch situation as far as this subject is
concerned, since the wording and codification of the revised Regulation are not yet definitive. In the
Dutch border regions people have been aware for years that those with social assistance benefits
cannot move to the neighbouring country, i.e. The Netherlands, as social assistance is not exportable
and it is impossible to start a new life there without any subsistence. The effects of the
establishment of other EU citizens from non-neighbouring countries will depend on the precise
wording decided upon.
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4. Evaluation of the theme of sustainable/socio-economic development
The evaluation of the sustainable and socio-economic development requires targeted numbers.
Since no such numbers are available on the subject of this report, i.e. the proposed amendments to
some of the rules under Regulations 883/2004 and 987/2009, this research theme is not explored
any further. More insight can only be obtained if it becomes clear how many benefits, i.e.
unemployment, child, care and any non-contributory benefits, are being provided across borders. It
would be convenient to specifically address the individual situations of the beneficiaries; what is
their country of residence and (former) country of work; what is the amount paid; how many
unemployment benefits are exported from the Netherlands to Belgium/Luxembourg / Germany for
the maximum period of 3 months, as per Regulation 883/2004; how many frontier workers are there
between the Netherlands/Belgium/Luxembourg/Germany; and how many in the entire EU; how
much money for child arrangements, which include child benefits, paid and/or unpaid parental
leave) - is being exported by the Netherlands to other countries, more specifically to Belgium and
Germany; how many benefits and what amount in benefits, i.e. unemployment, sickness (ZW), and
disability (WIA), does the Netherlands provide to non-Dutch citizens residing in the Netherlands or
other EU Member States? Though this final question borders on discrimination, it will hopefully be
included in the data collection of, for example, Statistics Netherlands (CBS) and/or the UWV
employment agency nevertheless. Only with sufficient insight into the number of benefits and the
amounts spent on benefits can we say something substantial about the socio-economic
development that certain changes might bring.

5. Evaluation of the theme of Euregional cohesion
5.1 Euregional cohesion and long-term care
As mentioned under 3.1, the current regulations lack specific coordination rules for long-term care.
This leads to legal obscurity and legal uncertainty, which may cause long-standing issues, thus
unnecessarily burdening both government bodies and the persons concerned. Long-term care is a
broad concept. It includes care related to old-age, invalidity, illness or disability and not only affects
the EU citizens concerned, i.e. those who need care, but also their closest carer(s). It is estimated
that about 80,000 cross-border citizens currently fall back on long-term care cash benefits,
corresponding to 0.4% of the total cost of long-term care in the EU.96 As long-term care becomes
more prevalent and people may also receive care-related income from another Member State, such
as a cash benefit, or wish to receive long-term care in another Member State as a benefit in kind, an
amendment of the present regulation is desirable. Earlier research already pointed this out.97
The proposed amendments add a separate section, a definition and a list of long-term care
provisions. They will have reached their purpose if they promote legal certainty and transparency
and if the burden is more evenly shared between Member States. This ex-ante analysis does not
reveal large negative effects since the existing practice will be retained but will be embedded in a
separate legal framework. For Euregional cohesion as cross-border cooperation between public
96
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authorities, a better legal framework should also lead to swifter processing of cross-border care
cases. Some reservations are in order, however: in the initial phase, the amendments will lead to a
greater administrative burden as the new rules are being interpreted and implemented. Once the
authorities have adjusted to the new definition and working method, they will save time and money.
This helps avoid overlap situations and spend funds in a better way.
5.2 Euregional cohesion and unemployment benefits
The current rules provide for restitution schemes between Member States. Frontier workers who
become entirely unemployed and claim a benefit, shall receive this benefit from their country of
residence. This benefit, however, must be reimbursed by the country of work for up to three
months, representing the restitution of unemployment benefits between Member States. The
current restitution scheme is controversial because not all Member States adhere to it. This leads to
uneven application of the rules and to irritation between competent public bodies. In other words, it
is a hindrance to the loyal cooperation expected of national public bodies and therefore to cohesion
within Europe. A distinction has to be made, however between Member States: the cooperation
between the Netherlands, Belgium and Germany, for example, does not suffer by the restitution
scheme, but that with other countries does. Sometimes the scheme is a one-way street: the
Netherlands reimburses the other Member State, which (happily) accepts the money, but does not
apply the rule to the Netherlands in the reverse situation, so that the Netherlands continuously has
to request correct and timely application of the restitution scheme.
The export scheme provides for a temporary possibility to seek work in another Member State, with
preservation of one's unemployed status. This export period is currently set at three months, with a
possible extension to six months.
The time of claim is currently not clearly coordinated between the different Member States. In some
Member States the aggregation rule already becomes effective after one day of work, while other
Member States require a longer period of work under their legislation (see section 3.2).
Unemployed frontier workers are subject to the country-of-residence principle under the current
rules. This implies that frontier workers pay contributions in the country of work during their periods
of work but fall back on a benefit from their country of residence when entirely unemployed. This
rule diverges from the direct relationship between contributions and benefits, as exists, for example,
for disease or pensions, but it has been in use for decades in cross-border work situations. The
country-of-work principle was suggested but never implemented during a previous revision of the
coordination rules (Regulation 883/2004). Thus the country-of-residence principle was retained.
The proposed amendments alter the unemployment rules in several areas, as indicated under 3.2.
One change is the abolition of the restitution scheme if the amendment is adopted in its present
form. This will have no negative side-effects for our Euregional cooperation. For the institutions,
however, it does mean yet another change in their working methods, which may result in an
additional administrative burden. Once this change has been implemented in the systems and
working methods the competent Member States will be fully responsible for the benefit, without
being able to fall back on the last country of work for a payment of up to three months. The ex-ante
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effects are not negative for the Netherlands, Germany and Belgium and will not negatively affect
their mutual relationship, nor the cohesion between the Member States.
With regard to the export of unemployment benefits, the above (3.2) has pointed to the proposed
extension of the export period to six months and possibly the full benefit period if it exceeds six
months. The effects for the relevant authorities are not insurmountable but do require additional
administration and better coordination with the other Member States involved. To achieve
Euregional cohesion, a further appeal is made to loyal and closer cooperation between government
bodies. If the exportability of unemployment is used more, and thus more people would take their
unemployment benefits abroad for half a year to find work there, the paying authorities will have to
publish more U2-forms.98 The host state will need to register, support and monitor more cases and
provide feedback to the competent Member State from which the unemployed person has
temporarily moved. Proper arrangements, trust, knowledge of each other's legislation and regular
consultation are the factors that are important for an effective, fair and clear cooperation between
Member States and between regions.
Whether abuse and social tourism can be prevented when unemployed persons export their
unemployment benefits to another country for a minimum period of six months in order to find
work there will depend on the monitoring and the willingness to invest in it.
The aggregation of insurance periods plays a role in the time of claiming a benefit. The proposed
amendment opts for a different approach than usual for coordination regulations until now: no
aggregation from the first day of insurance but only after a period of three months. In situations of
short-term insurance, i.e. less than 3 months, the former country of work will be the competent
Member State instead of the last country of work, as is the case now.
The effects of this measure are, in any case, an increase in claims and administrative burden in the
former countries of work and, on the other hand, a decrease of claims and administrative work in
the last countries of work. The latter are responsible for the coaching of the job seekers and the
provision of feedback to the competent Member State that will pay the unemployment benefits for
the first period. It doesn't require much effort, however, to question this measure: To what extent
will Member States put effort into helping job seekers in their Member State who are not a financial
burden? Agreements between Member States may well improve or stimulate Euregional cohesion,
and this measure may have very different effects on neighbouring countries/Euroregions on the one
hand and on countries with few Euregional ties due to their geographical situation on the other. It is
essential to the process to maintain or extend the cooperation between the UWV and its sister
organizations in Belgium and Germany, VDAB and RVA; and Arbeitsagentur, respectively. This will
not only benefit the unemployed but certainly also Euregional cooperation on both sides of the
border.
The introduction of the country-of-work principle was proposed for frontier workers, to replace the
current country-of-residence principle (see also 3.2). The proposed amendment implies that frontier
workers will receive unemployment benefits in a Member State after 12 months of work in that
Member State. The question is whether it is possible to implement to 12-month rule at reasonable
cost. The acceptable costs and the monitoring effort exerted will be determined by each Member
98
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State. It goes without saying that Euregional cohesion benefits more from a similar position and
approach by the neighbouring countries than from vastly different approaches.
Frontier workers who are fully unemployed after having worked less than 12 months in a Member
State are still subject to the country-of-residence principle.
Between the Netherlands, Belgium and Germany, the number of applications will increase or
decrease in the country of work or country of residence if the country-of-residence principle for
unemployment after 12 months of working in a Member State is introduced. This will only happen,
however, in cases of longer-term employment of at least 12 months. The shorter periods of crossborder employment will still be dealt with according to the country-of-residence principle. The
authorities will now have to start using another approach for the frontier worker who has been
working in the Netherlands for years and lives in Belgium or Germany. This not only requires an
administrative but also a financial adjustment, which might be beneficial in certain cases and less so
in others. Frontier workers who live in Belgium and have been working and paying contributions in
the Netherlands for years will thus be allowed to fall back on the Dutch unemployment benefits in
case of full unemployment. This of course constitutes a new financial burden to the Dutch
unemployment insurance funds. Conversely, frontier workers who live in the Netherlands and work
in Belgium will receive their benefits from Belgium, instead of from their country of residence, the
Netherlands, as the current rules prescribe. The practical effects of his change on the Netherlands,
Belgium and Germany will depend on the number of unemployed, but also on the average duration
of unemployment, i.e. how long the unemployed remain in the unemployment system, as well as
the level of the benefits. This report lacks the relevant specific figures.
The proposed amendments are, of course, driven by economic or financial considerations, but
perhaps other factors should be taken into account as well when there is continuous cross-border
work between neighbouring states. One of them might be resolving temporary labour shortages on
one or the other side of the border. This is not a static fact but one that fluctuates over the years.
The approach of the current change seems to be to prevent the misuse of the unemployment rules
by not rewarding labour mobility with a benefit too soon. It should be noted that this approach
might be useful for labour migration from more distant countries to the Netherlands, but it is not for
the ‘age-old’ cross-border work between the Netherlands, Belgium and Germany. In these
situations, the proposed country-of-work rule for frontier workers leads to a more complex benefit
situation for people on short-term and temporary contracts: first, country of residence, possibly with
export option, then country of work. This change will require more manpower, more flexibility and,
above all, more loyal and closer cooperation of the authorities concerned.
5.3 Euregional cohesion and family benefits
The current rules of the Regulation qualify family benefits as rights under family law. This might
cause an overlap between the rights of both parents to child-raising periods, i.e. periods of staying at
home, on behalf of their child(ren). Such situations are subject to the anti-cumulation provisions of
Chapter 8 of Regulation 883/2004.
The proposed amendments add a new article, Article 68b, which would qualify these child-raising
periods as an individual right. As a result, governments would no longer have to apply anticumulation when both parents invoke this right. This proposed amendment is likely to have little
direct impact on the Dutch government and its bodies as the Netherlands does not offer any
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income-replacement benefits for child-raising periods.99 Germany and some other Member States
do have such legal child arrangements as income-replacement benefits in place; for them, the
amendment will bring about an administrative change. It is very unlikely, though, that Euregional
cohesion will be adversely affected.
The introduction of a new procedure and new rules may, however, cause complications or problems
as the current practice has now been implemented correctly at all levels of government. Child
arrangements vary widely across the Member States and their implementation is complex.
Modification of the current version, which is well-established despite the multiplicity and diversity, is
a risk in that sense and a burden on the Member States.
The electronic exchange of social security information (EESSI) plays a prominent role in the issue of
family benefits. The creation of the EESSI may well be a burden prior to its implementation, due to
the mutual agreements and exchange protocols that have to be drawn up. Once these arrangements
are in place, however, the use of the EESSI will simplify the application of these rules compared to
the existing paper administration and exchange.
5.4 Euregional cohesion and social benefits for mobile EU citizens who are not economically active
The current rules of the Regulation, particularly Article 4 of EC Regulation 883/2004, stipulate that
all persons covered by the personal scope of the Regulation are also entitled to the same treatment
as all nationals regarding the rights and obligations arising under the legislation of that Member
State. This equal-treatment rule aims to make European cohesion as strong as possible, which, of
course, reflects on Euregional cooperation and structures. I have not been able to discover whether
there is any abuse of the current rules in the Netherlands, nor the extent of the abuse. Figures are
available, however, on the approximate number of mobile EU citizens who are not economically
active: This involves around 750,000 citizens in the EU; due to the lack of clear, transparent rules,
these people find themselves in an uncertain situation with regard to their rights to social benefits in
their host states.100
The proposed amendments will extend Article 4 by a new paragraph (paragraph 2), which would
allow for conditional access. Member States may, but are not required to make access to social
security benefits by mobile EU citizens who are not economically active subject to a legal right of
residence as per Directive 2004/38/EC. In June 2017 it became clear that the wording of the
proposed amendments will not remain the same because the differences of opinion are too big.101
The Member States currently diverge too much regarding the approach of the codification of the
Judgments on access to special, non-contributory benefits as indicated under 3.4.
An unambiguous position of the Member States and a clear wording of the Regulation, attempts at
which will be made in the coming months, will, of course, benefit European and Euregional
cohesion. A proposal in this direction would be for the Netherlands, Germany, Belgium and perhaps
other neighbouring countries to decide on a joint position and approach. This prevents the
unnecessary benefit applications, misunderstandings, confusion, abuse, legal costs, etc. and thus
achieves the objectives of the amendments, i.e. fairer, clearer, simpler and more efficient rules, at
Euregional and at European level.
99

The supra-statutory regulations that most companies in the Netherlands have in place are not included in the material
scope of the Regulations.
100
See EC, Social Security Coordination, Labor Force Survey, 2014.
101
See Report of the Council of the European Union, of the Presidency (Malta) to the Committee of Permanent
Representatives/the Council, Inter-institutional Dossier: 2016/0397 (COD), 2 June 2017, p.4.
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6. Conclusions and recommendations from a Euregional perspective
6.1 Substantive Conclusions
This report has studied the border effects of the proposed amendments to the existing coordination
regulations. In December 2016 the European Commission proposed changes to EC Regulations
883/2004 and 987/2009.102 The purpose of the recast Regulations is to create (more) simple, honest,
efficient, and clear rules, while ensuring that the financial and administrative burdens are shared
amongst Member States more fairly.103 The underlying aim of the update is to make it easier for all
employees to enjoy or to continue to enjoy free movement.
The Commission's proposal to amend EC Regulations 883/2004 and 987/2009 has not yet been
definitively approved but will be presented to experts and to the Member States in the time to
come, for further refinement, analysis and rewording. This makes the analysis performed here an exante analysis.
Setting aside the posting rules and rules concerning applicable law, the focus of this report is on the
changes to cross-border social security in the four following areas: long-term care, unemployment
benefits, family allowances and social benefits for mobile EU citizens who are not economically
active. Each of these four areas is linked to two ITEM themes: European integration (see 3.1 to 3.4)
and Euregional cohesion (see 5.1 to 5.4). This allows for a systematic elaboration of the border
effects of each measure.
Regarding Theme 1, European integration, the proposed amendment regarding long-term care is
certainly a step in the right direction, and there are not a lot of negative effects to be expected. The
definition of ‘long-term care benefits’ requires refinement though.
The changes in the unemployment rules are more comprehensive and will also have more impact on
the Netherlands. The main change concerns the switch by frontier workers from the country-ofresidence principle to the country-of-employment principle after a working period of 12 months. This
constitutes a radical reversal of the current approach and directly affects the financial situation of
frontier workers, who will no longer be able to fall back on the social security protection from their
country of residence in case of unemployment but will be covered by their country of work instead.
While this affirms the relationship between the payment of contributions and the claiming of
benefits in the country of work, this measure may not be as efficient, simple and clear as the EC
expects for traditional frontier workers between, for instance, the Netherlands, Belgium and
Germany. If the tax positions of frontier workers are also taken into account, this change to the
country-of-work principle for unemployment benefits leads to complex situations, which make
looking for a job across the border unattractive. For temporary and short-term contracts, the change
involves a legitimate restriction of the immediate claim that some EU workers submit after only a
very short period of work. This brings us to the aggregation rule to be modified. This rule can no
longer be invoked from day one but only after three months of working in another Member State,
thereby also making periods in other Member States count.

102
103

These are the basic and implementing Regulation for the coordination of social security in the EU.
See COM(2016) 815 final, pp.2-4.
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Another amendment to the unemployment rules is the extension of the exportability of the
unemployment benefit. In the future, these benefits can be exported to another Member State for
six months, instead of three now, in order to seek work there, provided that the unemployed also
register with the public employment services in that country. Whether this measure actually leads to
more employment opportunities and greater labour mobility is difficult to say as relevant figures are
lacking.
Relatively few effects are to be expected for the third group of proposed amendments, i.e.
amendments to the child arrangements for child-raising periods, because the Netherlands does not
offer income-replacement benefits for child-raising periods.
The fourth amendment concerns social benefits for mobile EU citizens who are not economically
active. A limited group of EU citizens, estimated at around 750,000 people, is trying to move to
another Member State without a job or money and without actively looking for work. Directive
2004/38 conflicts with the Regulations in this matter, and the proposed changes still seem unable to
lift the ambiguity. There is still controversy about the exact size and wording of the codification of a
series of Judgments of the Court of Justice.
The four topics were re-examined for the theme of Euregional cohesion, this time with a focus on
the governance structures in our Euregio, the border region with Belgium and Germany.
As far as long-term care is concerned, the extension of the Regulation with a dedicated chapter and
specific provisions on cross-border long-term care will lead to more clarity, efficiency and
cooperation. The start-up phase might cause an additional administrative burden, however, due to
the implementation and interpretation of the new rules in the Member States.
The changes to the unemployment rules will have varying impact. There are no negative side effects
to be expected from the abolition of the restitution scheme, unless it leads to another adjustment of
the administrative procedures in the short term. A second amendment to the unemployment rules is
the extension of the export period to six months. The impact on the public authorities and on mutual
cooperation mostly concerns administration and the issuing of more U2 forms. In addition, quite a
few demands are being made of the host Member States in terms of the support and monitoring of
job seekers, as well as the provision of feedback to the paying Member State. The question remains
whether and how this will take place; will Member States have the time, resources and staff to
coach a group of cross-border job seekers during their period of unemployment, whose benefits are
being paid by another Member State?
The third amendment regarding unemployment concerns the time of claim, i.e. the aggregation
rule. If the aggregation rule becomes effective not from day one but only after three months,
Member States will have to make proper mutual arrangements for job seekers for those first few
months. Direct consultation, transparent agreements and evaluations will promote cooperation
between the UWV and its German and Belgian counterparts. Cooperation with other Member States
may be less urgent but also more difficult and difficult to gauge at the moment.
As far as the entirely unemployed frontier workers are concerned, the proposed introduction of the
country-of-employment principle for unemployment benefits can be seen as the biggest change. The
new Article 65, paragraph 2 of Regulation 883/2004 emphasizes the country-of-work principle and
its conditions in the first, second and third sentence: being entirely unemployed and having had
insurance in the last country-of-work for more than 12 months. The fourth sentence of this Article,
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however, causes confusion by introducing a right of option based on place of residence.
Transparency, clarity and the simplicity of the regulations are not served by proposing such
combinations in one and the same Article.
The border effects of the proposed changes to child-raising periods and income-related benefits, as
part of the child arrangements, mainly lie in the domain of administration and in making the
necessary adjustments to practical implementation. The Netherlands will, if necessary, adapt its
systems to the arrangements made in other Member States as these arrangements do not exist in
our country.
The final subject is Euregional cohesion in its relationship with the social benefits for mobile EU
citizens who are not economically active. We will have to await the final wording, given that current
opinions on how to approach this issue diverge too widely. A joint approach would be both
convenient and sensible, however, for Euregional cooperation. The Netherlands, Belgium, Germany
and any other neighbouring countries can raise their profile by taking a clear, honest and efficient
position in this matter.
In short, of the four subjects for which amendments have been tabled, the changes in the
unemployment rules will have the largest direct impact on the Netherlands.
6.2 Outlook
This cross-border impact assessment can be further developed and supplemented by, among other
things, adding more and better figures;104 by setting up consultations between the (public)
unemployment agencies of the Netherlands, Belgium and Germany, as well as those of other
Member States; by maintaining contacts and arranging consultations with the frontier workers and
their representatives. In addition, more thorough research is needed to distinguish, for example,
between the traditional frontier workers who have lived in one country and worked in another for a
long time, sometimes their entire career, and other mobile workers who have successive short work
periods in different countries or work alternately in two countries. Frontier workers are currently
largely subject to the same rules, which benefits the transparency of the regulatory framework and
the equal treatment of workers. The question is, however, whether this is also effective, fair and
clear.

104

Data on cross-border labour and the associated movements of benefits and sums of money are useful in supporting and
shaping further policy making.
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Cross-border (Im)mobility of Students from Third Countries in the
Euregio Meuse-Rhine
1. Introduction
The internationalisation of higher education has been at the centre of attention of scholars and
policy-makers for some time now. The European Union (EU) advocates the admission of students
from third countries to European universities and has endeavoured to create a comprehensive legal
regime to facilitate this.105 Council Directive 2004/114 lies at the core of this regime. It determines
the conditions for admission of students to the Member States (MS) of the EU. This Directive was
adopted already in December 2004, requiring transposition by the MS by 12th January 2007. Since
then, it has been subject to several evaluations addressing certain weaknesses of the Directive.106107
Following these findings, Directive 2016/801 on the conditions of entry and residence of thirdcountry nationals (TCNs) for the purposes of research, studies, training, voluntary service, pupil
exchange schemes or educational projects, and au pairing was adopted to improve and replace
Directive 2004/114.
This dossier adds to the existing literature and debate on the evaluation of the EU’s student
migration regime by taking a Euregional perspective and it has been triggered by the Pilot
huisvesting Akense niet-EU studenten initiated in April 2016.108 The pilot project provides that
students from third countries who study full-time at a higher education institution (HEI) in Aachen,
Germany, can apply for a residence permit to live in Kerkrade or Heerlen (Parkstad Limburg) in the
Netherlands. This Pilot calls attention to the possible existence of a ‘border region penalty’ for
students from third countries in Dutch and German migration law. This ‘border region penalty’ is to
be understood as referring to the situation in which frontier migrants are worse off, in the sense of
encountering more legal hurdles, than migrants who study, work, and live in one and the same MS in
an otherwise comparable situation. The existence of such a penalty could have serious effects on
European integration, the socio-economic development of border regions, and Euregional cohesion.
To establish if such a border region penalty exists, the dossier uses a combination of sociological and
legal research methods including desk research, stakeholder interviews, and a survey among
international students. Combining legal and sociological research methods helps to arrive at a more
comprehensive understanding of the current situation regarding the cross-border (CB) mobility of
students from third countries as well as related challenges and opportunities.

105

See for example: European Council, ‘Admission of third-country nationals to the Member States for study purposes’.
th
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=URISERV%3Al33069 ; last visited on 14 August 2017.
106
See for instance: EMN, ‘Immigration of international Students to the EU’ , 2012, or European Commission ‘REPORT
FROM THE COMMISSION TO THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND THE COUNCIL on the application of Directive 2004/114/EC
on the conditions of admission of third-country nationals for the purposes of studies, pupil exchange, unremunerated
training or voluntary service’, 2013, http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=COM:2011:0587:FIN:EN:PDF
107
Following these assessments, Directive 2004/114 is soon to be replaced by Directive 2016/801, which must be
rd
implemented by 23 May 2018 at the latest.
108
See B11/2.4 Vreemdelingencirculaire 2000.
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2. Research Objectives and Methods
The purpose of this dossier is to analyse the current (legal) situation of TCNs studying in the EU as
regards admission to university, tuition fees, access to study facilitating benefits, right to residence,
and access to the labour market. Furthermore, consequences for the three research themes,
European integration, sustainable and socio-economic development of Euregions, and Euregional
cohesion, are discussed. In the following, the content of this dossier is further defined in terms of
relevant legislation and the geographical as well as the thematic scope. In addition, relevant
principles, benchmarks, and indicators are defined. They facilitate interpreting the effects of TCN
student rights on the key research themes.
2.1 Ex-post Analysis: Current Effects of Existing Legislation
This dossier is an ex-post analysis of the existing EU and national legislation governing the admission
of TCN students to the EU. It is important to define a number of elements from the outset. The point
of departure is the so-called ‘third-country national’ (TCN): a person who does not have the
nationality of a Member State of the EU or EEA, or the Swiss nationality. In addition, it will be
assumed that he or she has no other special legal regime applying to him/her (such as trade or
association agreements and the like) and that he or she does not already hold a residence permit of
one of the EU MS. This TCN will further be assumed to seek to engage in study, to reside for that
purpose, to be interested in pursuing (part-time) employment next to or after his or her studies, and
to be interested in applying for study facilitating benefits (such as student grants or other forms of
public support). Two positions are foreseen:
The single state student (SSS):
The cross-border student (CBS):

The student who seeks to pursue the listed activities in one
MS.
The student who seeks to pursue the listed activities on
different sides of the border, for instance reside in one
country and study or work in the other.

The EU shares competences with the MS in the field of migration which fall into the areas of
freedom, security, and justice.109 This means that both the EU and its MS are legislators in this
field.110 Hence, both EU legislation (such as Directive 2004/114, Directive 2016/801, and the
Schengen acquis)111 as well as national legislation are relevant for the analysis.
2.2 Geographical Scope: Definition of the Cross-Border Region
The current legal situation of TCN students depends on different national transpositions of Directive
2004/114. Since it is beyond the scope of this dossier to cover all MS, it is important to further
narrow down the geographical scope.

109

Art. 4 TFEU
eur-lex.europa.eu: ‘Division of competences within the European Union’ http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalth
content/EN/TXT/?uri=LEGISSUM:ai0020; last visited on 14 August 2017.
111
th
In particular, the Convention implementing the Schengen Agreement of 14 June 1985 between the Governments of
the States of the Benelux Economic Union, the Federal Republic of Germany, and the French Republic on the gradual
abolition of checks at their common borders, OJ [2000] L 239/19.
110
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The Euregio Meuse-Rhine (EMR)112 is chosen as the geographical area to be studied, with a focus on
the Dutch and German sub-regions. There are two main reasons for choosing this geographical area.
The first one is the earlier mentioned Pilot huisvesting Akense niet-EU studenten pointing to the
possible existence of a border region penalty. The second reason is the (high) number of top HEIs in
this area: the EMR hosts at least ten top HEIs.113 Some of these, especially those in Maastricht (NL)
and Aachen (DE), are located very close to the border and they increasingly attract students from all
over the world.114 Therefore, it is to be expected that possible border effects on the lives of TCN
students become particularly apparent in this region.
Accordingly, it is specified that TCN students in a CB situation either live in the Dutch part of the EMR
and seek to study in the German part, or vice versa. This is important since education matters are
the main responsibility of the German Länder rather than the central government. The German subregion of the EMR belongs to the Land North Rhine-Westphalia (NRW), and relevant legislation
includes
the
NRW
Hochschulgesetz,115
the
Aufenthaltsgesetz,116
and
the
117
Bundesausbildungsförderungsgesetz. For the Netherlands, the relevant legislation is included in
the Wet op het Hoger Onderwijs en Wetenschap (WHW)118 as well as the Vreemdelingenwet 2000,119
the Wet arbeid vreemdelingen,120 and the Wet Studiefinanciering 2000121 (and the regulations based
on these instruments).
2.3 What are the Research Themes, Principles, Benchmarks, and Indicators?
After having determined the legal and geographical scope of this dossier, the following section
defines its thematic scope, principles, benchmarks, and indicators. These form the basis of the
subsequent analysis of the current legal situation of TCNs studying in the EU, the effects of a
possible border region penalty on European integration, the socio-economic development of
Euregions, and Euregional cohesion.
2.3.1 The Research Themes of This Dossier
This dossier covers the three research themes European integration, socio-economic development,
and Euregional cohesion, which are all related to the internationalisation of higher education and CB
mobility of TCN students.
In terms of European integration, the dossier analyses the harmonisation of migration laws and
policies for TCN students. During its 1999 Tampere Meeting, the European Council emphasised that
the rights of TCNs residing in the EU should be comparable to those of EU citizens.122 While the right
to free movement is regarded a fundamental human right for European citizens, the mobility of
112

The EMR consists of five sub-regions belonging to three different countries: the Southern Part of the Dutch Province of
Limburg (Zuid-Limburg), the Belgian Provinces of Limburg and Liège, the German Speaking Community of Belgium, and the
German Region of Aachen (Zweckverband Region Aachen).
113
See Annex I for a map of the Euregion Meuse-Rhine and its HEIs.
114
49 per cent of Maastricht University’s students are international and 19 per cent of RWTH Aachen’s students are
international. FH Aachen and Zuyd Hogeschool both have an international student share of 12 per cent.
115
Gesetz über die Hochschulen des Landes Nordrhein-Westfalen (Hochschulgesetz - HG), GV. NRW. S. 547, as amended.
116
BGBl. I S. 162, as amended.
117
BGBl. I S. 1952; 2012 I S. 197, as amended.
118
Stb. 1992, 593, as amended.
119
Stb. 2000, 495, as amended.
120
Stb. 1994, 959, as amended.
121
Stb. 2000, 286, as amended.
122
th
th
Tampere European Council 15 and 16 October 1999, Presidency Conclusions, para.18.
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TCNs living in the EU is still limited. Expanding the right to free movement to TCNs is considered a
fundamental step towards the completion of the European Single Market.123 Furthermore,
conferring similar rights to TCNs is crucial to prevent European societies from developing into twoclass societies. Existing European legislation currently distinguishes between several groups of TCNs,
with students being one of them.124
The creation and completion of the European Single Market is often called the centrepiece of
European integration. According to Elżbieta Bieńkowska, Commissioner for Internal Market,
Industry, Entrepreneurship and SMEs (2014-2019), “to restore citizens’ trust in the European
project, create jobs and build a competitive economy, and retain an influence in the world, […] the
full potential of the Single Market [must be unleashed]."125 Hence, the theme of European
integration is directly linked to the socio-economic development of the EU and its Euroregions,
which are often seen as laboratories for European integration.126
As developed economies increasingly depend on knowledge, the existence of a highly-skilled and
educated labour force becomes more and more important to remain competitive globally and to
foster economic growth. This causes a worldwide competition for talent, not only for workers and
professionals, but also for students, who are considered ideal individuals to retain as they constitute
the labour force of the future and are possible ‘ambassadors’ for the regions and universities where
they study.127 In its 2000 Lisbon Strategy, the European Council defined becoming “the most
dynamic and competitive knowledge-based economy in the world” as a key objective.128 The EU2020
strategy of smart, sustainable, and inclusive growth further embeds and reinforces this objective. A
key factor for the success of this strategy is the EU’s ability to compete with other knowledge-based
economies when it comes to attracting and retaining top students and other talent,129 especially in
the context of demographic change and negative population developments which are associated
with future skills and labour shortages.130 It is therefore crucial for the EU to facilitate the entry, stay,
and retention of TCN students. This is expected to contribute to a positive image of the EU abroad
and to increase the EU’s attractiveness for international students.
This line of argumentation can also be applied to the Euregional context: the EMR is transitioning
towards a knowledge-based economy while, to a certain extent, experiencing demographic change
and negative population developments. The EMR’s current strategy defines the objective to develop
the region into a “knowledge intensive hotspot” for which international and domestic students
constitute a great potential for talent to remain competitive on a global level.131 In addition to these
123

Pascouau, Yves: ‘Intra-EU mobility of third-country nationals. State of play and prospects’, 2013.
Stuchlik, Andrej and Poptcheva, Eva-Maria: 2015, ‘Third-country migration and European labour markets’, 2015.
125
th
ec.europa.eu: ‘Deeper and fairer Single Market boosts opportunities for citizens and business‘, 28 October 2015,
http://ec.europa.eu/growth/tools-databases/newsroom/cf/itemdetail.cfm?item_id=8529
126
Committee of the Regions, ‘Cross-border cooperation: local and regional leaders call for simpler rules and endorse
th
special legal arrangement’, 15 October 2015, http://cor.europa.eu/en/news/Pages/Cross-border-cooperation.aspx
127
Hooijen, Inge, Meng, Christoph, Reinold, Julia and Siegel, Melissa: ‘Competition for talent: retaining graduates in the
Euregio Meuse-Rhine’, 2017.
128
rd
th
Lisbon European Council 23 and 24 March 2000, Presidency Conclusions, para. 5.
129
European Commission: ‘Communication From The Commission To The European Parliament, The Council, The European
th
Economic And Social Committee And The Committee Of The Regions: European higher education in the world’ , 11 July
2013.
130
De Wit, H., Hunter, F., Howard, L. and Egron-Polak, E. ‘Internationalisation of higher education’, 2015.
131
See: EMR2020: A future strategy for the Euregio Meuse-Rhine, March 2013.
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long-term economic benefits, there are also short-term economic gains132 of the internationalisation
of higher education as students’ expenditures contribute significantly to the economies.133
Euregional cohesion, the third theme of this dossier, can contribute to both the short- and longterm economic gains by increasing the CB regional mobility of international students. To achieve
this, EMR2020, for instance, encourages dialogue and collaboration between HEIs in the region as
well as cooperation between these institutions and companies. Through the promotion of CB
educational programmes, internships, and traineeships, students can be encouraged to look across
the border of their own sub-region of study and learn about a wider range of opportunities within
the EMR. The same holds true for facilitating housing opportunities and side jobs on the other side
of the border, especially in cases where supply does not match demand. Finally, CB initiatives
encouraging students to attend cultural events and participate in leisure time activities across all
sides of the border could increase perceived opportunities and thereby contribute to the short- and
long-term benefits of the internationalisation of higher education for the EMR as a whole.
2.3.2 Dossier on Cross-Border Mobility of Students from Third Countries: Principles, Benchmarks,
and Indicators for a Positive Situation in Border Regions
Based on the research themes addressed in this dossier – European integration, socio-economic
development, and Euregional cohesion – the table below defines relevant principles, benchmarks,
and indicators for comparing the situation of CBS and SSS and assessing their effects on border
regions.134
This dossier uses a mixed methods approach, i.e. combining legal and sociological research methods.
This approach helps to arrive at a more comprehensive understanding of the current situation
regarding the CB mobility of TCN students as well as related challenges and opportunities for the
border region. It is based on desk research (including an analysis of relevant legal documents and
other literature on the internationalisation of higher education in the EU), 15 interviews with
relevant stakeholders from universities, public authorities, and student associations (see annex I for
the list of interviewees), and a brief online survey conducted among international students in the
EMR between June and August 2017.135 After cleaning the data, 121 observations remain. This
sample is not representative of all international students studying in the EMR. Yet, the survey results
help to get an idea of the perceptions and experiences of international students studying in border
regions. Including both EU nationals and TCNs into the analysis has the advantage of being able to
compare differences in CB mobility between the two groups. Roughly 25 per cent of the respondents
come from third countries.

132

De Wit, H., Hunter, F., Howard, L. & Egron-Polak, E. (2015). Internationalisation of higher education. European
Parliament: Brussels.
133
Nef Consulting: ‘Student contributions to the UK economy’, 2013.
134
Principles refer to legal and political provisions that form the basis for a positive situation in border regions. Benchmarks
specify what an ideal situation would look like. A set of indicators has been developed to investigate the border effects of
the relevant European and national legislation governing the admission of TCNs, tuition fees, residence, and access to the
labour market to study facilitating benefits.
135
The sample does not include Erasmus students. Due to their shorter stay in the region, their experiences might differ
from those of regular students. In addition, the sample only includes individuals who moved to the EMR for the purpose of
studying and excludes those who were already were living in the region already before.
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Table 1 Themes, Principles, Benchmarks, and Indicators

Principles
Theme 1: European Integration
Art, 79 (1) TFEU
“The Union shall develop a
common immigration policy aimed
at ensuring, at all stages, the
efficient management of migration
flows, fair treatment of thirdcountry nationals residing legally in
Member States […].”
Art.26(2) TFEU
“The internal market shall
comprise an area without internal
frontiers in which the free
movement of goods, persons,
services and capital is ensured in
accordance with the provisions of
the Treaties.”
1999 Tampere Council Meeting
“The [EU] must ensure fair
treatment of [TCNs] who reside
legally on the territory of its [MS].
A more vigorous integration policy
should aim at granting them rights
and obligations comparable to
those of EU citizens. It should also
enhance non-discrimination in
economic, social and cultural life
[…].”

Benchmarks

Indicators

Legislation governing
admission, tuition fees,
residence, access to the
labour market, and access to
study facilitating benefits
should be similar across MS.

Are laws regarding
admission, residence,
access to the labour
market, payment of tuition
fees, and access to study
facilitating benefits similar
for TCN students in the
Netherlands and Germany?

The opportunities regarding
admission, tuition fees,
residence, access to the
labour market, and access to
study facilitating benefits
should be similar for
students from European and
non-European countries.
Legislation in place should
prevent a two-class society
to the detriment of TCN
students.
TCN students should not be
disadvantaged regarding, for
instance, work and housing
opportunities as well as
cultural and leisure time
activities because of the
location close to the border.

Are the opportunities for
TCN students regarding
admission, residence,
access to the labour
market, payment of tuition
fees, and access to study
facilitating benefits similar
to the rights of students
with European citizenship?
Is the mobility of the CBS
restricted compared to the
mobility of the SSS due to
the close location to the
border?
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Theme 2: Euregional Socio-Economic Development
Lisbon Strategy
CB mobility of TCN students
Defines becoming the most
can stimulate the Euregional
dynamic and competitive economy socio-economic
in the world as a key objective.
development in both the
short and long term by
EMR 2020
increasing the students’
Key Theme “Economy &
awareness regarding
Innovation”:
opportunities and the
The EMR formulates the objective
perceived attractiveness of
to develop the region into a
the region.
“knowledge intensive hotspot”, for
which international and domestic
Expansion of the CB labour
students constitute a great
market for TCN students.
potential for talent, so as to remain
competitive on a global level.
Expansion of the CB housing
market for TCN students.
Key Theme “Labour Market,
Education and Training”:
“The [EMR] needs to take a
coordinated approach to improving
the match between labour supply
and demand, making better use of
training and educational capacity,
and removing [border] barriers”
(p.25). EMR2020 ultimately aims at
helping to “attract talented
professionals across the border
(“brain gain”), continue to support
domestic talent and knowledge,
and prevent talented individuals
from leaving the Euregio (“brain
drain”).”
Theme 3: Euregional Cohesion
EMR 2020
Expansion of initiatives to
The EMR encourages dialogue and encourage the CB mobility of
collaboration between HEIs in the
TCN students in the fields of
region as well as “partnership
education, work and
agreements between knowledge
employment opportunities,
institutions with respect to student housing, as well as cultural
[…] exchanges. In addition, it
and other leisure time
promotes CB initiatives such as
activities.
traineeships and training
programmes at companies.”

How does a lack of
harmonisation, especially
regarding administrative
and tuition fees, relate to
the Euregional socioeconomic development in
the short and long term?
Do TCN students consider
living and/or working on
one side of the border
while studying on the other
side?
How frequently do
international students
cross the border and for
what purposes?
Do international students
in the EMR perceive life in
a border region as an
advantage or a
disadvantage?
Do TCN students consider
to remain resident in the
region after finishing their
education?

Which initiatives are in
place to facilitate the CB
mobility of international
students?
How are existing initiatives
perceived?
What could be improved?
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3. Evaluation: European Integration
This section evaluates the effects of the current situation on the theme of European integration and
provides a detailed overview of the legal situation of SSS and CBS regarding admission to university,
equal treatment as regards tuition fees and study facilitating benefits, residence, and access to the
labour market.
Admission to University
In terms of applying for a course of study and to attend it, the positions of the SSS and CBS are
largely similar. For the Netherlands, the WHW specifies that the TCN student in question must have
the necessary qualifications,136 pay the applicable tuition fee,137 and either provide a Dutch
residence permit138 or be resident outside the Netherlands (e.g. Germany).139 The Hochschulgesetz
NRW provides similar admission requirements140 and contains no reference whatsoever to providing
documentation of a right of residence (either in Germany or elsewhere). Hence, both CBS and SSS
are in a similar situation. While there is no complete harmonisation regarding admission, the
situation in both countries is still comparable and therefore it does not impede the process of
European integration.
Equal treatment as regards tuition fees and study facilitating benefits
(The story here is relatively short:) There is little difference between the position of CBS and SSS
when it comes to access to study facilitating benefits.
EU law:
Neither Directive 2004/114 nor its replacement Directive 2016/801 provides for a right to equal
treatment with regard to study related expenses, student grants and/or loans. In practice, this
means that TCNs, whether in the SSS or CBS situation, cannot, as a matter of EU law, claim equal
treatment with nationals of the host MS or other EU countries as regards tuition fees, and they do
not have access to student grants and loans. This is in marked contrast to the situation of EU
students, who have a right to equal treatment where it concerns access to education (including
equal treatment as regards tuition fees) and, under certain circumstances (e.g. after a period of
residence, or while employed), have access to study grants and/or loans.
National law (The Netherlands and Germany):
The Netherlands charges a higher tuition fee to most TCN students who come to the country for
study purposes – as such there is no distinction between the SSS and CBS.141 Higher education in
NRW is free for all students at the moment, even though there are plans to introduce higher tuition
fees for TCN students in the future.142 Neither country provides access to the student grant or loan
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system for TCNs who moved to the respective country specifically for study purposes.143 The
situation of TCN students who moved to the country for other purposes or who have resided for a
longer period of time is in certain circumstances different (e.g. where it concerns long-term
residents), but this is beyond the scope of this paper.
Hence, the SSS and CBS are in the same situation. They are, however, both worse off when
compared to nationals of the host MS or other EU nationals.
Residence
It is more complicated when it concerns residence. The applicable law when it comes to residence
for study purposes is a mixture of EU law in the form of Directive 2004/114 and national law:
EU law:
The basic conditions are – in essence – as follows:
1. Enrolment in higher education.
2. Proof of sufficient resources and medical insurance.
3. Fulfilment of a range of administrative requirements (e.g. payment of administrative fees for
visa processing, holding a valid passport, etc.).144
For the SSS, the fulfilment of these conditions creates a right of residence for study purposes. The
CBS is, however, not in the same situation. It is not possible – as a matter of EU law – to apply for a
student residence permit to reside in the Netherlands while seeking enrolment in a German
university (i.e. HEIs in Aachen):145 The system of the Directive assumes residence and study in one
and the same ‘host’ MS.146 Accordingly, there is no direct path for students to reside in one MS and
study in another. This limits their mobility within the EU considerably, which has negative effects on
European integration and the completion of the internal market.
This holds true for first time admission, but also for a subsequent ‘conversion’ from SSS to CBS.
Suppose, for example, that a TCN chooses to reside in the Netherlands to study at Maastricht
University. After a year, he or she comes to the conclusion that the study direction is not for him/her
and decides to study at the RWTH Aachen instead. What are his or her options? If he or she seeks to
remain resident in the Netherlands while studying in Aachen, EU law will not aid him or her. While
RWTH Aachen will accept him or her as a student, the initial residence permit in the Netherlands is
conditional on enrolment in a Dutch university, meaning the student’s Dutch residence title will
lapse upon enrolment in a German university. The only option is thus a complete move to Germany.
National law (The Netherlands):
Some solutions to remedy the limitations of EU law have been introduced in the Dutch-German
context. The Pilot huisvesting Akense niet-EU studenten provides that a student who pursues fulltime studies at a HEI in Aachen can apply for a residence permit to live in Kerkrade or Heerlen,
143
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subject to providing proof of sufficient resources.147 No employment is allowed with this special
permit.148 The application process is handled by the municipality of Kerkrade, which must be
authorised by the student to apply on his or her behalf.149 For continued residence, the municipality
is tasked with checking study progress (in order to establish that the person in question is a genuine
student).150 A maximum of 75 residence permits per year may be provided under this Pilot,151 and
the Pilot as a whole is a temporary measure lasting five years. As such, there is a residence title,
albeit a limited one, that specifically targets CBS. This Pilot can possibly increase awareness
regarding the limitations faced by TCN students living in border regions. It emphasises the potential
benefits of more flexible arrangements in border regions and can possibly trigger further policy
development in this direction at the EU or national level.
National law (Germany):
Similar types of legislation do not exist in Germany. The reverse position (studying in the
Netherlands, residing in Germany) is not – as such – a possibility under the Aufenthaltsgesetz.
Overall, it is clear that both EU and national law neglect possible CB situations of TCN students
regarding residence. As with equal treatment, this may be usefully contrasted to the situation of EU
nationals for whom, for example, residing in Germany while studying in the Netherlands falls
squarely within the scope of EU law. As such, both the idea(l) of the internal market (an area without
internal frontiers) and the idea(l) of approximation of the position of TCN to EU citizens are not
borne out in this CB context.
Access to the labour market during studies
Access to the labour market is a thorny issue in this respect, due to the fact that MS are usually keen
on protecting their labour market from ‘easy access’ by migrants where possible. Migrants coming
to the EU for study purposes do not seem to be an exception in this regard.
EU law:
The SSS has, in principle, guaranteed access to the labour market for 10 hours per week in the MS of
study.152 For the CBS, there is no right of employment in a MS of the EU other than the one of study
and residence. A TCN living and studying in NRW cannot acquire access to the labour market of the
Netherlands from Directive 2004/114 or vice versa. This impedes European integration, including the
completion of the European Single Market.
National law (the Netherlands):
In case of a CBS living and studying in NRW, but seeking work in the Netherlands, his or her potential
employer will have to apply for a so-called Tewerkstellingsvergunning (TWV). A full labour market
test will be conducted before admission (which would not be the case had the student lived and
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studied in the Netherlands153), and any employment accepted must at least exceed the minimum
income (if part-time: relative to the time worked).154 Based on a number of interviews, it can be
assumed that chances for this approach to be successful are not very high as it is already very
difficult for employers of TCN students studying and residing in the Netherlands to obtain work
permits.155
National law (Germany):
The German situation is similar: foreigners, including TCN students, living in one of Germany’s
neighbouring states need to apply for the so-called Grenzgängerkarte to take up gainful
employment in Germany. Here, too, the Bundesagentur für Arbeit (Federal Employment Agency)
must provide the holder of the Grenzgängerkarte permission to work.156 This is, as in the
Netherlands, subject to a labour market test.157
Overall, one can say that the CBS is worse off than the SSS because of additional administrative and
legal hurdles that need to be complied with, which are imposed in the same manner on the SSS as
on a European student. Moreover, both positions are worse off when compared to the EU citizen,
who has a much stronger right to employment under EU law.
Access to the labour market after studies
The current legal framework set up by Directive 2004/114 does not provide for any post-study work
transition, nor is there a direct link with other instruments such as Directive 2005/71 (on the
conditions for admission for researchers) or Directive 2009/50 (on highly skilled migration [the Blue
Card directive]).
Directive 2016/801 introduces the innovation that upon completion of the degree in question, the
student receives a nine-month ‘search period’ during which he or she can attempt to find
employment and/or start a business.158 This search period is, however, only provided in the Member
State in which the student applied for admission on the basis of the Directive159 (quod non for the
CBS) and it cannot be used across borders: it is thus not possible to graduate in the Netherlands and
to rely on this provision to receive access to the labour market in Germany.
National law (the Netherlands):
The Netherlands operates two schemes for a post-study work ‘zoekjaar’ (search year). On the one
hand, Article 3.42(1)(a) Vb 2000 provides for a right of residence with access to the labour market
for graduates of Dutch higher education who apply for it within three years of graduating. This is
primarily useful for the SSS as there is no direct pathway for the CBS to reside in e.g. Germany and
study in the Netherlands under EU law and the national legislation of both countries.
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On the other hand, the Netherlands provide for a ‘catch all’ provision: if a student has obtained a
master’s degree from a top-200 university160 and can either demonstrate a sufficient level of English
or holds certain other certificates, he or she is also entitled to the aforementioned period of
residence.161
National law (Germany):
Article 16(4) of the Aufenthaltsgesetz provides that a student, after successful completion of his or
her studies, can extend his or her residence permit for another 18 months with labour market access
in order to look for a job corresponding to his or her level of education. This rule in principle only
applies to the SSS, however, as a CBS would neither have a German residence permit (living in the
Netherlands, studying in Germany), nor graduate from a German higher education institute (living in
Germany, studying in the Netherlands).
For those students that do have a German higher education degree or equivalent, a visa exists which
guarantees a search period of six months. This, in itself, does not provide for labour market access;
rather, upon finding a job, conversion must take place to the relevant permit (with, potentially, a
labour market test).162
Summary
The CBS and SSS are in similar situations regarding admission, study facilitating benefits, and the
amount of tuition fees charged by universities. This holds for students studying in both the
Netherlands and NRW. Similar treatment in this regard, however, should not be taken as a positive
sign: it rather means that they are equally bad off. After all, these persons do not derive any rights
from EU law to challenge discriminatory tuition fees or to gain access to study loans and/or grants.
Regarding residence and work during studies, one can say that the CBS is disadvantaged in
comparison to the SSS because of having limited or no access at all to the housing or labour market
on the other side of the border. This undermines the overall ideal of an internal market.163 For work
after studies, EU law provides some opportunities for the SSS but not for the CBS; various national
initiatives seek to remedy this lack, however, as seen above.
Overall, the lack of pathways and opportunities for CB students combined with a lack of
harmonisation at the EU level (as well as varying transposition among MS164) means that there is a
definite ‘border region penalty’: a SSS is generally provided with more opportunities and possibilities
than a CBS. Moreover, the current patchwork of legislation means that a prospective TCN student
would have to be intimately familiar with the national legislation of various Member States in order
to make the best choice as possible for his or her particular situation. This legal context undermines
the attractiveness of the EU migration regime, the functioning of the internal market, and the goal of
approximating the position of TCN to that of EU citizens. The concern that the various policy options
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are inadequate is echoed by the Commission Report on the application of Directive 2004/114, which
concludes that “the potential of this EU instrument is not being fully exploited.”165
The restricted rights of TCN students in comparison to EU students regarding residence and
employment rights become especially visible in the CBS situation. One example for this is the project
Katzensprung in Vaals, a Dutch municipality directly bordering the city of Aachen, which has been
initiated to overcome housing shortages in Aachen. Due to the legal situation it is, however, only
accessible to European students. According to Rivka Valkenberg, former Strategic Policy Advisor and
Project Manager for Euregional Affairs at the Municipality of Vaals, TCN students studying in Aachen
frequently apply for housing in Vaals under the Katzensprung project. Unfortunately, these
applications must be rejected because of the legal situation. Often, stakeholders interviewed for this
dossier were not aware of this limitation. Hence, the Katzensprung project and the Pilot huisvesting
Akense niet-EU studenten show that there is a need for more flexible arrangements for TCN students
in border regions which have been largely neglected by the relevant legislation so far. The Pilot may
trigger further European (regional) integration in this regard.

4. Evaluation: Socio-Economic Development
This section evaluates the effects of the current situation on the theme of socio-economic
development of the EMR. In doing so, it distinguishes between short- and long-term effects. It
focuses on the relevant effects without repeating the legal details, which have been discussed in
detail in the previous section.
Admission to University
No effects of admission procedures on the socio-economic development could be identified.
Equal treatment as regards tuition fees and study facilitating benefits
TCN students often pay higher tuition fees than domestic and European students whereas the costs
are the same for both the CBS and the SSS. For example, tuition fees for TCN students who wish to
follow a Bachelor’s programme at Maastricht University in the academic year 2017/2018 range
between EUR 7,500 and EUR 10,000, depending on the subject. Tuition fees for studying medicine
are even higher at EUR 32,000.166 In NRW, students, regardless of their origin, do not need to pay
tuition fees, yet. However, there are plans to introduce fees for TCNs in the future. On the one hand,
higher fees generate additional revenue streams for the host country in the short term. In the
Netherlands, for instance, the revenue per international student has been estimated at EUR 25,000
in 2009.167 On the other hand, however, higher tuition fees can influence the student’s decision
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where to study.168 Higher fees can affect the attractiveness of universities for international students
and cause competition between EU MS. In Germany, it could even cause competition between the
individual Länder as they are responsible for education and decide on the costs of tuition. Hence, for
universities in smaller cities like Aachen, which compete with bigger German cities like Berlin and
Munich, the foreseen introduction of tuition fees for international students could mean that
students stay away.169 In terms of long-term economic benefits, this can have serious repercussions
on Aachen’s and the EMR’s competitiveness and the ability to recruit and retain international
students. This can negatively impact the socio-economic development of the region, considering the
importance of talent in a knowledge-based economy experiencing demographic change and
negative population developments.
Residence
In the context of residence and socio-economic development, it is worth discussing fees for
processing applications including visas and residence permits as well as the housing market, since
both have important short- and long-term effects. The former are the same for the CBS and the SSS,
but vary between the individual MS. In the Netherlands, for instance, the fee for visa and residence
permits is 317 Euros and relatively high compared to other European countries. In Germany, the fee
is 110 Euros. The effects of higher administrative costs are assumed to be similar to the effects of
tuition fees discussed above.
Finding affordable accommodation can be difficult for students studying in European university
cities.170 This is arguably the result of increasing enrolment rates and a failure on the side of national
and regional governments to take adequate action in a timely manner. In the case of TCN students,
the situation seems particularly difficult,171 especially because of language barriers, having to make
all arrangements from a distance, and often arriving shortly before or after the start of the
programme because of administrative and bureaucratic hurdles.172 The previous chapter highlighted
that the SSS and CBS are in different positions here, with the CBS being worse off because of not
having access to the CB housing market. Figure 1 below depicts this: while the SSS (on the left) has
easy access to housing in neighbouring cities when he or she cannot find housing in the university
city, options for the CBS are much more limited.
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Figure 1 Comparison of the housing options for TCN students in central areas (left) and border regions
(right)173

In this situation, the Pilot huisvesting Akense niet-EU studenten appears to be the only remedy.
Opening up the CB housing market to TCN students is potentially beneficial for both the short- and
long-term socio-economic development. On the one hand, the Pilot addresses the Euregional
mismatch of supply and demand in the housing sector. While the city of Aachen experiences
shortages of student housing, Parkstad Limburg struggles with a shrinking population. This is
especially because of young people leaving to allegedly more attractive regions in the Netherlands.
Hence, by joining forces, Aachen and Parkstad Limburg can ‘kill two birds with one stone’, namely
providing additional housing for students studying in Aachen while at the same time putting vacant
housing in Parkstad Limburg to good use. Hence, the Euregional housing market can be further
integrated by opening it for TCN students. As a consequence of the increased CB mobility of TCN
students, additional revenue streams for the EMR are opened because living expenses are
distributed more evenly across the individual sub-regions. Furthermore, hosting international
students in a shrinking and ageing region is a way to rejuvenate the region, making it more attractive
also for other people. This is linked to the more long-term socio-economic development of the
region: graduates are seen as the ideal individuals to retain as they form a great potential for the
labour market especially in knowledge-based economies with expected labour shortages in certain
sectors. Not only do graduates bring the required skills and knowledge, but also a certain familiarity
with the region, its society, and culture. While the influence of the Pilot in shaping students’ decision
to remain resident in the EMR has not been studied yet,174 existing literature on graduate migration
behaviour suggests that the effect is positive rather than negative. By studying in Aachen and living
in Parkstad Limburg, students arguably acquire a greater (Eu)regional familiarity, which can form
their future migration decisions because they are arguably more aware of what the EMR has to
offer.175
On a less positive note, however, the Pilot can be criticised for not including other parts of the EMR.
The fact that the Pilot excludes Vaals, which is much closer to Aachen and which already provides
housing for EU students and would like to expand its services to TCN students, is met with a lack of
understanding among the stakeholders interviewed for this project. In addition, the Pilot does not
cover the Dutch-Belgian border, even though the municipality of Maastricht, which hosts the most
international university of the Netherlands, faces similar challenges related to student housing. The
stakeholders interviewed for this dossier would welcome a more flexible approach towards
accommodating TCN students in border regions. There are concerns, however, that this will not be
173
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the case if the Pilot does not bring the expected success. Media reports indicate that students prefer
Vaals over Parkstad Limburg.176 A possible reason for this is Vaals’ proximity to Aachen.
Survey & Interview Results
The results of the survey indicate that international students, both EU nationals and TCNs, hardly
ever live on the other side of the border, except if they are nationals of the neighbouring
countries. There are only two exceptions: one Bulgarian student living in Germany and one
Dominican student living in Belgium. 36 per cent of the respondents indicated that they
considered or are considering living in a neighbouring country while studying at their current
university. Around one fifth of the people who considered living in a neighbouring country are
TCNs, who do not have the right to do so. For both EU and TCN students, the main reason for
having considered living across the border is housing availability (43 percent), followed by
cultural aspects (23 percent). Most respondents from European countries eventually did not put
this consideration into effect because of the distance to university and insurance issues, while
TCN students referred to issues with visa and residence permits as the main reason. These are
largely also the reasons why students did not consider living across the border in the first place.
For most European students, the most important reason was, however, not the distance to
university, but the distance to friends.
Access to the labour market
Having access to the labour market seems especially important for TCN students as they bear a
double financial burden compared to European students. For obtaining and extending their
residence permit, they always need a few thousand euros in their bank accounts, and in some
countries they are charged higher tuition fees. On top of that, some students are expected to
support their families at home.177 If no scholarships are available, this could result in international
education being reserved to TCNs from wealthier backgrounds. Besides, students not only work for
Survey & Interview Results
The results of the survey indicate that only 28 per cent of the respondents have a side job, mostly
in the country where they study, except if they are nationals of the neighbouring countries. This
is in line with interview findings suggesting that nationals of neighbouring countries go home
over the weekend to work. Furthermore, 28 per cent of the respondents, both EU nationals and
TCNs, indicated that they considered or are considering working in a neighbouring country while
studying at their current university. The most popular reasons for these considerations are
language skills, availability of interesting companies, and cultural similarities. Language barriers,
in contrast, are the main reason for TCNs not to put these considerations into effect. Most
respondents from European countries eventually refrained from working across the border
because of tax and insurance issues as well as the distance to university. Most respondents from
the EU and third countries, who did not consider working across the border, indicated that it “did
not come to mind” (28 per cent). While for EU students this is followed by distance to housing
and university as well as tax issues, for TCN students the second most frequent reason is a work
permit. In addition, several students indicated that there is no need or time for work.
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financial reasons, but also to gain work experience and build professional networks. For
international students, a side job can also have the benefits of participating in society and learning
the language of the host country.178
As in the case of the Euregional housing market, the CBS is in a disadvantaged situation compared to
the SSS and European students due to existing border barriers. While both the CBS and the SSS can
work for a maximum of 10 hours per week, the CBS must follow additional administrative
procedures, including a labour market test, to obtain a work permit for the neighbouring country.
Such hurdles can prevent the CBS from seeking a side job across the border, and it certainly restricts
opportunities. Figure 2 above can therefore also be applied to this situation. While the SSS does not
need additional permits to work in Germany, interviews with stakeholders suggest that, in practice,
access to the labour market is not as easy for the SSS in the Netherlands in general. The procedure
for TCN students is very time consuming and bureaucratic and applications are often rejected.
Consequently, students cannot accept interesting side jobs spontaneously, not even as student
assistants at their own university.179 Considering the difficult situation of the SSS, chances for the
CBS studying in Aachen to obtain a Dutch work permit seem even less likely. Several interviewees
raised concerns about TCN students being pushed to work illegally for these reasons, which is
especially problematic in terms of social security and insurance. One interviewee mentioned the
example of a student who got into serious trouble because he had injured his hand in a meat grinder
while working illegally in a restaurant.180
Easier access to the labour market for TCN students, in general and across borders, could have
positive short- and long-term effects on socio-economic development. In the case of the EMR,
expanding work opportunities for TCN students across borders could be a chance to better match
the supply and demand of labour, which is one goal of the EMR’s current strategy EMR2020. This
can increase revenues, encourage cooperation between companies in the EMR and companies in
the student’s home country, and contribute to the integration of the Euregional labour market. In
addition, it can help students to get to know more employers on several sides of the border,
increasing their Euregional familiarity as well as the chances for Euregions to retain them after
graduation. Experiences with border-related barriers and restricted access to the labour market
during their studies might prevent TCN students from looking for work in the EMR after graduation,
while retaining these TCN can help the EMR remain competitive, as already explained.
Summary
A lack of harmonisation, which has been found to constitute an impediment to European Integration
in the previous section, also affects European, national, and Euregional socio-economic
development, both in the short and long term. While costs for administrative procedures and tuition
fees are a source of additional revenue in the short term, they can cause unfair competition
between universities if they vary across countries and regions. Higher or increased costs can mean
that TCN students stay away, which can negatively impact socio-economic development. Options for
TCN students to study in one MS and live and/or work in a neighbouring MS are limited or nonexistent at the moment. Expanding opportunities for TCN students to work and/or live in the
178

EP Nuffic: ‘International students and part-time jobs’, 2016.
Interview with Karin Quanten.
180
Interview with Markus Reissen.
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neighbouring country while studying, can help integrate the Euregional labour and housing market,
leading to an improved match of supply and demand of labour and housing, respectively. It would
expand opportunities for the CBS, which are currently rather limited compared to the SSS and
European students studying in border regions (see figure 2). The Pilot huisvesting Akense niet-EU
studenten is a manifestation of the need for more flexible arrangements in border regions, which
can contribute to the Euregional socio-economic development by increasing the attractiveness of
the EMR as well as the probability that international students remain resident in the region after
graduation. The survey results suggest that a minority of 12 percent intends to remain resident in
the EMR after completing their education. 36 percent intends to leave and most respondents (52
percent) are still uncertain.181 TCN students can become ambassadors for their university and the
surrounding region if they are satisfied with the educational programme as well as everyday life,
which means that they can help attract new students and foster cooperation between their home
and host country (interviews).

5. Evaluation Euregional Cohesion
The aim of this section is to identify initiatives to address border effects and encourage CB mobility
of TCN students to improve Euregional cohesion. There seem to be only few of such initiatives (see
table below). In the field of education, three joint programmes organised by HEIs located in different
sub-regions were identified. While this list is not exhaustive, it becomes clear that cooperation in the
field of education between HEIs in the EMR could be improved. The EMR is very rich in HEIs and this
potential should be used to further strengthen the EMR’s reputation of being one university and
research location. Regarding housing, the Pilot huisvesting Akense niet-EU studenten is the only CB
initiative particularly targeting TCN students. Also, initiatives to introduce the Euregional labour
market to TCN students as well as European students could be expanded. The only initiative
identified is the Crossborder diner, organized for young professionals studying in different subregions of the EMR and beyond. In addition, interviewees frequently referred to excursions
organized by the Intercultural Centre for students in Aachen as an example of leisure activities that
familiarize TCN students with the Euregion.
Table 2 Cross-Border Initiatives Related to the Internationalisation of Education

Education

Initiative
Advanced Health Care programme

Cooperation between?
A Post-Bachelor’s or Master’s Degree
offered by Zuyd University of Applied
Sciences (NL) and PXL University College in
Hasselt (BE), in close cooperation with
Maastricht University (NL).182

181

This is in line with previous studies about the mobility intentions of graduates in the EMR and therefore not surprising.
See Hooijen et al: ‘Competition for Talent: Retaining Graduates in the Euregio Meuse-Rhine’, 2017.
182
th
See: Zuyd Hogeschool: ‘Advanced Health Care – an international interprofessional programme’, last opened 14 August
2017 https://international.zuyd.nl/studying/study-programmes/short-programmes/advanced-health-care
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M.Sc. Management and Engineering
in Production Systems,
Open Borders MBA

Housing

Pilot huisvesting Akense niet-EU
studenten

Work

Crossborder Diner

Leisure

Excursions

A programme offered by RWTH Aachen
and the Maastricht School of
Management.183
A programme offered by FH Aachen
University of Applied Science, the
University of Liège and Hasselt
University.184
The project allows TCN students studying
at HEIs in Aachen to reside in Kerkrade or
Heerlen (Parkstad Limburg).
This event organized by Connect Limburg
aims at introducing attractive
(international) companies located in the
Dutch Province of Limburg to so-called
young professionals, including national,
European and TCN students.185
The Intercultural Centre for students in
Aachen (Incas) organizes excursions to
destinations within and beyond the EMR
for international students.

Survey & Interview Results
According to most interviewees, most TCN students are not aware that they move to a border
region and only realise that there are remaining barriers upon arrival. The survey results indicate
that most respondents, both EU and TCN students, perceive living in a border region as an
advantage as one can “get the best of all worlds”: Most common explanations for these positive
perceptions are diversity in terms of cultures and languages. Various travel destinations and
airports are within easy reach and one can attend events on all sides of the border. In addition,
one can benefit from more options for shopping, for instance by purchasing goods where prices
are most favourable or taking advantage of different opening hours. Some respondents also
identify “feeling the European spirit” as an advantage of living in a border region. These
explanations are in line with the assessments of the interviewees.
50 per cent of the respondents indicate that they cross the border once a month. 17 per cent cross
the border once in three months and 11 percent cross the border once a week. Another 11 per
cent cross the border even more frequently and 9 percent indicate to cross the border once a year
or less. Only one respondent reports to never cross the border. Hence, while respondents seem to
be aware of the opportunities in a border region, their actual cross border mobility could still be
improved. Respondents most frequently report to cross the border to “attend (cultural) events” or
to go shopping. Only few engage in leisure activities such as sports or music across the border.

183

th

master-mechanical-engineering.com: ‘Programme Details’, last opened on 14 August, 2017 http://master-mechanicalengineering.com/programme-details-1
184
See: fh-aachen.de: ‘Der OpenBordersMBA’, last opened on 14th August 2017 https://www.fhaachen.de/studium/openbordersmba/
185
th
limburgcrossborderd.com: ‘Crossborder diner 2015 - Young Professionals’ last opened on 14 August 2017
http://www.limburgcrossborders.com/nl/initiatieven/crossborder-diner-2015---young-professionals
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CB initiatives are generally perceived as positive by the interviewees. Moreover, many stakeholders
did not perceive the close location to the border as a disadvantage for TCN students, but rather as a
locational advantage for the recruitment of TCN students. Many describe the location as being
placed “in the heart of Europe.”186 Through increased CB cooperation and Euregional cohesion this
locational advantage could be exploited even more. It seems advisable to increase CB cooperation to
be able to compete with other allegedly more attractive economic centres and high-ranking
universities in Europe and world-wide.

6. Conclusions and Recommendations from a Euregional Perspective
Overall, the analysis shows that the cross-border student is worse off, legally speaking, when it
comes to both residence and work. Put differently, the applicable legal regime relies on the single
state student paradigm, as a result of which the cross-border student misses out on the
opportunities and protection provided by EU and national law. There is no clear admission route for
a TCN student seeking to live in one Member State but study in another. Instead, the CBS would
have to rely on the Pilot huisvesting Akense studenten, which is very limited in scope. Nor is it
possible, as seen, to convert from being a SSS to a CBS should the need or desire arise. Similarly, the
CBS enjoys much more limited access rights to employment than the SSS: the appropriate
authorities will in such circumstances always perform a full labour market test. Finally, even where it
concerns post-study employment possibilities, the CBS is not catered for to the same extent as the
SSS. Hence, the analysis supports the existence of a border-region penalty for TCN students.
Element
Study

SSS
Valid residence permit;
educational level
requirements

Residence

Harmonised and clear
admission route set out
under EU law

Work: during

Minimum guaranteed
access of 10 (15 hours
per week)
Search period
guaranteed under EU
law; extended periods
available under national
law
No EU law guaranteed
rights; restricted rights
under national law

Work: after

Tuition fees and
study facilitating
benefits
186

CBS
‘Valid residence permit
in other MS’;
educational level
requirement
No direct route under
EU law; limited national
law possibilities (‘Pilot
huisvesting Akense
studenten’)
No guaranteed access:
labour market test

Evaluation
Position similar

No search period
guaranteed under EU
law; some possibilities
under national law

Position CBS more
restrictive

No EU law guaranteed
rights; restricted rights
under national law

Position similar

Position CBS more
restrictive

Position CBS more
restrictive

Interviews with Farah Jumpertz and Jasmin Haverkamp.
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Table 3 Mutual relationship between the research themes

This has negative effects on European
integration, socio-economic development,

and Euregional cohesion. Introducing more
flexible arrangements for TCN students as
regards access to the Euregional housing
European
and labour market could convert negative
integration
border effects into positive effects for the
EMR, especially regarding the short- and
long-term socio-economic development.
Through increasing CB mobility, TCN
SocioEuregional
Economic
students become more familiar with the
Cohesion
Development
region and what it has to offer. This can
increase the regions attractiveness for
students and graduates, who are
important sources of human capital in today’s knowledge-based economy. This will allow the EMR to
remain competitive and mitigate the effects of negative population developments and demographic
change.
The results also point to the mutual relationship between the three themes: socio-economic
development, CB cohesion, and European integration. Challenges related to the socio-economic
development of CB regions can trigger innovative initiatives for improved CB cohesion, which
ultimately can lead to further European integration. The other way around, increasing European
integration can also facilitate CB cooperation and strengthen Euregional cohesion, thereby fostering
socio-economic development of CB regions and beyond. This supports the idea of Euregions being
laboratories for European integration. As Nicola Dobroslavić, Member of the European Committee
of the regions and Prefect of the Croatian county Dubrovnik-Neretva put it:
"Border regions are the laboratories of the European integration process. This is where the single
market and other European policies [are] most visible and our achievements and failures show best.
Simplifying their cooperation and overcoming obstacles – like differences in legislation and in the
institutional organisation, lack of legal certainty and inequality in the level of economic development
– has the potential to bring immediate benefits to the day-to-day lives of people, local and regional
authorities and businesses.”187

187 Committee of the Regions: ‘Cross-border cooperation: local and regional leaders call for simpler rules and endorse
th
th
special legal arrangement’, 15 October 2015, last opened on 14 August
2017http://cor.europa.eu/en/news/Pages/Cross-border-cooperation.aspx
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Annex I – Map of Higher Education Institutions in the Euregio Meuse Rhine
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Annex II – List of Interviewees
Interviewee

Position

1

Ruud Heijnen

2

Rivka Valkenberg

3

Nicole Lemmens & Michael van
Zinnicq Bergmann

4

Denise Dupont

5

Karin Van der Ven

Coordinator International Cooperation, Zuyd University
of Applied Sciences
Former Strategic Policy Advisor and Project Manager for
Euregional Affairs at the Municipality of Vaals
Responsible for Visa and residence permits,
administration LLP Erasmus & Institutional coordination
of grants respectively, International Office, Zuyd
University of Applied Sciences
Admissions and Education Officer, Maastricht School of
Management
Founder and Owner of Jules Maastricht

6

Noraly Romeyn

7

Karin Quanten

8
9

Bettina Schuppe & Stanislava
Petkova
Eliana Lemos

10
11

Sjoerd Volleberg
Markus Reissen

12

Sebastian Krott & Ahmad Hijazi

13

Farah Jumpertz

14

Jasmin Haverkamp

15

Jan Schliewert

Student Assistant at International Service Desk, Student
Service Center, Maastricht University
Coordinator Knowledge Centre for International Staff,
Maastricht University
Coordinator and Staff Member, Info Service Center,
RWTH Aachen
International Coordinator, Faculty of Medicine, RWTH
Aachen
Studenten Rechtsbureau Maastricht
Staff Member, Katholische Hochschulgemeinde Aachen,
responsible for intercultural work and interreligious
dialogue
Coordinators and Chairs, INterkulturelles Centrum
Aachener Studierender (INCAS)
International Coordinator, Faculty for Engineering, RWTH
Aachen
Responsible for Internationalisation, Faculty of Civil
Engineering, RWTH Aachen
Zweckverband Region Aachen
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Belgian Passenger Name Records Regulation
1. Introduction
In the aftermath of the terrorist attacks in Paris, Brussels, Berlin, and London, national governments
in the EU rushed to implement a series of counter-measures to avoid the repetition of such a
catastrophe. Many such measures ultimately led to the re-instatement of border controls. The
resurgence of routine checks by police forces on highways and train lines that cross internal borders
is but one telling example. In addition to these ad hoc measures, new rules are being drafted to help
national security agencies prevent such tragedies in the future.
The Belgian federal government drafted thirty measures to counter terrorist activity.188 One of these
measures is the gathering of passenger name records (PNR) for non-airborne international travel at
the national level.189 Adopted on 22 December 2016, this law obliges rail and bus operators that
enter Belgian territory to provide records on the passengers transported to the Belgian intelligence
services. It draws on existing practice whereby Passenger Name Records (PNR) are maintained for
international flights. Being able to cross-check the passengers’ name records with known criminal
databases would allow the authorities to identify potential suspects and facilitate the prevention of
criminal or terrorist attacks. The implications, however, are that flight operators need to set up a
system to gather and transmit passenger data to a Passenger Information Unit in the Member
States. Member States are required to set up such a unit that can check the data and (potentially)
transmit it to the partner countries.
The adopted measure originates from the implementation of an EU directive on the retention of
Passenger Name Records for flights.190 That directive prescribes the establishment of a Passenger
Information Unit in every Member State and demands that each state collects information regarding
passengers on flights between Member States and non-Member States. The novelty of the Belgian
initiative is not only that it focuses on intra-European flights, but – more importantly – that it also
targets transportation by land, which may affect cross-border regions disproportionally.
The original impact assessment of the PNR directive by the European Commission in 2011 did not
foresee the application of the measure to intra-EU flights. It only noted that: “The hardware and
software required to set up the system would have to have a much larger capacity, and therefore
would be much more expensive. A system including internal flights would be too ambitious to adopt
as a first step.”191 Moreover, the directive and its impact assessment did not anticipate the extension
to other modes as it “would go further than the policy of the EU on PNR agreements with third
countries […]. In addition, the idea behind using PNR data is simply to obtain access to the data that
is already collected by carriers. Since most train and ships/ferry carriers do not normally collect such
188

Renard, Thomas (2016) Counterterrorism in Belgium: Key Challenges and Policy Options. Egmont Papers, 89
Federale Overheidsdienst Binnenlandse Zaken (25.01.2017) Wet van 25 december 2016 betreffende de verwerking van
passagiersgegevens. Belgisch Staatsblad, pp.12905-12918 (henceforth ‘PNR Regulation‘)
190
The European Parliament and The European Council (2016) Directive 2016/681 on the use of passenger name record
(PNR) data for the prevention, detection, investigation, and prosecution of terrorist offences and serious crime. Official
Journal of the European Union, L 119, 4 May 2016
191
European Commission (2011) Impact Assessment PNR. Available at: http://ec.europa.eu/smartregulation/impact/ia_carried_out/docs/ia_2011/sec_2011_0132_en.pdf Consulted on 29 June 2017 (p.23)
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data, it would be disproportionate at this stage to require them to transmit data to public
authorities.”192
In short, the Belgian interpretation of the EU directive pushes the reporting obligations beyond the
original intent of the EU legislators. Part of the mode extension was motivated by the fear that a
terrorist travelled through Belgium using an international bus. The Belgian Minister for the Interior,
Jan Jambon, claimed that these international busses have been used by different criminal
organisations.193 Correspondingly, the occurrence of another terrorist incident on the Thalys from
Amsterdam to Paris in 2015 was used as a justification for the implementation of the measure for
high-speed rail.194
The EU’s initial impact assessment did not consider such a widened scope for the PNR directive. It
therefore warrants the question as to the possible impact of the Belgian regulation on cross-border
mobility. The second section explains in more detail the specificities of this PNR regulation and why
it has triggered such intense debate within the transportation sector. The third section delineates
the scope of this assessment and elaborates on the chosen research design. The results are
presented in the fourth section covering the on-going political (and legal) process, the expected
impact on cross-border mobility, and the implications for the planned official impact assessment.
This dossier ends with a conclusion and some paths for future research.

2. The PNR Regulation
The PNR regulation contains several provisions on data collection, storage, how the data may be
used, and potential sanctions in case of incompliance. To gain a better understanding of this
measure, four provisions that are important in the context of this impact assessment will be
discussed here.
The first and most contested aspect of the measure concerns the scope of application in terms of
the affected service providers. As mentioned in the introduction, the Belgian regulation extends the
scope of the EU directive by including transport by bus, rail, and on water. Still, it does contain
several exceptions. As far as transportation by road is concerned, an exception is granted to firms
operating under a so-called transportation ‘concession.’195 For transport by rail, the scope of
application targets international rail transport that makes use of the European high-speed rail
network.196 The identified exceptions still leave room for interpretation and the large amount of
criticism from domestic (TreinTramBus), international (Deutsche Bahn), and supranational
stakeholders (European Commission) has made the effective scope for the implementation a subject
of discussion. The extended PNR measure is to be implemented in three consecutive policy rounds.
This implementation takes place through the promulgation of so-called Koninklijke Besluiten. These
are executive orders that do not need to be approved by Parliament and that are necessary for the
192

Ibid (p.35-36)
Limburger, Redactie De. (2017). België controleert bussen uit Nederland op terroristen en criminelen, De Limburger.
Available at http://www.limburger.nl/cnt/dmf20170325_00038199/belgie-controleert-bussen-uit-nederland-opterroristen-en-criminelen Consulted on 29 June 2017
194
Maurice, Eric. (2015). French train attack poses EU security questions, EUobserver. Available at
https://euobserver.com/justice/129964 Consulted on 29 June 2017
195
Art.4 (4) PNR Regulation
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Ibid. Art.4 (5) PNR Regulation
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implementation of an act. The first order covers the implementation of PNR in aviation, the second
focuses on international trains, and the last round will be covering international busses.197 The
second executive order will await the results of a large impact study conducted by the Belgisch
Instituut voor de Verkeersveiligheid (Belgian Institute for Travel Safety). This impact study is set up in
collaboration with INNOS.198
Secondly, the act determines that every transporter will be required to collect certain personal data
from their passengers. The information that can be collected includes: travel dates, names, payment
information, seat information, luggage information and more. The indicators to be collected greatly
affect the registration efforts required by the passenger, the databases to be set up by the service
provider, and finally the processing capacity of the Passenger Information Unit.
Thirdly, chapter 5 regulates the goal for which information is gathered: the main goals are related to
preventing and persecuting terrorism and other grave crimes. This issue is related to privacy
concerns as the use for a wider range of objectives is contested under EU law as apparent from the
recent CJEU judgment in Opinion 1/15.
Finally, the regulation – as prescribed by the EU directive – foresees the establishment of a
Passenger Information Unit. The regulation contains details about its composition (art 14), the
management of the database (art 15), the processing of the gathered information, as well as the
conditions under which information may be transferred to other agencies within and outside the
European Union. Given the focus of this research on the regulation’s impact on the mobility of
citizens in cross-border regions, we are less interested in the costs associated with setting up a
Passenger Information Unit (see infra). The impact assessment of the EU’s original PNR directive did
provide an estimate of average costs associated with setting up a such unit. The widened scope of
the regulation implies, however, that – for the Belgian administration – up to seven times as much
passenger data needs to be gathered and processed.199

3. Objectives of the research, definitions, topics, and indicators
3.1 Specifying the focus of the impact assessment
The Institute for Transnational and Euregional cross-border cooperation and Mobility / ITEM has
developed three different broad principles to evaluate the impact of the new regulation on crossborder regions:

197

Interview TreinTramBus
Commissie voor Binnenlandse Zaken. (2017). Integraal Verslag Vergadering 11-01-2017. Retrieved on 29th of May 2017
from https://www.dekamer.be/doc/CCRI/pdf/54/ic561.pdf
199
Based on the 2015 passenger data of the two largest Belgian airports [Brussels airport (data from BRUTrends 2016
available at this link) and Brussels-South Charleroi (data obtained from this source )] and the yearly travelers of Thalys
[data obtained from DeRedactie (01.03.2016) Terreur zindert nog na op resultaten van Thalys. Available at
http://deredactie.be/cm/vrtnieuws/economie/1.2587998 ].
198
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1.

2.
3.

The cross-border impact from the perspective of individuals, associations, and
enterprises correlated with the objectives and principles of European Integration
(freedoms, citizenship, non-discrimination),
The cross-border impact on socio-economic development/sustainable development and,
The cross-border impact on Euregional cohesion and cross-border governance
structures.200

These three principles are abstract, but they help identify good practices or benchmarks for
comparison. In turn, these practices and benchmarks serve as practical guidelines for the
formulation of indicators that can be used to assess the impact of a new measure. Table 1 below
summarises the principles, the good practices that follow from these principles, and indicators that
could allow for measurement of the policy effects in the cross-border region. The third principle of
Euregional cohesion and cross-border governance has been excluded from the research as the
regulation has no direct impact on local or Euregional governance structures.
Table 1 ITEM’s cross-border impact indicators

Goals/Principles

Good practice/Benchmark

Indicators

- Article 21 TFEU: citizenship of

- Free movement of

- Is the supply of cross-border

the Union is accompanied by
‘the right to move and reside
freely within the territory of
the Member States’
- Data protection rights:
- Article 16 TFEU
- Article 8 Charter of
Fundamental Rights
summarizes the minimum
data protection
requirements, mainly
stemming from Article 8
European Convention on
Human Rights (ECHR)

citizens across borders
mobility services comparable to
domestic services?
- Non-discriminatory
ticketing (no distinction is - Are passengers from different
made based on nation of
nations treated similarly in
origin or nation of
terms of price, promotions,
destination)
security checks, etc.?
- Personal freedom not
- Can a traveller buy a ticket
curtailed under the
close to the desired time of
objective of collective
departure?
and state security201
- Do passengers feel hindered by
the security measures
implemented in international
travel?
- Are privacy rights compromised
through collection of data via
PNR?

(1) European integration

200

ITEM. (2016). Grenseffectenrapportage 2016 Samenvatting.
EESC (2009) OPINION of the European Economic and Social Committee on the Communication from the Commission to
the European Parliament and the Council – An area of freedom, security and justice serving the citizen COM(2009) 262
final.
201
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Goals/Principles

Good practice/Benchmark

Indicators

- Open borders allow for

- Will cross-border workers be

better socio-economic
development of the
region by making better
use of resources, human
capital, and distinctive
competitive advantages
in the region.
- Strengthening the local
economies by making
sure people from crossborder regions can buy
and sell goods and
services across the
region.

able to travel easily and
regularly to their work in
another nation in the crossborder region using public
transportation?
- Will users of services in other
nations of the EMR be able to
reach their destination by
public transportation?
- Will the measure have an
influence on the number of
people that travel to cities and
villages to spend money by
buying and selling goods and
services?

(2) Sustainable/socio-economic
development

- The Euregio Meuse-Rhine
(EMR) was erected to
promote the permeability of
the borders in the region with
the goal to improve the
accessibility of international
services and jobs for people in
the region.202

To understand how the Belgian PNR regulation can affect cross-border mobility, causal paths need
to be identified. The European Commission’s impact assessment for the PNR directive only focused
on the potential administrative costs of the measure for both government and airlines operating in
the EU. While informative, it says little about its impact on travellers. We basically identify four
effects from the regulation.
The first effect concerns the administrative costs for the service provider. The measure has an
influence on the operating costs of international travel as investments in ICT will need to be made to
facilitate the required data collection. More important for the consumer is how the companies will
respond to coping with these increased costs. Two paths emerge from this increased burden on the
service providers. A first path is based on potential effects on ticket prices. The original impact
assessment of the EU’s PNR Directive calculated an additional cost of EUR 0.20 per flight ticket if the
costs were passed on to the consumers. Still, this assessment was based on flight operators who
already have a system in place for collecting such information and who face no (fierce) competition
from alternative modes of transport, such as cars. The second path is related to the supply of
services or the quality with which they are provided. When operating on narrow profit margins,
service providers may consider to reduce their service levels if the additional operating costs cannot
be offset. Moreover, because the government and/or the transporter require(s) some processing
time for the data, passengers may be required to submit their information 24 hours before
departure. This could compromise the flexibility of train and bus travel, a comparative advantage it

202

Knippenberg, H. (2004). The Maas-Rhine Euroregion: A Laboratory for European Integration? Geopolitics, 9(3), 608-626.
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enjoys over air traffic. The quality of the services supplied inevitably affects the demand and vice
versa.
Figure 2: Tracing possible effects of the PNR regulation on cross-border mobility

A second effect concerns the privacy of the traveller, and it mostly relates to the first principle of
ITEM’s impact indicators. As the measure demands the gathering of personal information,
passengers might be deterred from using such services as they object to the collection of their
personal data by the government. This could influence the demand for international travel.
Higher ticket prices, reduced service provision, either due to a rationalisation on the supply side or a
reduced demand due to the loss in flexibility, and consumer concerns about privacy may trigger
behavioural adjustments. In our case, it may imply a modal shift or the reduction of mobility.
The third impact of the PNR measure pertains to the travellers’ greater sense of security. This can
increase cross-border mobility. Following the train attack in August 2015, operator Thalys saw a
sharp decline in ticket sales, which continued to affect sales up until January 2016, when a 6%
decline in passengers was noted.203 Assessing the true scope of this effect is highly complex as it
involves both a subjective sense of security and the possibility of the PNR measure to effectively
prevent such (rare) incidents from happening.
The fourth and final effect refers to the opportunity costs that arise from the government’s budget
allocation to implement the measure. In response to a parliamentary question, the Belgian
government expected costs for the system to approximate EUR 13.45 million, of which EUR 4.95
million is to be provided by the EU’s Internal Security Fund.204 The impact of these costs on cross203
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border mobility is – at best – both indirect and limited, as all citizens contribute to the government
budget, whether they use cross-border services or not. The costs feature most prominently in
debates about the cost-effectiveness of the PNR measure as opposed to other preventive measures.
In the following, we will focus predominantly on the first three effects.
3.2 Geographic and temporal demarcation
The scope of this research will be limited to the Euregio Meuse-Rhine. The Euregio Meuse-Rhine is a
good example of a cross-border region because of both its interconnectedness and its coverage of
multiple countries, i.e. Belgium, the Netherlands, and Germany.205 The impact of the measure –
apart from the necessary public expenditures – is mostly experienced by the providers of
transportation services. Using the formulated demarcation of the Euregio Meuse-Rhine, a list of
regular train and bus lines in the region that enter or leave Belgium is recorded in table 2. The
transporters exploiting these routes are important for the identification of affected respondents for
our interviews (see infra).
At present, the active transporters in the region are: TEC, De Lijn, Deutsche Bahn, Arriva Nederland,
Flixbus, Eurolines, NMBS, and Thalys. This is the population of our research and all these
transporters were contacted via their press offices.
Table 2: International routes and services from/to Belgium in the Euregio Meuse-Rhine

Route
(Hasselt-)Luik-Guillemins (B) Maastricht (NL)
Spa-Géronstère (B) - Aken (G) (Aachen
Hbf)
Luik-Guillemins (B) - Aachen (G)
Luik-Guillemins (B) - Aachen (G)
Maaseik (B) - Susteren (NL)
Maasmechelen (B) - Maastricht (NL)
Genk (B) - Maastricht (NL)
Hasselt (B) - Maastricht (NL)
Tongeren (B) - Maastricht (NL)
Kanne (B) - Maastricht (NL)
Luik (B) - Maastricht (NL)
Eupen (B) - Vaals (NL)
Eupen (B) - Aken (G)
Luik (B) - Maastricht (NL)
Luik (B) - Valkenswaard (NL)

205

Type
Intercity Train

Number
IC-13

Transporter
NMBS

Local train

Route 37

NMBS

High speed train (ICE)
High speed train
(Thalys)
Local bus
Local bus
Local bus
Local bus
Local bus
Public transportation
shuttle
Local bus
Local bus

NA
NA

DB
Thalys

Route 65
Route 63
Route 45
Route 20a
Route 62
Route
460
Route 78
Route
396
Route 14
NA

Arriva
De Lijn
De Lijn
De Lijn
De Lijn
Arriva

NA

Flixbus

Local bus
Commercial passenger
bus
Commercial passenger

TEC
TEC
TEC
Flixbus

Knippenberg, H. (2004). The Maas-Rhine Euroregion: A Laboratory for European Integration? Geopolitics, 9(3), 608-626.
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Luik (B) - Aachen (G)
Eupen (B) - Kalterherberg Bahnhof (G)

bus
Commercial passenger
bus
Local bus (weekends
only)

NA

Eurolines

Route
385

Satracom as
commissioned
by TEC,
working with
DB BAHN
Rheinlandbus

We are aware that bus companies that exclusively work under public service contracts are excluded
from the measure, as are international rail service providers that do not make use of the European
high-speed rail network. However, we decided to include them to allow for the cross-checking of
statements and – potentially – to reduce respondents’ self-interested biases.
3.3 Methodology
The impact assessment is based on interviews and secondary sources. We resort to interviews with
the passenger service providers responsible for the implementation of this measure. They play the
most important role in explaining potential effects on cross-border mobility. Secondary sources are
useful to complement their statements or to add additional insights into the expected impact.
The participants have been purposefully sampled from the population of all transporter agencies
active in the Euregio Meuse-Rhine and, as mentioned before, have all been invited for interviews.
The interviews were held at a location preferred by the interviewee, so environmental bias did not
play a role. The interviews were not transcribed verbatim, but audio recordings and summaries of
the answers are available upon request. Out of the eight identified transporters, only three
participated in an interview. One transporter claimed they did not know enough about the measure
to participate in an interview (De Lijn), one transporter found it too early to comment (Thalys), two
transporters did not respond to requests for interviews within the timeframe of the study, despite
repeated reminders (Deutsche Bahn & TEC), and lastly, one transporter was ‘too busy’ to comment
as they were implementing a new business-to-business and customer-relation system (Eurolines).
Due to the limited response rate, this research is restricted, in the sense that not every potential
stakeholder has been interviewed.
In the end, Arriva Netherlands, Flixbus Benelux, and NMBS were willing to participate in an interview
about the PNR measure and its effect on their companies. Flixbus operates long-distance
international buses throughout Europe (Interview Flixbus, 2017). Arriva, a daughter company of
Deutsche Bahn, operates several train, boat, and bus lines throughout the Netherlands (Arriva
Nederland, 2017). Lastly, NMBS is a Belgian train company that operates trains mainly in Belgium,
but also internationally (NMBS, 2017).
Most interviews lasted for about 45 minutes and targeted the assessment of the different causal
mechanism identified. They were less satisfactory in providing concrete numbers to describe exact
effects of the measure as the provisions were yet unknown to the interviewees and available data
on cross-border movements and passenger sensitivity was scarce. Once it became clear the measure
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was still under development, a small pivot in the research was deemed appropriate: it became
relevant to look at the process of the policy implementation and the way its future effects are
investigated. The objective of the study, as such, became more exploratory.
To attain a better understanding of this political process, we contacted the Belgian Ministry of
Internal Affairs, the research institutes (BIVV/INNOS) that are conducting an impact study regarding
the PNR measure in rail, and the Belgian and European passengers’ organizations (TreinTramBus and
EPF, respectively). Unfortunately, the project coordinator from the Ministry did not want to
participate in the research at this stage in time as he wanted the discussions with transporters to
take place in ‘serenity and confidentiality’ (Ministry of Internal Affairs, personal communication, 12th
of June 2017).
The research institutes conducting the impact study were very willing to discuss their study.
Nonetheless, there was not much they could tell about their study at this stage as the exact design
and assignment had not yet been formalised. It seems likely that the implementation of the PNR
measure will be delayed even further as the Minister has stated he wanted to wait for the results of
this impact study.

4. Assessing the Belgian PNR regulation
The potential impact of the PNR regulation is contingent on the political process that will specify the
scope of the measure in greater detail. This process takes place amidst a debate about the legality of
the PNR system within EU law. Therefore, we structure our discussion in three sections. First, we
shed light on both the political process that precedes the implementation of the PNR measure as
well as recent legal developments. In a second section, we discuss the potential impact on crossborder mobility. A third section builds upon the two sections preceding it by addressing the central
question of proportionality.
4.1 Political process and legal sensitivities of the Regulation
The initiative for the measure originated from the Belgian Minister for Internal Affairs, Jan Jambon
(Interview NMBS, 2017). Upon the introduction of the initial proposal, there was a massive pushback
from transporters, through, among others, the Community of European Railways (Interview NMBS,
2017). This organisation includes railway companies such as the NS (Netherlands), SNCF (France),
and the NMBS (Belgium). This heightened salience was echoed in Belgian parliament and resulted in
three modifications, according to the NMBS and Flixbus (Interview FB & NMBS, 2017): (1) the
creation of an international taskforce to implement PNR in the rail sector, (2) the execution of an
impact study towards the effects of the measure in rail, and (3) the reduction of the scope of the
measure to high-speed rail and long-distance international buses. The taskforce installed to
implement PNR in the rail sector has been set up by the Minister of Internal Affairs to give a voice to
the stakeholders in the decision-making process (Interview NMBS, 2017). The impact study is
conducted to assess the gravity of the concerns raised and to explore the optimal way of
implementing the regulation. Lastly, the limitation of the measure’s scope followed on demands by
international rail companies that feared the end of ‘free travel’ in rail (Interview FB & NMBS, 2017).
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As exemplified by Arriva Netherlands, not all companies are equally well-informed about the
contents of the measure (Interview AN, 2017). Since the measure was limited to high-speed rail and
international commercial buses, Arriva did not conduct further investigations into the effects of the
measure as it was irrelevant for their business. It is important to note, furthermore, that even
though NMBS and Flixbus are quite aware of the ongoing process, neither of them has any certainty
about the provisions of the measure and the manner in which the policy will be implemented
(Interview FB & NMBS, 2017).
Another interesting dimension of the political process is that it was the Belgian Federal Ministry of
Internal Affairs that took the initiative for the measure, rather than the Ministry of Mobility, which is
responsible for transportation and mobility (Interview FB & NMBS, 2017). After the terror attacks of
2015, the European Ministers of Internal Affairs agreed on the need for PNR in a conjoined
statement on terrorism, while excluding the Ministers of Mobility from that statement.206 The
Ministry of Mobility had also been excluded from the drafting stages of the PNR regulation.
However, every Koninklijk Besluit – and thus also the implementation of PNR in rail – requires the
assent of all relevant Ministers (Interview NMBS, 2017). At this stage, the Ministry demanded more
attention for transportation companies and requested the NMBS to be included in a study on the
effects of the measure (Interview NMBS, 2017). The Federal Ministry of Mobility is not only
responsible for catering to the interests of the transport industry, it is also in charge of defending the
rights and interests of passengers. Given the consensual mode of decision-making between the
different strands of the executive, we can expect a stronger defense of mobility concerns in the
executive orders.
As mentioned above, the lobbying efforts from potentially affected companies led to the creation of
an international taskforce. This taskforce includes the Netherlands, Belgium, France, and the United
Kingdom. Germany was asked, but declined to be part of the taskforce (Interview FB, 2017).
Moreover, the group also involves several affected firms, i.e. Eurostar, Thalys, and Eurostation, to
partially facilitate the lobbying companies (Interview NMBS, 2017). Nonetheless, important
stakeholders were excluded from this taskforce, which has led to some frustration (Interview NMBS,
2017). The measure’s impending implementation has also created interest in other nations for the
taskforce. This has led to the investigation of a similar PNR regulation in the Netherlands (Interview
FB, 2017). It is important to note, though, that the commitment of the Dutch and French took place
amidst elections where pressure from extreme-right parties was particularly high. Whether they will
truly implement a similar system remains to be seen (Interview TreinTramBus, 2017). Regardless,
coordination to align the design of national PNR systems can help to avoid excessive burdens on
service providers.
While the international taskforce was reportedly to present a common approach paper to the
Justice and Home Affairs Council of March 2017, it recently indicated at a meeting of the Expert
Group on Land Transport Security (LANDSEC) that it would await the results of the aforementioned
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impact assessment.207 This impact study was ordered to address stakeholders’ demands (Interview
NMBS, 2017). After pressure from the Ministry of Mobility, the NMBS was included in this study. The
research will be conducted by BIVV in collaboration with a research institute called INNOS.208 The
results are expected by the end of 2017 (Interview NMBS, 2017).
Besides these political developments, there are also several legal challenges surrounding the
implementation of the PNR regulation. These challenges are twofold: on the one hand, the
regulation pertains to privacy concerns while, on the other hand, it touches upon the free
movement of persons and services. As mentioned above, the processing, retention, and exchange of
EU citizens’ information has already been enshrined in several international agreements. One of
these agreements, the PNR agreement with Canada, has motivated the European Parliament to
request an opinion from the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU). On the 26 July 2017, a
ruling was provided on the legality of the PNR agreement in Opinion 1/15. The Court questioned the
legal basis used for the PNR agreement as well as the protections provided to passenger privacy.209
The implications for the EU’s PNR Directive may, however, be relatively mild as it already addresses
several of the critiques levied against the agreement with Canada.210 For the Belgian PNR regulation,
effects may be further reduced through the executive orders implementing the PNR regulation. The
positive advice of the Privacy Commission on the first of such orders (covering air traffic) seems to
confirm this view.211 Still, the widened scope of the Belgian PNR regulation may yet cause legal
difficulties. The Meijers Committee – an independent group of legal experts that scrutinizes
European proposals – raised concerns over the Belgian PNR measure’s proportionality, citing the
CJEU ruling in Digital Rights Ireland and Seitlinger.212 What is deemed proportional for the processing
and exchange of PNR in air travel may not necessarily apply to transport by land.
A second ground for contestation concerns the freedom of movement within the EU and the
introduction of border controls within the Schengen area. The Directives on Free Movement for EU
Citizens (2004/38/EC Art. 27) and on Free Movement for Services (2006/123/EC Art. 15§3) only
allow the restriction of free movement if it serves an overriding reason of public interest (in casu:
public security) and if it is deemed to be proportional. While the ruling in Opinion 1/15 provides
some support to the idea that the exchange of PNR is proportional to prevent and investigate
serious crimes and terrorism,213 the enlarged scope of the Belgian PNR regulation raises new
questions regarding its proportionality. Seeing that the rules only apply to a limited set of trains and
buses, and seeing that the measure may introduce several hurdles for cross-border mobility (e.g.
through identity checks, nominative ticketing, or the requirement to book in advance), the
207
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regulation may face contestation for violating the freedom of movement or effectively introducing
border controls, which are prohibited in the Schengen area. 214
The complexity and sensitivity of this ongoing process are, arguably, part of the reasons for the
Ministry of Internal Affairs to refuse participation in this study. The Ministry indicated that it does
not want to disturb the ‘discussions’ with transporters and desires ‘serenity and confidentiality,’
which shows the delicate nature of these negotiations (Ministry of Internal Affairs, personal
communication, 12 June, 2017).
4.2 Potential effects of the Belgian PNR Regulation
As the executive orders are still in development and as many companies would not be affected by
the slimmed-down form of the measure, we resorted to two hypothetical scenarios in our
interviews. These ‘scenarios’ were necessary to discuss the potential effects of the measure without
having its final proposal. The first scenario (‘limited’) is a scenario in which the government requires
the transportation companies to ensure that passengers submit a name when buying a ticket. Upon
departure, the transporter must then check whether the names correspond to the names on the
ticket (nominative ticketing). In this scenario, the government does not require that the companies
submit the passenger name records before departure and does not require much more information
than a full name. The second scenario (‘comprehensive’) is a scenario in which the government does
require a 24-hour processing period before departure and orders much more data such as date of
birth, payment information, address, etc.
I.
Influence on the costs of implementing the PNR measure in terms of ICT
Both NMBS and Flixbus affirm that it is impossible to compare international train and bus travel with
aviation. The infrastructure of aviation is much more prepared for a PNR measure as it is a ‘closed
system’ and people almost always buy tickets beforehand (Interview NMBS, 2017). Moreover, the
security agencies are much more pro-active in aviation and execute massive checks, whereas this is
not done for busses and trains (Interview FB, 2017). Any comparison based on such a system is
therefore problematic.
For Flixbus, a limited scenario would not prove to be too costly as Flixbus already operates a
ticketing system that closely resembles this scenario (Interview FB, 2017). Flixbus tickets are sold on
a personal basis, and the driver checks whether a the name on the ticket corresponds to that on an
identification card. The sole costs would lie in operating an IT system that would have to
communicate with the Passenger Information Unit in Belgium. Both the NMBS and Arriva are
opposed to even the limited scenario as their entire infrastructure is not prepared for such a system
(Interview NMBS and AN, 2017). In the Netherlands, for example, it is currently not allowed to
match a person’s identity to the ticket they used for transportation due to privacy laws. Both NMBS
and Arriva agree that the measure would be costly for them to set up and would seriously interfere
with their business model. However, Arriva was unable to provide us with any specific cost
projections as they did not perform an impact study themselves. The NMBS allowed us to review an
early impact assessment, which, however had not yet been updated with the changes in provisions
of the policy and was to remain confidential (see infra). All three transporters were opposed to the
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comprehensive scenario as it would raise the costs for ICT, and they doubted the effectiveness of
such a system, which raises the question of proportionality.
II.
Flexibility passenger
As far as the flexibility of travel for the passenger is concerned, responses varied. As mentioned,
Flixbus already operates a ticketing system in which tickets are non-transferrable. For them, the
limited scenario does not change much as one can still buy tickets from the driver if one has some
form of identification (Interview FB, 2017). Flexibility, in the sense that a passenger can buy a ticket
up to 15 minutes before departure, is one of the main pillars of the Flixbus business model, and they
demand that this flexibility is protected. For all three transporters, the comprehensive scenario
would seriously limit the possibility for passengers to travel last-minute and would be very
problematic for all of them. Massive checks would furthermore lead to high costs and delays. Here,
the importance of a fair ‘playing field’ was emphasised. The transporters are willing to work together
to enhance security, but this should be done in such a way that their competitive position does not
deteriorate in relation to other methods of transportation. Moreover, they argue for the set-up of
an ICT system that is internationally homogenous. This is demanded as the creation of a different ICT
system in every nation would raise costs tremendously for transporters that operate internationally.
The interest expressed by other Member States in such a broadened PNR system thus warrants
additional coordination if costs for transporters are not to spiral out of control.
Flixbus also emphasised that especially in cross-border regions, like the Euregio Meuse-Rhine,
demand for international travel would decline if the flexibility of the passenger was compromised
(Interview FB, 2017). They argue this way as for many of the routes they operate there is not a good
substitute. Especially in the southern part of Dutch Limburg, there are insufficient connections by
international train to meet the demand for travel. The two train companies interviewed, Arriva and
NMBS, argue that their infrastructure is not at all built for such measures and that flexibility is one of
the key tenets of their business model. For all of them, strict security checks would lead to
disruptions in their timetables.
The sole comparable case known to us is the introduction of identity checks for train passengers
travelling from Denmark to Sweden across the Öresund bridge. Passengers were required to arrive
at the train station half an hour before departure. The measure implemented in January 2016
resulted in a drop of commuter tickets by 17% while car traffic across the bridge reached a new
peak.215 The measure was ultimately abolished in May 2017.216 In Belgium, stations serving
international destinations have already been equipped with security check-points since 19 July 2017,
requiring passengers to arrive 20 minutes before departure.217 It is still too soon to assess their
impact.
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III.
Privacy of the traveller
This discussion of privacy is mainly relevant for the possibility of a comprehensive scenario as the
limited scenario is restricted to its interference with the privacy of a traveler. In terms of the effects
that the measure would have on privacy, Flixbus emphasised that if they were to collect such data,
there would need to be a strong legal mandate to do so (Interview FB, 2017). Arriva accentuated
that in the Netherlands, up until recently, there had been a tendency to strengthen privacy
legislation. Therefore, given this tendency, the entire ICT infrastructure was not built for knowing
the personal data of the people using their services.
The NMBS is still strongly controlled by the federal government in some aspects.218 Therefore, in
some of their answers, the NMBS responded by pointing to the responsible federal government
organisations. Discussing the issues that were raised surrounding the privacy of the traveler, NMBS
argued that the federal government should simply consult the federal Privacy Commission. The
transporters that were interviewed were unsure about how passengers would respond to privacy
concerns. However, Arriva commented that simply asking for a ticket already creates tension with
passengers. Therefore, asking for identification as well would create even further tensions between
Arriva’s personnel and the passengers, which would be undesirable.
IV.
Security concerns for service providers
A fourth effect of the PNR measure that also emerged is associated with security effects. Several
issues were raised here. First, the NMBS was afraid that long queueing lines would become a
security issue if any of the two scenarios led to massive security checks (Interview NMBS, 2017).
Arriva’s largest concern is that the identity checks are expected to be done by someone of their
company (possibly a driver) who is not competent and does not have the time to execute such
checks. Flixbus doubts whether the measure will achieve greater security as there are still many
loopholes in the limited scenario (use of false identity cards, other modes of transportation remain
unchecked), while not much data is collected (Interview FB, 2017). That is not to say Flixbus would
rather see more data collected, but they doubt the efficiency of the system in its current form.
Potentially, terrorists could also attack the security check points and security personnel, instead of
attacking the trains and busses themselves.219 Moreover, requiring identification before boarding a
train might cause friction with passengers who are unable to provide such identification, which
causes more undesirable security concerns for transportation personnel. This is something about
which Flixbus was particularly concerned.
V. Security concerns for travellers
Alternatively, the PNR regulation could also stimulate the use of transportation services if consumers
are currently dissuaded due to security concerns. Indeed, following the terrorist attack on the
Thalys, a decline in ticket sales was observed. However, the effect dissipated over the course of six
months.220 This finding is in line with experiences in the UK following the attacks in the London
subway in 2005. Results from the National Rail Passenger Survey show that – even in the immediate
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wake of the attack – the fear of terrorism only ranks third amongst the security concerns (behind
anti-social behavior of other passengers and the lack of visible staff). In less than a year, terrorism
was less of a concern than poor on-station lighting.221 Arriva also doubted whether most of the
crime in public transportation is actually related to terrorism and thus, perhaps, there should be a
different focus in the security policy for public transportation (Interview AN, 2017).
Considering the questionable effectiveness of PNR on terrorism prevention,222 coupled with
passengers’ limited concern for terrorist attacks, it is implied that the positive effects of the PNR
regulation on consumer mobility are relatively minor.
4.3 Questions of proportionality
The transporters that were interviewed all agree on the need for security but think the government
should take a more active role in security checks and should not divert that responsibility to the
transporters. Their employees are put at risk, they do not have the time, to execute such security
checks, and they are not trained to execute those checks. All the transporters interviewed very
strongly doubted the effectiveness of the measure when other modes of cross-border
transportation (cars, regional trains, local buses) are left unchecked. The Council of Europe’s Korff
Report (see footnote 35) further pointed to the ‘dubious reliability’ of any information to be gleaned
from PNR regulations.
The question is whether it is conceivable to have a workable PNR regulation that is both effective in
attaining its security objectives while simultaneously being minimally distortive to cross-border
mobility. This question will also be at the heart of any legal case the regulation may trigger. The
revisions made to the original proposals and further refinements introduced through the
international taskforce have shaven off the rough edges of the proposal. Thus, we have seen carve
outs from the regulation for regional cross-border trains and busses operating under a public service
obligation. We are equally likely to observe a more calibrated approach to gather and process the
solicited passenger data to avoid legal (and political) contestation. At the same time, many of these
revisions have widened the meshes of the net, making it less effective in addressing the security
threats for which the measure was originally designed.
In this context, the range of alternative measures that can be taken to increase security on crossborder travel inevitably enters the picture again. The European Commission, with the approval of
the EU TTE Ministers Council, commissioned a study from Steer Davies Gleave to examine possible
initiatives for improving rail transport security across the EU. Of the thirty-one measures identified
and evaluated, only nine received an unfavorable rating. Nominative ticketing and identity checks
failed the test due to the expected inconvenience for passengers (i.e. delays), the high costs of
implementation, and expected impact on relevant stakeholders.223
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Why did the Belgian government not await the outcomes of the study before adopting the PNR
regulation? The speedy adoption of the PNR regulation suggests that the measure also serves an
internal political purpose, i.e. to show that the government was moving along with its security
agenda. It is particularly telling that an impact assessment was only ordered after the legislation had
been adopted, even though the critiques spelt out in this assessment were known in advance.

5. Conclusions and paths for further research
This research report inquired into the effects of the recent Belgian PNR regulation on the supply and
demand of international transport by land in the Euregio Meuse-Rhine. During the study, it became
apparent that the exact method of implementation is still subject of an ongoing political process in
which many stakeholders are involved. The final scope and extent of the measure is therefore still
pending on the resolution of this political process. To grasp the potential impact of the measure on
cross-border mobility in the Euregio Meuse-Rhine, a greater understanding of these political
processes was deemed necessary.
The only company interviewed to have executed an impact study was the NMBS. However, this
impact study was conducted at a very early stage of the measure’s implementation and was sent to
us on a confidential basis (NMBS, personal communication, 14 June 2017). Given the confidentiality
of the study, no quotes or numbers could be taken out of the information provided. The impact
study does, however, seem to confirm many of the effects identified in the interviews (e.g. difficulty
of practical implementation, deterioration of competitive position towards other modes of
transport, need for international consensus on such decisions, etc.) and it affirms the claims that the
set-up of the required infrastructure would be expensive for rail services (NMBS, personal
communication, 14 of June 2017). The desire for the report to remain confidential again shows the
delicate nature of the discussions taking place between the different stakeholders, which the
involved actors do not want to disturb.
The lobbying efforts of the different international transporters have led to the commissioning of an
impact study. While the current study has not been able to provide conclusive answers, we can
derive several recommendations on the basis of our findings.
First, a future impact study should incorporate the welfare effects on the passengers and not just
the costs for transporters and government. The measure might have a disproportionate effect on
service provision in cross-border regions. For the people in these regions, the possibility to travel
internationally can turn out to be essential for the functioning of their economy and fulfilling their
mobility demands. The identified ‘causal paths’ can form a useful starting point for such an exercise.
An impact study investigating the actual burden of these effects could allow for a judgement on the
proportionality of the measure in relation to its (unintended) consequences.
Second, there is a great need for refined data on cross-border movements and consumer responses
to changes in the transportation services’ price and quality. Currently, there is a significant lack of
data on international EU travel. For example, the Dutch Ministry of Mobility has outsourced the
permit process for international bus routes to a private organisation: KIWA register (Interview FB,
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2017). The information that this organisation collects is not publicly available, so there is no precise
information about the number of travelers who cross the Dutch borders by public transportation.
There is also a need for policy makers to understand the propensity for travelers to switch travel
modes in the light of several considerations such as price, time, and privacy. This is necessary to
assess the extent to which the measure will effectively result in an increase of car use (thus raising
environmental concerns) or a reduction in cross-border movements (compromising the principle of
mobility in the European Union).
Third, clarity about the different parameters that are still negotiable can facilitate the creation of a
useful impact assessment. At this moment, the decisions on the implementation of the PNR measure
are still the object of political conflict between different bureaucratic administrations and even
different nations within Europe (Interview NMBS, 2017). Moreover, once we know about the exact
scope of data collection, a better evaluation can be made regarding the measure’s legality vis-à-vis
EU law.
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The Qualifying Foreign Taxpayer Obligation (“90% rule”): A Quantitative
Ex-Ante Impact Assessment
1. Introduction
This dossier analyses the population of non-resident employees in the Netherland as of 1 December
2014 in order to estimate how many people are potentially affected by the qualifying foreign
taxpayer obligation (“90% rule”) under the Wet Inkomstenbelasting 2001 (hereafter Dutch Income
Tax Act 2001). Entered into force on 1 January 2015, this legislation establishes that non-resident
taxpayers in the Netherlands may benefit from the same deductions and tax credits as resident
taxpayers if they earn 90% of their global income in the Netherlands. The qualifying foreign taxpayer
obligation (hereafter QFTO) replaces the optional scheme, under which non-resident taxpayers
could opt for the same tax treatment as resident taxpayers, even if earning less than 90% of their
global income in the Netherlands. Under the new system, non-resident taxpayers only qualify for
domestic taxpayer status if they earn 90% of their declared world income in the Netherlands, but
they are excluded if their Dutch income is below this threshold.
Both the optional scheme and the QFTO respond to the Schumacker decision of the Court of Justice
of the European Union (ECJ). The ECJ’s preliminary ruling in Schumacker obliges EU Member States
to grant foreign taxpayers who enjoy all or almost all of their income in the Netherlands the same
personal deductions as resident taxpayers.224 After the ECJ ruled that the enjoyment of these
personal benefits as required by EU law cannot be made contingent on the exercise of an option by
the taxpayer,225 the Dutch legislator abolished the optional scheme and enacted a mandatory
income threshold (of 90%) as from 2015 to redefine the target group benefiting from the
Schumacker doctrine. It has been shown that this contradicts the initial position of the legislator
when the Dutch Income Tax Act 2001 was introduced, as well as ECJ decisions explicitly disapproving
of an arbitrary threshold for defining foreign taxpayers’ world income.226 Most recently, the ECJ gave
a preliminary ruling requested by the Hoge Raad (Supreme Court) in the Netherlands in the case X,
also known as the Spanish football broker.227 In this case, the ECJ ruled that the resident taxpayer in
Spain, who earned 60% of his global income in the Netherlands and 40% in Switzerland, was eligible
for Dutch mortgage-interest deductions. The ECJ ruling challenges the legislator’s definition of the
Schumacker doctrine in the case of self-employed individuals as it makes the enjoyment of personal
tax benefits not dependent on satisfying any particular income threshold, but rather contingent on
the issue whether or not these benefits can be enjoyed in the state of residence. Should the state of
residence not be in a position to grant these benefits (because it may not tax sufficient income), the
ECJ ruled, then the state in which the taxpayer is a non-resident should award them in proportion to
the income earned in that state.
In this dossier, we assess the potential cross-border impact of the qualifying foreign taxpayer
obligation. The assessment focuses in particular on non-resident workers who are potentially
224

ECJ 14 February 1995, Case-279/93 (Schumacker), Jur.1995, p. I-225.
ECJ 18 March 2010, Case-440/08 (Gielen), NTFR 2010/795, Jur.2010. p. I-2323.
226
ECJ 10 May 2012, Case C-39/10 (Commission v. Estonia), NTFR 2012/1371; ECJ 09 February 2017, Case C-283/15 (X).
227
ECJ 09 February 2017, Case C-283/15 (X). See also H. Arts and J. Korving, De kwalificerende buitenlandse belastingplicht
van art. 7.8 IB en het EU-recht. In: Grenseffectenrapportage 2016, Institute for Transnational and Euregional cross border
cooperation and Mobility/ITEM, pp. 188-198.
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affected by the 90% rule. In this first inventory of the potential impact of the QFTO, we focus on this
group of persons who are employed in the Netherlands, but reside outside of the Netherlands, as
they are likely the largest group affected by the rule. These non-resident workers, if they neither
earn 90% of their world income in the Netherlands, nor have a sufficient taxable income in their
country of residence, risk forfeiting tax benefits, e.g. mortgage-interest deductions for owneroccupied dwellings. Moreover, the rule may not only impact frontier workers but also have
detrimental economic effects if such non-resident workers decide against an employment in the
Netherlands and prefer to work in their country of residence. In such a scenario, especially
employers in border regions should be concerned, given that the majority of non-resident workers
are employed in areas along the Dutch border. Furthermore, nearly half of all non-resident workers
are part-time employees who may be affected by the 90% threshold if (i) they have a second source
of income in the country of residence or a third country, and (ii) their partners are not entitled to the
status of qualifying foreign tax subject.
In the following, the dossier provides a statistical overview of the group of non-resident workers on
1 December 2014, one month before the 90% rule came into force. In this manner, we provide an
ex-ante estimate of the potential cross-border impact of the QFTO introduced in 2015. Furthermore,
the dossier maps out future avenues for data acquisition and analysis to prepare the ground for an
ex-post assessment of the legislation’s effect on cross-border worker mobility in the EU.

2.

Objectives & Method

2.1 The Effects Today and In the Future: Ex-Post or Ex-Ante
This dossier employs an ex-ante approach in estimating the number of non-resident employees in
the Netherlands as of 1 December 2014, one month before the status of the qualifying foreign tax
subject under Article 7.8 of the Dutch Income Tax Act 2001 was amended. On the one hand, this
estimation shows how many individuals and which demographic sub-groups are likely to be affected
by the change in legislation. On the other hand, it establishes the status quo of non-resident
employment in the Netherlands in 2014, which serves as a baseline against which future statistics
can be evaluated.
Generally, assessing the effect of the 90% rule on labour mobility requires information on nonresident workers who filed a tax return in the Netherlands. The number of tax returns by nonresidents for a fiscal year indicates which individuals from the population of non-resident workers
claimed tax deductions under the optional scheme in 2014. Thus, they are the group of non-resident
workers potentially affected by the QFTO if they earn less than 90% of their world income in the
Netherlands. Non-resident workers who did not claim a tax refund at the end of a fiscal year did not
make use of the optional scheme.
The data used in this impact assessment was provided by Statistics Netherlands and is made
available in the harmonized output database of the Stelsel van Sociaal-statistische Bestanden (SSB),
which provides processed registry data from various public administrations. However, tax registry
data for the non-resident population is not processed and integrated into the SSB. In the absence of
usable tax registry data at Statistics Netherlands (see section 4 below), we use data from the
Polisadministratie and link these with data from the Municipal Personal Records Database (BRP). The
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BRP contains personal information, such as the address of residence, age, and gender of all
individuals who register with and currently live in a Dutch municipality. Both are contained in the
SSB and can be connected by using an individual’s random identification number (RIN). Similar to the
BSN, the RIN identifies individuals in all Dutch registries and even in survey data, so that
observations for individuals can be linked across different sources. The Polisadministratie is a
registry managed by the Employee Insurance Agency or ‘Uitvoeringsinstituut
Werknemersverzekeringen’ (UWV). It registers income data for employees in the Netherlands
including information on social security contributions, pensions, and life insurances. The register lists
only contracted employees for whom employers withhold payroll tax on their monthly salary
(loonbelasting). Some of these individuals may request a tax return or are obliged to file one.
By linking data from the Polisadministratie and the Municipal Personal Records Database, it is
possible to identify the population of non-resident employees who are subject to payroll tax in the
Netherlands. Consequently, non-resident employees are defined as those persons included in the
Polisadministratie who are not registered in the Municipal Personal Records Database. In other
words, linking the registries and eliminating the resident population from the employment data
enables us to identify the target population as of 1 December 2014, one month before the 90% rule
took effect. A limited set of background information is available for this population. In the following,
this group is analysed by demographic characteristics,228 country of residence, nationality,
employment status and sector, as well as the region of employment in the Netherlands.
At present, the dossier can only provide a preliminary ex-ante assessment of the potential impact of
the 90% rule. This prepares the ground for analysing whether the QFTO is associated with variation
in the population of non-resident workers. An ex-post assessment is not possible at the moment as it
encounters two challenges: one related to the time lag with which data for an assessment is
collected and processed; another related to data availability on cross-border issues, particularly nonresident workers. Firstly, the assessment cannot be ex post because income data is only available up
until the end of 2014 and not for a sequence of years following the legislation. Secondly, the
assessment can only be a preliminary estimation because tax registry data for non-resident
employees is generally not processed and accessible through the data system of Statistics
Netherlands. Therefore, section 4 explains which data sources can be made available for future
assessments.
2.2 Definitions: Non-Resident Employees, Employment Status, Border Region
The dossier defines non-resident workers as individuals who work but do not reside in the
Netherlands. This definition excludes self-employed people as data from the Polisadministratie, only
including contracted employees who pay income tax through monthly deductions from their salary
by their employer. To become a qualifying foreign taxpayer under Article 7.8 Dutch Income Tax Act
2001, non-resident workers must (1) be a resident in a EU Member State or a state which is party to
the EEA, Switzerland or the BES islands, (2) earn 90% or more of their income in the Netherlands, (3)
provide a certified statement of income from the tax authority in their country of residence to the
228

Information on the age group distribution among non-resident workers is unreliable as only the age of 32.3% of the
population is known. The missing data for this variable exemplify the fact that data from the original registry (the
Polisadministratie contains the age for all individuals) is lost along the processing stages from the input raw data to the
output data system (SSB).
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Dutch tax authority. Exceptions apply to pensioners and taxpayers who are not taxable for the entire
year in the Netherlands.
To assess which groups are particularly affected by the 90% rule, the dossier presents non-resident
employees disaggregated by employment status, gender, nationality, country of residence,
professional sector, and COROP of employment. Employment status refers to the contracted
number of weekly hours worked by an employee. Employees work either full-time, defined as a full
day and week job, or part-time, defined as a special arrangement between the employee and the
employer that determines the number of work hours below full-time employment. Non-resident
workers’ nationality refers to the country of which they hold citizenship. This is not necessarily their
country of residence. For instance, a substantial number of German and Belgian residents has the
Dutch nationality. In the data set that was used for this analysis, nationality is disaggregated by the
major groups within the population: Dutch, Polish, Belgian, and German. The category ‘Other’ refers
to citizens from any other state including non-European nationals. Likewise, only the major countries
of residence of non-resident employees (Poland, Belgium, and Germany) are on display in the
descriptive statistics below. Based on the statistical classification of economic activities in the
European Community (NACE), non-residents are also grouped by sector of employment. Jobs are
attributed to NACE and then aggregated by four employment sectors: (1) agriculture, (2) industrial
jobs, e.g. in textile manufacturing, (3) commercial services in the private sector such as banking,
commerce or marketing as well as (4) public and social services including teachers or nursing jobs.
Furthermore, the dossier defines border region as the Dutch NUTS3/COROP areas that are directly
located along the Dutch-Belgian and Dutch-German borders, in distinction to COROP areas that are
non-border regions. In total, there are 40 COROP areas in the Netherlands, 14 of which are border
regions. Five areas are located along the Belgian border (Zeeuwsch-Vlaanderen, Overig Zeeland,
West-Noord-Brabant, Midden-Noord-Brabant, Zuidoost-Noord-Brabant), seven along the German
border
(Oost-Groningen,
Zuidoost-Drenthe,
Noord-Overijssel,
Twente,
Achterhoek,
Arnhem/Nijmegen, Noord-Limburg), and two (Midden-Limburg and Zuid-Limburg) share a border
with both Germany and Belgium. Our definition of border region only refers to the Netherlands, but
excludes German or Belgian NUTS3 regions that share a border with the Netherlands. To date this
information is not available because only the country but not the exact address of residence outside
the Netherlands is available from the data on non-resident workers.
2.3 The Theme of Investigation: Principles, Benchmarks, Indicators
2.3.1 Theme of Dossier
This impact assessment aims to estimate the number of non-resident workers that are potentially
affected by the introduction of the 90% rule under Article 7.8 of the Dutch Income Tax Act 2001. The
QFTO is expected to affect European integration more generally and the freedom of movement of
workers and of establishment in particular (Art. 45 and Art. 49 TFEU). By assessing the status quo on
1 December 2014, one month before the new tax regime took effect, the results of this dossier can
be considered a benchmark against which future statistics should be evaluated. As data from the tax
registry is not readily available for non-resident workers, section 3 of this dossier presents statistics
on the population’s demographic characteristics and employment-related information, which is
often associated with the decision to file a tax return. Therefore, the potential effect of the new tax
system on the number of non-resident employees can only be assumed.
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2.3.2 Principles, Benchmarks, and Indicators for a Positive Situation in the Border Region
Table 1: Principle, Benchmarks and Indicators for assessing the impact of the QFTO on European integration

Theme

Principles

Benchmarks

Indicators

European
integration

Article 45 TFEU Freedom
of Movement for Workers

The situation on 1
December 2014 is the
benchmark for free
movement of labour and
the proper application of
the Schumacker
doctrine.

The number of non-resident
workers in the Netherlands
who have submitted a tax
return in 2014 serves as a
benchmark for assessing
the effect of the 90% rule
on this group. As tax
registry data is not
available yet, the number
of non-resident workers in
general serves as a proxy.

Article 49 TFEU Freedom
of Establishment (for selfemployed)
Case C-279/93
(Schumacker)
(“Schumacker Doctrine”)

3. Evaluation of the Theme European Integration
The qualifying foreign taxpayer obligation (90% rule) likely has an adverse effect on labour mobility
in the cross-border region and the number of non-resident workers. This is problematic as many
employers benefit from intra-EU labour mobility in the light of labour or skills shortages. It is
expected that employers must increase incentives for retaining experienced and skilled non-resident
workers in their companies because the indirect costs for some non-residents increase under the
new regulation. The following accounts for the situation of non-resident workers in the Netherlands
in December 2014. First, the assessment maps out the potentially affected groups and sectors. Next,
it zooms in on the cross-border region and South Limburg in particular.
3.1 Identifying the Population and Sub-Groups of Non-Resident Workers
Overall, there are 131.2 thousand non-resident employees in the Netherlands. This number does not
include self-employed non-resident workers because employment data comes from the
Polisadministratie, which registers employees by their employer, who deducts payroll tax
(loonbelasting), social security (SVB) and pension fund contributions from their monthly salary.
Table 2 shows that Dutch citizens represent the largest sub-group of non-resident workers in the
Netherlands (43.4 thousand). They mostly live in Belgium (22.5 thousand) and Germany (16.1
thousand). Another third of non-residents are Polish nationals (42.6 thousand), most of whom reside
in Poland (41.3 thousand) and a far smaller, yet remarkable number in Germany (2.6 thousand).
Polish residents also constitute the biggest group of non-resident workers in the Netherlands,
followed by Belgian (38.4 thousand) and German residents (34.3 thousand). Belgian and German
residents more likely commute to the Dutch border regions on a daily basis as they live in the
neighbouring countries. Commuters may more likely claim tax returns from the Dutch authorities for
transport-related costs. Further, some persons only decide to reside in Belgium or Germany because
of the favourable housing prices (Dossier 1 on Dutch-German Tax Treaty, Impact Assessment 2016)
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but still consider the Netherlands as their fiscal domicile. Surprisingly, the number of German and
Belgian citizens is nearly 3 times smaller than the number of Polish and Dutch nationals (11.4% and
11.0% of non-resident workers, respectively). All other nationalities and foreign residents who work
in the Netherlands make up 11.6% of the population. Therefore, they are not listed at disaggregated
level but merged into the category ‘Other’. Numbers and rates for these groups are available on
request.
Table 2: Number of non-resident employees (in thousands) by country of residence, nationality, and
employment status
Country of residence
Germany

Employment status
Nationality

Full-time

Part-time

NL

9.4

6.7

16.1

DE

9.5

4.4

14.0

PL

1.6

1.0

2.6

Other

0.9

0.5

1.4

Missing

0.3

0.0

0.3

21.7

12.6

34.3

NL

12.9

9.7

22.5

BE

8.2

6.1

14.3

Other

1.0

0.5

1.5

Missing

0.1

0.1

0.2

22.1

16.3

38.4

NL

0.4

0.4

0.9

PL

17.6

22.1

39.7

Other

0.3

0.4

0.7

Missing

0.0

0.0

0.0

18.3

22.9

41.3

NL

2.8

1.2

4.0

Other

6.5

6.6

13.1

Missing

0.2

0.0

0.2

9.4

7.8

17.2

NL

25.4

18.0

43.4

DE

10.0

4.9

14.9

BE

8.3

6.1

14.4

PL

19.4

23.2

42.6

Other

7.9

7.3

15.2

Missing

0.5

0.2

0.7

71.6

59.6

131.2

Total
Belgium

Nationality

Total
Poland

Nationality

Total
Other

Nationality

Total
Total

Nationality

Total

Total

The majority of non-resident workers (54.6%) is employed full-time. This ratio is only partly reflected
when data on employment status is disaggregated by nationality and country of residence (table 2).
Whereas German, Belgian, and Other residents work predominantly full-time in the Netherlands,
Polish residents are more often employed part-time. Similarly, Dutch, German, Belgian, and Other
nationals are more often in full-time rather than in part-time employment, while Polish nationals
more likely work part-time. As Poland, unlike Germany and Belgium, is not a Dutch border country, a
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possible scenario would be that of a Polish worker resident in the Netherlands for seasonal
employment who returns to his/her country of residence for other employment. Part-time workers
may be particularly concerned by the 90% rule, because they more likely have other employment or
another source of income outside the Netherlands. Consequently, part-time workers are less likely
to earn 90% of their global income in the Netherlands. Thus, they pay income taxes on the share of
their income earned in the Netherlands but do not receive the same tax deductions as resident
workers and non-resident workers earning at least 90% of their income in the Netherlands.
Full-time employees who file a tax return may also be affected by the 90% rule. Their income is not
only calculated based on their salary, since non-resident workers submit a financial statement from
their country of residence to the Dutch authorities, which also accounts for income generated from
assets (-liabilities). Especially expatriated Dutch nationals who work in the Netherlands may be
adversely affected as they are most likely informed about Dutch tax regulations. A situation is
conceivable where a Dutch national bought a property in the country of residence under the
assumption to benefit from the same mortgage-interest rate deductions (‘hypotheekrentaftrek’) as
domestic taxpayers, even if earning less than 90% of the world income in the Netherlands. This
situation changed as of 1 January 2015, and the individuals earning less than 90% of their world
income in the Netherlands no longer benefit from these deductions while being levied payroll taxes.
In the case of self-employment, the ECJ considers this law a violation of the freedom of
establishment (Art.49 TFEU).229
Furthermore, more men than women may be directly affected by the 90% rule. Of all non-resident
employees, 89 thousand (68%) are men, 42 thousand (32%) women. The gender balance does not
vary significantly across the employees’ country of residence, except for residents from countries
other than Belgium, Poland, and Germany (Figure 1). Moreover, most non-resident employees are
over 25 years old (2.1% are aged between 15 and 25). 15.7% are between 25 and 45 years old and
13.9% are over 45 and under 65. 0.7% are older than 65. Thus, especially middle-aged employees,
who more likely have a family with younger children, are potentially targeted by the legislation. This
age group more likely invests in real estate, but can no longer benefit from mortgage-interest rate
deductions if the household income earned in the Netherlands is below the 90% threshold.
However, as mentioned before, when interpreting information on the age group distribution among
non-resident workers, it is important to acknowledge that this information is not yet complete.

229

ECJ 16 October 2008, Case C-527/06 (Renneberg), NTFR 2008/2144, Jur. 2008, p. I-7735.
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Figure 3. Gender distribution among non-resident workers by country of residence
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The 90% rule also has a differential effect across work sectors. 65.2% of non-resident workers are
employees in the commercial service sector, 17% work in industrial jobs, 14.4% work in noncommercial, and 3.4% in agriculture (absolute numbers are displayed by nationality in Figure 2). The
relatively small primary sector mainly employs Polish nationals (81.1%). The secondary sector is
dominated by Dutch nationals who reside outside the Netherlands (38.6%), but also employs a
significant share of German and Belgian nationals (18.6% and 18.1%, respectively). The commercial
service sector, which is the largest employer of non-resident workers in the Netherlands, is
dominated by Polish (42.8%) and Dutch nationals (25.1%). The non-commercial service sector mainly
employs Dutch nationals (68.6%), followed by Belgian citizens (19.4%). Comparatively few German
(6.9%) and Polish nationals (0.9%) work in this sector.
Disaggregated in 20 NACE sectors (A – U), the largest group of non-residents (50.2 thousand) works
in administrative and support service activities (NACE N) including jobs in the rental and leasing
business, travel agencies, call centres, security and investigation, cleaning, or office administration.
Polish nationals constitute by far the majority in this group: 33.6k Polish nationals compared to the
second largest group, 3836 Dutch nationals, exercise these professions. The second largest group of
non-residents works in manufacturing (NACE C) (16.6 thousand). Most of these employees are Dutch
nationals (6.4 thousand), followed by Belgian (3.5 thousand) and German (3.2 thousand) citizens.
Trade (NACE G) is the third largest sector for non-resident employees (14.0 thousand). Most jobs in
this sector are occupied by Dutch nationals (6.9 thousand). All other sectors employ less than 10% of
the non-resident worker population.
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Figure 4. Number of non-resident employees by sector and nationality
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3.2 Potential Effects of the QFTO on the Border Region
Zooming in on the border region, it is clear that cross-border labour mobility is particularly relevant
for Dutch border regions (table 3). The 14 COROP areas along the Dutch-German and Dutch-Belgian
borders employ the majority of non-resident workers (63.4%). Most of them are Belgian or German
residents, hence they likely commute to their workplace on a daily basis. The map in Figure 3 reveals
that the area of the Southern Netherlands benefits most from the freedom of movement for
workers inside the EU. Compared to other regions, the COROPS in this Province employ most nonresident workers in absolute terms and relative to the total employed population. Belgian residents
mostly work in Zuid-Limburg (33.0%), Zuidoost-Noord-Brabant (19.7%), and West-Noord-Brabant
(11.1%), which are COROPS that share a border with Belgium. German residents mostly work in
Twente (21.3%), Noord-Limburg (13.3%), Arnhem/Nijmegen (10.4%), Zuid-Limburg (9.7%), and
Achterhoek (9.0%), which are all regions located along the Dutch-German border.
In addition, Zuid-Limburg and Midden-Limburg hold a special position because they share a border
with both Germany and Belgium. Zuid-Limburg is the region with the largest number of non-resident
employees in the Netherlands (16.7 thousand). While only 20% of them are German residents, 76%
live in Belgium. Zuid-Limburg is also the COROP area with the highest rate of non-residents workers
relative to the total employed population in the region. 6.63% of the total employed population in
this area commute across the border, mostly from Belgium (5.25%), but also from Germany (1.35%)
(Figure 3; see Table A3 for details). While the number of non-resident employees is relatively small
in Midden-Limburg, it is one of the COROP areas with the highest rate of non-resident employees
relative to the employed population (3.63%). Hence, the 90% rule likely reduces the positive effects
of EU labour mobility in the Dutch border regions. While some workers may be willing to move to
the Netherlands, others might decide to change their employer to benefit from tax deductions in
their country of residence.
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Table 3. Non-resident employees by NUTS3/ COROP areas in thousands and relative to total number of nonresident employees
NUTS1 region (landsdeel)

NUTS3/COROP region

Number (1000s)

%

Northern Netherlands

Oost-Groningen

0.6

0.5

Delfzijl en omgeving

0.2

0.2

Overig Groningen

0.7

0.5

Noord-Friesland

0.1

0.1

Zuidwest-Friesland

0.1

0.1

Zuidoost-Friesland

0.1

0.1

Noord-Drenthe

0.3

0.3

Zuidoost-Drenthe

1.5

1.1

Zuidwest-Drenthe

0.3

0.2

Noord-Overijssel

1.0

0.8

Zuidwest-Overijssel

0.2

0.1

Twente

8.0

6.1

Veluwe

2.1

1.6

Achterhoek

3.7

2.9

Arnhem/Nijmegen

5.2

4

Zuidwest-Gelderland

2.5

1.9

Flevoland

1.5

1.2

Utrecht

8.7

6.7

Kop van Noord-Holland

1.9

1.5

Alkmaar en omgeving

0.3

0.2

IJmond

0.6

0.5

Agglomeratie Haarlem

0.6

0.5

Zaanstreek

0.2

0.1

Groot-Amsterdam

5.9

4.5

Het Gooi en Vechtstreek
Agglomeratie Leiden en
Bollenstreek

0.4

0.3

1.7

1.3

Agglomeratie's-Gravenhage

2.0

1.5

Delft en Westland

2.0

1.5

Oost-Zuid-Holland

0.8

0.6

Groot-Rijnmond

6.4

4.9

Zuidoost-Zuid-Holland

2.3

1.8

Zeeuwsch-Vlaanderen

1.9

1.5

Overig Zeeland

0.8

0.6

West-Noord-Brabant

8.1

6.2

Midden-Noord-Brabant

4.7

3.6

Noordoost-Noord-Brabant

3.5

2.7

Zuidoost-Noord-Brabant

11.0

8.4

Noord-Limburg

11.2

8.6

Midden-Limburg

3.9

3

Zuid-Limburg

16.7

12.7

Missing

7.3

5.6

Total

131.2

100

Eastern Netherlands

Western Netherlands

Southern Netherlands
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Figure 5. Commuting non-resident workers from Belgium (left) and Germany (right) as share of the total
employed population by COROP/NUTS3 region
Share of employees from … to … percent
Below 0,1
0,1 - 0,24
0,25 - 0,99
1-3
3 and higher

Share of Belgian commuters in
total employed population

Share of German commuters in
total employed population

4. Conclusions from a Euregional Perspective
4.1 Substantive conclusions
In conclusion, this impact assessment identified and analysed the population of non-resident
workers in the Netherlands as of 1 December 2014 in the context of the introduction of the
Qualifying Foreign Taxpayer Obligation (90% rule) in January 2015. Overall, there are over 130
thousand non-resident employees. Part-time employees in the Netherlands who have another
source of income outside the Netherlands are particularly likely to be affected by the 90% threshold
if they file a tax return. Dutch nationals, who mainly (but not exclusively) reside in Belgium or
Germany, as well as Polish nationals constitute the major groups among non-resident employees.
Yet, there are also significant groups of German and Belgian nationals who reside in their country
and work in the Netherlands who may be affected by the new legislation. Across all nationalities,
most non-resident workers are employed in the commercial service sector. Yet, a sizable number of
Dutch nationals work in the public and social services as well as in the industrial manufacturing
sector. While the number of Polish nationals is highest in the commercial service sector, they
represent the major share of agricultural non-resident workers. These sectors may have experienced
a decline in non-resident workforce after the 90% rule took effect.
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In addition, the border region is highly affected by the shift from the optional scheme to the
qualifying 90% regime. Over 60 per cent of all non-resident workers are employed in the 14 COROP
regions along the Dutch-German and the Dutch-Belgian borders. Many of these non-resident
workers commute from Belgium or Germany. South Limburg, the COROP region that employs nearly
10 per cent of all non-resident workers, may experience a decline in EU workers who do not live in
the Netherlands. Thus, the 90% rule likely decreases worker mobility inside the EU, especially in the
border region. Paradoxically, while the interpretation of the Schumacker doctrine by the Dutch
legislator sought to transpose European law to Dutch law, its implementation likely infringes on the
principles of European freedom of movement.

4.2 Future Outlook
This impact assessment can only be ex ante and preliminary because of three challenges that were
encountered during the data collection process. First, at the time of completing this report (11
August 2017), processed tax returns are only complete for the fiscal year 2014. Non-resident
taxpayers are required to submit an income statement from their country of residence to submit
their tax returns in the Netherlands. Consequently, they submit their tax returns relatively late, up to
3 years after the end of the fiscal year of reference. If the 90% rule has an effect on a non-resident
employees’ decision to work in the Netherlands, it likely does not show immediately after the
legislation took effect but with a one or two year time lag. Thus, changes will only become
noticeable in tax registry data as of the fiscal year 2016, which will not be complete before 2019.
Consequently, an ex-post assessment is only possible with a significant delay. Forecasting techniques
using observations on tax subjects from previous years could make early income tax-related
predictions. However, they may not be easily exploited in this case, because the QFTO creates
unstable forecasting conditions by changing the legal setting.
Second, for an assessment of the ex-post impact of the new tax regime, data must include relevant
information about taxpayers’ income in the Netherlands, in their country of residence, and possibly
in third countries. However, tax registry data for non-residents, particularly their exact income
situation, is not readily available. From the Polisadministratie, it is impossible to distinguish between
non-resident workers who pay social security contributions and income taxes but do not submit a
financial statement in the Netherlands and those who do declare their income situation. Although
Statistics Netherlands receives the original data on all tax subjects in the Netherlands from the Dutch
tax authority, the relevant tax registry data for non-residents is only available as raw data and still
requires formatting, variable selection, and ID-encrypting (RIN) before being accessible in the
harmonized output data base (SSB). In the future, this data could be made available, which would
allow an ex-post impact assessment of the QFTO on the cross-border economy, including labourmarket dynamics and the attractiveness of the cross-border region for employers and employees.
Importantly, the raw data also includes a variable indicating whether a non-resident applied for
domestic taxpayer status. Changes in this variable relative to the total number of non-resident
employees should be observed over time to assess the effects of the 90% rule. This exercise involves
non-standard activities and thus involves substantial resources and amounts of time to carry out
these tasks. Therefore, this should be carefully planned. A quantitative assessment could be
combined with qualitative interviews with HR managers and employees to assess their experience
with the new tax rule.
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Third, this dossier uses a minimal definition of the term border region as it excludes German and
Belgian regions along the Dutch border. This information is of particular use to evaluate whether the
effects of the QFTO are more pronounced in the Euregion. For example, a more general impact
assessment could include implications of the tax regime on the local housing market in some of the
areas that are interesting for frontier workers, both on the Dutch side of the border, as well as in
Germany and Belgium. Unfortunately, data on the exact address of non-resident workers in their
country of residence is not yet available. However, in the course of 2017, the so-called ‘non-resident
registration’ (niet-ingezetenen registratie) will be made available by Statistics Netherlands within the
SSB. Consequently, future assessments can be more accurate with regards to the non-resident
workers’ identity, their precise tax situation, and country of residence.
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5. Annex
Table A1. Number and share of non-resident employees in COROP areas along the Belgian and the German
borders

NUTS3/ COROP area

Frequency

Percent

Valid
Percent

Oost-Groningen

0.6

0.5

0.5

Zuidoost-Drenthe

1.5

1.1

1.2

Noord-Overijssel

1.0

0.8

0.8

Twente

8.0

6.1

6.5

Achterhoek

3.7

2.9

3

Arnhem/Nijmegen

5.2

4

4.2

Noord-Limburg

11.2

8.6

9.1

Zeeuwsch-Vlaanderen

1.9

1.5

1.6

Overig Zeeland

0.8

0.6

0.7

West-Noord-Brabant

8.1

6.2

6.5

Midden-Noord-Brabant

4.7

3.6

3.8

Zuidoost-Noord-Brabant

11.0

8.4

8.9

Midden-Limburg

3.9

3

3.2

Zuid-Limburg

16.7

12.7

13.5

Other COROP

45.4

34.6

36.6

Valid Total

123.9

94.4

100

Missing

7.3

5.6

Total

131.2

100

COROP along
German border

COROP along
Belgian border

Along both
borders
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Table A2. Number and relative share of non-resident workers by region and employment status
Employment Status
Full-time
Zuid-Limburg

DE

1.9

1.4

3.3

BE

7.1

5.6

12.7

PL

0.2

0.2

0.5

Other

0.1

0.1

0.2

9.4

7.4

16.7

DE

0.8

0.5

1.4

BE

1.2

0.8

2.0

PL

0.2

0.2

0.4

Other

0.1

0.1

0.2

2.2

1.7

3.9

DE

13.4

7.4

20.8

BE

0.5

0.3

0.8

PL

3.3

4.4

7.7

Other

1.1

1.0

2.1

18.2

13.1

31.3

DE

1.1

0.5

1.6

BE

9.6

6.7

16.4

PL

2.8

3.9

6.7

Other

1.0

0.9

1.9

14.5

12.0

26.5

3.7

2.2

5.9

Sub-Total
Midden-Limburg

Sub-Total
COROP area along German
border

Sub-Total
COROP area along Belgian
border

Sub-Total
Other

DE
BE

3.5

2.6

6.0

PL

10.8

12.9

23.7

5.7

4.1

9.8

23.6

21.8

45.4

DE

21.7

12.6

34.3

BE

22.

16.3

38.4

PL

18.3

22.9

41.3

9.4

7.8

17.2

Other
Sub-Total
Total

Other
Missing

Total

Part-time

3.6

3.7

7.3

71.6

59.6

131.2
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Table A3. Commuters from Belgium and Germany relative to COROP regions’ employed population
Share of non-residents in total employed
population
NUTS1 region
German
Belgian
(landsdeel)
NUTS3/ COROP region
residents
residents
Total
Northern Netherlands Oost-Groningen
1.06%
0.02%
1.08%

Eastern Netherlands

Western Netherlands

Southern Netherlands

Delfzijl en omgeving

0.28%

0.10%

0.38%

Overig Groningen

0.25%

0.03%

0.28%

Noord-Friesland

0.04%

0.01%

0.05%

Zuidwest-Friesland

0.04%

0.03%

0.07%

Zuidoost-Friesland

0.04%

0.01%

0.05%

Noord-Drenthe

0.23%

0.01%

0.24%

Zuidoost-Drenthe

1.86%

0.06%

1.92%

Zuidwest-Drenthe

0.35%

0.02%

0.37%

Noord-Overijssel

0.41%

0.03%

0.43%

Zuidwest-Overijssel

0.20%

0.02%

0.22%

Twente

2.79%

0.03%

2.82%

Veluwe

0.25%

0.05%

0.30%

Zuidwest-Gelderland

0.21%

0.16%

0.37%

Achterhoek

2.01%

0.03%

2.04%

Arnhem/Nijmegen

1.15%

0.08%

1.22%

Flevoland

0.06%

0.07%

0.13%

Utrecht

0.18%

0.22%

0.41%

Kop van Noord-Holland

0.06%

0.03%

0.09%

Alkmaar en omgeving

0.02%

0.02%

0.04%

IJmond

0.08%

0.03%

0.11%

Agglomeratie Haarlem

0.03%

0.04%

0.06%

Zaanstreek

0.03%

0.12%

0.15%

Groot-Amsterdam

0.07%

0.11%

0.18%

Het Gooi en Vechtstreek

0.06%

0.11%

0.16%

Agglomeratie ‘s-Gravenhage

0.04%

0.12%

0.16%

Delft en Westland
Agglomeratie Leiden en
Bollenstreek

0.06%

0.10%

0.16%

0.02%

0.09%

0.12%

Oost-Zuid-Holland

0.08%

0.08%

0.16%

Groot-Rijnmond

0.10%

0.21%

0.31%

Zuidoost-Zuid-Holland

0.09%

0.25%

0.33%

Zeeuwsch-Vlaanderen

0.04%

4.69%

4.74%

Overig Zeeland

0.03%

0.31%

0.34%

West-Noord-Brabant

0.11%

1.50%

1.61%

Midden-Noord-Brabant

0.11%

1.16%

1.28%

Noordoost-Noord-Brabant

0.31%

0.21%

0.52%

Zuidoost-Noord-Brabant

0.27%

2.06%

2.32%

Noord-Limburg

3.38%

0.23%

3.62%

Midden-Limburg

1.49%

2.14%

3.63%

Zuid-Limburg

1.38%

5.25%

6.63%
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4. Preliminary Research
4.1 Euregional mindset in two Euregions
Student Group from Fontys Hogeschool Venlo,
Coordinator Christopher Neller
This student research project, undertaken by a group of students from Fontys Hogeschool Venlo,
dealt with the awareness of citizens with respect to the Euregions.230 Further, their knowledge,
thinking and emotional attitude regarding the neighbours, institutions, labor markets, etc. is
analyzed. This results in the heading ‘euregional mindset’. The assumption was that the structure of
a Euregion, its general strategic approaches and objectives could have an impact on the specific
mindset of the citizens. Do we see big differences in the mindset within and between two different
Euregions? In this respect, the Euregio Meuse-Rhine (EMR) and the euregio rhine-meuse-north
(ermn) were compared. How do citizens think about the Euregion? What do they know about it and
is there a correlation towards the mentioned differences? The aim of the study was to collect some
first results in order to stimulate further research.
For this purpose, a survey was conducted in the two Euregions mentioned above to get first ideas on
the mindset of the inhabitants. With 204 respondents, the sample size of the survey was relatively
small. Therefore, the analysis can only be regarded as a first indication for future research on the
topic “Euregional mindset”.
Comparing the two Euregions is particularly interesting since they show significant differences. In
the first place, there different governance structures are established. In contrast to the ermn
including only partners from Germany and the Netherlands, the EMR includes partners from
Germany, the Netherlands and Belgium. Whereas in the ermn two languages are spoken (Dutch and
German), the EMR deals with three, Dutch, German and French. Further, in the ermn politicians
from municipalities and districts next to representatives of the chambers of commerce (German
Industrie- und Handelskammern (IHK)) are the active stakeholders in the organization. These are
members of the Euregional institution that amongst others decide together about European
subsidies for cross-border projects. In contrast, the local level does not play a major role in the EMR
but the provinces next to the Belgian community and the Zweckverband Aachen.
1. Euregions and European Integration
The Euregio Meuse-Rhine as well as the euregio rhine-meuse-north base their strategies on the
Lisbon Treaty. The euregio rhine-meuse-north set up the Vision 2014-2020+ coming into force on
the 31st of October 2013.231 In spring 2013, the Euregio Meuse-Rhine presented its new strategy
EMR2020.232 Both strategies partly cover similiar topics but then follow different strategies.233 Both

230

Instead of the term „Euregion“, terms like „Euregio“or „Euroregion“ can be used. This report uses the term „Euregion“.
The term will refer to the institution itself rather than the border-area which is covered by a particular Euregion (cf.
Giessen, van der, M. (2014), p.7)
231
euregio rhine-meuse-north, http://euregio-rmn.de/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/2015-03-17_euregioVision_Webversion.compressed.pdf (accessed the 01.06.2017)
232
Euregio Meuse Rhine, http://www.euregio-mr.com/de/intern/pdf/EMR2020-D.pdf, (accessed the 01.06.2017)
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Euregions want to promote EU-Integration and want to be seen as dynamic and creative European
border regions.
Being asked about open borders and the general perception of the EU, the answers of the
respondents showed interesting differences between both Euregional areas. According to the
survey, respondents in the EMR are more open-minded towards the EU than in the ermn. In the
EMR, especially the Belgian respondents were most open-minded towards the EU, followed by the
Dutch and the Germans. So the difference between the respondents in the EMR and ermn is to
some extent a result of the fact that in the EMR there are more Europe-minded Belgians. Also in the
ermn, the Dutch respondents were more in favour of European Integration than the German
respondents. As both Euregions just mention to promote the EU Integration but do not set up
concrete objectives, it was not possible to make any link between the official objectives of the
Euregions and these findings. The general support of European Integration is mentioned in both
strategic documents. However, there are interesting research questions for future studies: Are there
really differences related to nationality with respect to the general support for European Integration
in the Euregions? Or is there a strong correlation between a positive European and Euregional
mindset?
In the Lisbon Treaty, it says that deepening the peoples’ solidarity while respecting their history,
culture and traditions is the key for success.234 Both Euregions officially support the exchange of
cultural institutions and want to promote the participation in a lively Euregional cultural programme.
The respondents of the survey showed rather low interest in the public institutions of the crossborder regions. In both Euregions, the respondents either never or just infrequently make use of the
neighbor’s cultural establishments and events, such as museums, libraries, sport events and bicycle
routes. This could indicate that in both Euregions, inhabitants do not really use the cultural diversity
of the cross-border region. Future studies have to take a closer look and discuss the conditions for
stimulating cultural exchange.
In addition, in both Euregions, the Dutch respondents are more likely to speak German and French
(according to their self-assessment), still just on a moderate level, than the other citizens. Plus, more
Belgians than Germans respondents said that they speak Dutch moderately.
The answers to the surveys also showed that in both Euregions, the Dutch respondents said that
they read German literature and use German media-like webpages. This is not the case for the
German respondents with respect to Dutch (online) publications. Consequently, language skills could
apparently lead to – what is not surprising – the use of media/literature of the neighbor and finally
to a more positive Euregional attitude.

233

In detail, the euregio rhine-meuse-north follows an integrated approach. The Vision 2014-2020+ covers the topics
agribusiness, industry, logistics, tourism/recovery/culture/sport and labor market/education/languages. In comparison,
EMR2020 deals with the themes economy/innovation, labor market/education/training, culture/tourism, healthcare and
safety.
234
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A12016M000
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2. Employment and a cross-border labor market
According to the survey results, there is a correlation between language skills and the perception of
the neighboring labor market. Especially the Dutch respondents perceive Germany as a country with
attractive employers and are open for cross-border labor, which is less true the other way round.
Two reports show that there is indeed a cross border labor market and interestingly it is balanced in
relation towards the total amount of employees of both countries.235 At the same time, the German
and Dutch respondents do not perceive the Belgian labor market as very attractive. Nevertheless,
the latest figures (mentioned under footnote 7) show that almost as many Dutch persons cross the
border to Belgium for work as to Germany. In relation to the total employees of the compared
countries, much more Belgian inhabitants work across the Dutch-Belgian border than Germans cross
the border to the Netherlands.236 It has to be investigated in further research, how the perception of
the neighboring labor market is in fact influencing labor mobility.
There are also interesting differences with respect to the two Euregions: the respondents living in
the ermn are on average more open-minded regarding an employment in the neighboring country
than in the EMR. In the ermn, respondents mention interesting branches as a reason to potentially
work in the neighboring country. In contrast, the approach to promote suistainability and innovation
seems to bring positive effects in the EMR. Here, both terms are frequently mentioned as reasons to
work in the neighboring country. In both Euregions, German respondents perceive the Dutch
companies as more sustainable (open for green technologies, etc.) than the other way around.
Whereas Dutch respondents consider German companies as more innovative in general than the
Dutch.
Future research could investigate whether some of the Euregional projects related to certain
branches and industries do have an influence on the perception of the labor market and job
opportunities.
3. Euregional Cohesion
Do citizens in the Euregions know in which Euregion they live? In both Euregions, about 60% of the
respondents knew the correct answer. In addition, the Dutch respondents were better informed
than the others. Especially in EMR, 77% of the Dutch, 54% of German and 50% of the Belgian
respondents answered correctly. This is striking since the Belgian respondents were the ones with
the strongest support for European Integration. In this case, openness for European Integration and
open borders is not necessarily linked to a profound knowledge of the own Euregion.
Is the Euregion as an organization known to the citizen? According to this sample, not really. Almost
none of the respondents knew individuals working for the Euregion or representing the Euregion, in
both border-regions. This is to some extend more surprising in the ermn (euregio rhine-meuse235

From all German employees, around 0,072% of the employees are commuting for a job towards the Netherlands. From
all Dutch employees 0,074% of the employees are commuting across the border towards Germany. Next to this there is an
amount of people who moved across the border and work in their home country as well as in the new country. (See for
more information: PBL (2015) Arbeidsmarkt zonder grenzen, p. 10 and CBS- Internationaliseringsmotor 2016 –III Duitsland,
p. 25)
236
There are 4800 persons commuting from the Netherlands to Belgium across the border versus 5100 Dutch people
crossing the border towards Germany. The percent of Germans crossing the border for work towards the Netherlands is
around 0,072%, while 0,39% of the Belgians cross the border towards the Netherlands for work (see reports onder
footnote 6).
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north) where the municipal politicians play an important role. The Euregions as an organization are
not really known to the respondents. Apparently, even the involvement of local politicians (e.g.
mayors) in Euregional organizations cannot increase awareness.
Besides, almost none of the respondents attended an event organized by Euregional organizations.
Therefore, it will be very interesting to do research on the question how Euregions – as
organizations and with their prominent leading figures – reach citizens and whether and how they
can promote Euregional thinking by organizing own activities. According to the answers of this
Euregional sample, Euregions as organizations are not very visible.
The interviewees were also asked about their perception of Euregional cooperation, their familiarity
with Euregional cities/towns, their sense of belonging and whether they feel at home in the
Euregion. The results showed that the overall Euregional Cohesion (as a mix of different aspects) is
rated a little bit higher by respondents living in the EMR than in the ermn. In both Euregions, Dutch
respondents express a stronger relation to the Euregion and a stronger Euregional cohesion. In the
case of EMR, the survey revealed a significantly stronger perception of Euregional cohesion of Dutch
and Belgian respondents than of German. Also in the ermn, the answers of German respondents
indicate less Euregional affection than their Dutch neighbors.
Comparing the two Euregions, when asked whether they feel at home in the Euregion, respondents
from the EMR on average gave lower numbers than in the ermn.
Conclusions
This student project has indicated that it is worthwhile to start broader research on the topic of a
Euregional mindset. According to the results of this rather small sample, it is interesting to look into
the perception of Euregions with the background of different nationalities. The survey indicates that,
also in cross-border regions, nationality is still a decisive factor regarding the perception of the
Euregion. There are also indications that it is very difficult to find correlations between the different
governance structures of the Euregions and the specific mindset of citizens living in these Euregions.
One potential reason could be that the Euregion is regarded more as a geographic than a political
concept. In future research projects, it would be important to include the question whether the
visibility of Euregions (as organizations) and their political figures amongst citizens is really that low.
And if yes, it would be interesting to analyze whether this is a problem for the idea of a widespread
Euregional mindset.
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4.2 Ex-ante analysis of the effects of the General Data Protection Regulation in
Limburg
Student Project by Martin van Rooij, Maastricht University
In this project, a Maastricht University student did a pre-study on the awareness of the EU General
Data Protection Regulation in Limburg. The purpose was to find out whether it is already possible to
assess ex ante its effect on enterprises in the border region.
The General Data Protection Regulation,237 hereinafter referred to as GDPR, includes major changes
in data handling procedures for public and private organisations within the EU and may also apply to
organisations abroad due to its broad and extraterritorial scope. The GDPR encompasses a broad
array of changes regarding the security of personal data in the EU. Since the Regulation will enter
into force on 25 May 2018, undertakings and public authorities have to prepare for the deadline.
After years of preparation, the EU Parliament approved the GDPR on 14 April 2016 to replace Data
Protection Directive 95/46/EC. As a Regulation, the GDPR was designed to harmonize the data
protection laws across the European Union. However, the GDPR includes a number of opening
clauses, granting Member States leeway regarding the exact implementation of specific provisions of
the GDPR. Further, The GDPR touches upon various national legal regimes resulting in potentially
differing legal outcomes in different Member States. Therefore, the implementation of the GDPR is
and will not be entirely consistent throughout the EU. The question is, whether these discrepancies
can lead to uncertainties for organisations with multiple cross-border activities.
In particular, the research tried to establish a preliminary outlook on possible effects the GDPR has
and will have on Dutch business in the border-region of the Dutch Province of Limburg.
According to the wording in the GDPR the regulation focuses on:
reinforcing individuals' rights; strengthening the EU internal market; ensuring stronger
enforcement of the rules; streamlining international transfers of personal data and; setting
global data protection standards.
The main argument for a coherent EU-wide approach to data protection is to untangle and
harmonize the different rules and regulations that became apparent throughout the Union. The
ideal situation for business in any country is a common approach without administrative burden, as
is described in the Commissions’ goals: “Organisations will only have to deal with a single national
data protection authority in the EU country where they have their main establishment. Likewise,
people can refer to the data protection authority in their country.”238 Some of the basic obligations
of the Regulation relate inter alia to the nomination of a data protection officer in specific cases, the
recognition of binding corporate rules and model clauses for the transfer of personal data to
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countries outside the EU as one of the means to transfer personal data from the EU to third
countries and the introduction a scheme to recognize of Codes of Conduct.
The findings are based on interviews with business managers in the region, as well as experts on the
GDPR in Limburg. A total of 23 interviews were conducted. However, because of the sensitive
information discussed, all interviewees agreed to participate on the condition that their commentary
was to be discussed anonymously.
Even though the GDPR is a Regulation and should thus be implemented harmoniously throughout
the EU, many provisions allow for national legislators to implement exceptions to the rule, which are
contained in so-called opening clauses in the GDPR. Any such difference between countries creates a
potential obstacle.. The issue of compliance with data protection rules is thus a contentious issue for
business and experts alike. The 23 qualitative interviews with company representatives and experts
in the field239 were only a small selection of the numerous companies contacted. Many refused to
participate in this research. It is likely that those who did not want to discuss their level of data
protection compliance might realize their standards are subpar.
Results from the interviews
Perhaps the most striking aspect that many experts in the field iterated so far is the lack of
implementation of the GDPR throughout all different sectors. At the time of the interviews,
businesses had less than a year before the GDPR became applicable throughout the EU. One of the
reasons why businesses did not seem to hurry with the required changes is because they did not
comply with the current legal regime preceding the GDPR.

“Most companies in the region do not adhere to the old rules, why would they comply with
the GDPR? The only way to create awareness is to fine them.”
-Anonymous respondent

Others started to create awareness, meaning that they commenced implementation, leading to
compliance in the longer term. These were mainly newer companies that are active in the online
media sector and thus are closer to the topical debate.
When asked about the exceptions that allow different Member States to implement the GDPR in
different ways, none of the respondents seemed to express their concern. In fact, respondents
indicated that the current Directive entails many more exceptions, which does not prevent them
from trading cross-border.
The pre-study was also meant to ask companies about their positive expectations and the benefits of
the Regulation. Due to the abovementioned lack of awareness of the companies interviewed, they
239

Companies from different sectors: privacy consultants and experts, automotive industries, transport companies,
marketing companies, healthcare providers, app-builders, several tech start-ups, contractors.
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were not in a situation to commit a proper self-assessment on the question whether the Regulation
will be beneficial for their business.
One aspect that was raised was that the cooperation of companies with other companies might have
an influence since the enforcement of the Data Protection Authorities is still not very thorough.
Especially German businesses are much more aware of privacy concerns and might thus reject
potential partners in business in the future if they do not commit to the same level of data
protection.
The lack of preparation is cause for concern as it can be expected that a majority of the business in
the region will not comply with the GDPR as the deadline comes closer. It was also interesting to
note that none of the companies interviewed had been in contact with the appropriate Data
Protection Authority.
Since Member States have some freedom regarding some specific aspects of the implementation of
the GDPR, it was expected that some issues might arise with respect to cooperating with crossborder business. However, none of the respondents claimed any disadvantage because of it. Experts
say it might be because they do not yet realize the full effects and the all-encompassing scope of the
Regulation. Others mention that many of these exceptions are so specific in nature that only a very
small group of business will be affected.
Conclusions
Many of the companies interviewed are still not
taking appropriate measures with respect to the
obligations of the Regulation and they are not fully
aware of consequences. They find it difficult to
make the necessary arrangements. In particular,
this means that they do not have a clear picture of
the positive or negative effects of the Regulation
on their own business when it comes to crossborder business.

“If the government does not act strictly on
the companies who fail to implement the
GDPR, the only way they [these
companies] will comply is if the
international business sets a certain
standard. The fear of missing out is bigger
than risking the fine”
-Anonymous respondent

This pre-study has indicated that broader research on the final situation of the companies in the
entire Euregion is necessary in order to assess the state of preparation around the date of the
deadline. There are indications that this could in particular be relevant for companies who do
business with German counterparts. If their German counterparts are already GDPR compliant, they
might expect a similar standard with regard to GDPR compliance of potential business partners. If
businesses in the Province of Limburg do not uphold the strict standards of the GDPR, it is possible
others might not wish to conduct business with them. It will be interesting to conduct a proper
analysis of Dutch, German and Belgian companies in the border regions.
The answers of the small number of companies are to some extent alarming: most companies will
probably not be prepared in time for the full implementation date on 25 May 2018. Surprisingly, this
does not seem to be a concern for the respective companies so far.
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Whether this is because they will not be affected to such a large degree by the changes or because
they will only realize the far-reaching implications once they encounter major problems remains to
be seen. The pre-study has shown that further research is necessary to also prevent a scenario were
too many companies jeopardize cross-border businesses.
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